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A B S T R A C T
H y p e r p o la r i z e d  129X e  P r o d u c t i o n  a n d  A p p l i c a t i o n s
by
Iu lia n  C. Ruset 
University of New Hampshire, May, 2005
Hyperpolarized 3He and 129Xe were in itia lly  developed and used in  the nuclear physics 
community. Late ly they are p rim arily  used in  Medical Resonance Imaging (M R I). A lthough 
firs t M R I polarized gas images were acquired using 129Xe, the research community has 
focused mostly on 3He, due to  the well-known polarizing methods and higher polarization 
numbers achieved.
The main purpose of th is thesis is to present a novel design o f a large-scale SEOP po­
larizer for producing large quantities of h ighly polarized 129Xe. High Rb-Xe spin-exchange 
rates through long-lived van de Waals molecules at low to ta l pressure, implemented in  a 
novel counterflow polarizer design, resulted in  xenon polarization as high as 50% for 1.2 
lite rs/hour, w ith  a maximum of 64% for 0.3 1/h. We characterized and improved the polar­
ization process by finding the optim um  operating parameters o f the polarizer.
Two new methods to  efficiently use high-power diode lasers are described: a new optical 
arrangement for a better beam shaping of fiber coupled lasers and the firs t external-cavity 
spectrum narrowing o f a stack of laser diode arrays.
A  new accumulation technique for the hyperpolarized xenon was developed and fu ll 
recovery of polarization after a freeze-thaw cycle was demonstrated for the firs t time.
Two approaches for xenon delivery, frozen and gas states, were developed. Hyperpolar- 
ized xenon transportation to Brigham and Women’s Hospital was successfully accomplished
xxv
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for collaborative research. F irs t M R I images using hyperpolarized xenon acquired at BW H  
are presented.
F ina l chapter is focused on describing a low field human M R I scanner using hyperpo­
larized 3He. We b u ilt a human scale imager w ith  open access for orientational studies of 
the lung functionality. Horizontal and vertical human lung images were acquired as a first 
stage of th is project.
xxv i
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Chapter 1
I n t r o d u c t io n
1.1 O ptical P um ping
The optical pumping (OP) o f the alkali atoms was firs t predicted in  1950 and experimen­
ta lly  two years later by A. Kastler [1]. This earned him  the Nobel Prize for Physics in  1966. 
Thereafter Bouchiat et al. [2] observed the enhancement for the nuclear spin polarization 
o f the noble-gases when used as buffer gases in  the alkali OP experiments.
By the term  of ’’ hyperpolarized gas” one should understand a non-zero nuclear spin 
gas in  which nuclei spins are a rtific ia lly  aligned along the quantization axis defined by a 
uniform  magnetic field. The most popular method for doing th is is through the absorption 
of c ircu larly polarized laser light. Typica lly the transfer o f the angular momentum from  the 
polarized laser photons to  the noble-gas nuclei is intermediated by an alkali metal vapor. 
The method is called Spin Exchange via  Optical Pumping (SEOP). I t  is based on polarizing 
the valence electron of the alkali by resonant absorption of the laser ligh t (optical pumping 
or optical ’’ depopulation” ), enhancing a single state of the ground level.
1
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Figure 1-1: Simple optical pumping setup. 1) Bo coils - for generating a uniform  mag­
netic field; 2) Temperature controlled heating oven; 3) Pumped cell; 4) Laser; 5) Lens; 6) 
Polarizing-cube-splitter; 7) Quarter-wave-plate.
Figure 1-1 shows a common optical pumping system. A  spin exchange optical pumping 
cell is filled w ith  a small amount o f alkali metal and a m ixture  o f gases: noble-gas to  be 
polarized, nitrogen w ith  the purpose of radiation quenching, and a buffer gas for pressure 
broadening o f the alkali absorption line. The cell is placed inside a uniform  low magnetic 
field for Zeeman sp litting  the Rb atom energy levels. Heating of the cell to 100-200°C 
is required in  order to  generate an optica lly-th ick alkali vapor. The optical components 
have the purpose o f shaping the laser beam and to transform i t  into circu larly polarized 
light. The polarizing cube sp litte r divides the beam into two linearly-polarized halves w ith  
orthogonal polarization planes (as shown in  the picture). Finally, the quarter-wave-plate 
transforms the linear polarized light into circular polarized light.
The vapor is illum inated by the continuous laser beam tuned to  the alkali D1 absorp­
tion  line. Because the incoming laser ligh t is circular polarized, the angular momentum of 
the photons excites only the atoms from one o f the two ground states. The result is the 
depopulation of th is state and the atoms accumulate in  a large number in  the un-pumped 
polarized state. Once they reach the polarized state they no longer absorb laser ligh t since
2
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the selection rules does not allow it. The nitrogen helps in  quenching the alkali deexcita­
tion  radiation through the N2 molecule v ibrational degrees of freedom. This prevents Rb 
depolarization through the absorbtion of em itted unpolarized radiation. 4He buffer gas is 
typ ica lly  added to increase the to ta l pressure inside the cell. The effect stands in  broaden­
ing the D1 absorption line of the alkali vapor resulting in  more absorbed light. This is not 
necessary i f  using narrow-frequency ligh t sources such as solid-state T i: Sapphire lasers or 
external-cavity frequency-narrowed laser diode arrays (LDAs). The lim ita tion  in  power of 
the alkali vapor lamps or Ti:Sapphire lasers ceased w ith  the appearance of the high-power 
diode laser arrays. A lthough their output spectrum is broader than the D1 absorption line, 
the overwhelming power of hundreds o f watts currently available makes the diode lasers the 
normal choice for the latest projects involving Rb optical pumping.
The polarization transfer from the Rb valence electron to the noble-gas nucleus occurs 
through the Fermi-contact term  in the dipole-dipole interaction. The result is a net increase 
w ith  a large order of magnitude, typ ica lly 4-5, of the nuclear spin polarization from  therm al 
Boltzmann d is tribu tion  of the spins when placed into a magnetic field.
1.2 129X e and 3He: P rop erties and A pplications
The in itia l purpose of the hyperpolarized gases was to serve as polarized targets in 
fundamental nuclear physics experiments. Hyperpolarized 3He has been used as a target in  
particle physics experiments leading to  the discovery o f the spin-structure function o f the 
neutron[3]. Also, hyperpolarized 3He is presently used as a cold neutron spin filte r and as 
a spin analyzer in  the n p d j  experiment at L A N L  for measurement of the parity  v io la tion 
in  the weak interaction between proton and neutron [4, 5]. Both gases are used in  searches
3
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for an atomic electric dipole moment[6]. New applications can be found in  the quantum 
computing research [7].
The most revolutionary use s till is the implementation of the hyperpolarized gases as 
imaging agents in  the medical magnetic resonance imaging (M R I). I t  was started by the 
Stony B rook/P rinceton collaboration in  1994 [8] using hyperpolarized 129Xe.
The lim ita tion  in  obtaining high xenon polarization moved the community attention 
towards 3He, w ith  longer relaxation times and well-known polarization methods. 3He was 
used extensively in  determ ining lung structure and functionality. The helium  images reso­
lu tion  is typ ica lly  above the ones acquired using hyperpolarized xenon because o f the higher 
3He polarization attained.
Hyperpolarized gases are background-free imaging agents. The lower proton density in 
the lung tissue, when compared w ith  the rest of the body or organs, makes proton lung 
imaging very d ifficu lt, i f  not impossible. In  the case of proton imaging there is a lack of 
signal over the lung region, as can be seen in  see Figure l-2a. The M R I images obtained w ith  
hyperpolarized gases offers superior resolution and inform ation about the gas d istribu tion  
inside the lung (Figure l-2b). However, the noble-gas polarization is nonrenewable as i t  is 
for the proton. This translates into the disadvantage of lim ited resources in  the case of an 
error, bu t offers the advantage of extremely short imaging times, since no recovery o f the 
polarization is needed, as i t  is in  the case of protons. Moreover, gas polarization can be 
destroyed in tentionally in  certain regions, offering the possibility o f tracing its  motion.
Physical properties im portant from  the N M R  and M R I point of view for 129Xe and 
3He are listed in  Table 1.1. Both have nuclear spin 1/2 and, because of the ir lack of 
quadrupole moment, they present long relaxation times. The high lim it for the T i spin- 
la ttice  relaxation times are given at one atm  pressure of pure gas: 744 h for 3He and 4.1 h for
4
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Parameter Units Xe 3 He
Nuclear spin, K  
N atura l abundance 
Gyromagnetic ratio, 7 
Normalized gyromg. ratio, 7 / 7 h  
T i relaxation time lim it 
Relaxation caused by O2 
Self-diffusion coefficient, Do 
Diffusion coefficient in  air, D 
































Table 1.1: M R I and N M R  im portant physical properties of noble-gases 129Xe and 3He. 
Adapted from  [9]
Figure 1-2: F irs t human lungs image acquired w ith  hyperpolarized xenon: a) Proton M R I 
images showing no signal over the lung space; b) Hyperpolarized 129Xe M R I image showing 
excellent resolution over the lung space filled w ith  gas; c) The firs t two images superposed. 
Adapted from  [12].
129Xe. Experimentally, relaxation times are typ ica lly  much lower: up to  100 h for 3He and 
up to 3 h for 129Xe. The difference is believed to be mostly caused by interactions w ith  the 
container walls. Recent measurements [10] for 129Xe showed Xe-Xe molecular interactions 
lim itin g  T i  to 4.1 h from  its  previous predicted high lim it of 56 h/am agat [11].
Bo th  gases have relatively large gyromagnetic ratios: 3He presenting a factor of 2.76 
over 129Xe, meaning that, for the same level of polarization, the N M R  signal-to-noise ratio  
from  3He is 2.76 higher than for 129Xe.
5
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Figure 1-3: Dissolve-state images of brain, chest, and kidney in  an anesthetized ra t (left). 
On the right side are different proton M R I slices to  help in locating the organs. Adapted 
from  [14].
Helium  is chemically inert and practically insoluble. Xenon is h ighly lipoph ilic1 and 
therefore soluble in  blood and tissue. I t  is well-known by the medical community [13] 
for its anesthetic properties when inhaled in large concentrations (over 70%). For M R I 
w ith  hyperpolarized xenon th is may set an u ltim ate lim it of inhaled xenon in  a single 
breath. Figure 1-2 shows the firs t spin-density human lung image, obtained at University 
of V irg in ia  after a collaboration w ith  the Princeton group, responsible w ith  the production 
o f hyperpolarized Xe. The image was acquired in  a healthy volunteer using 71% enriched 
xenon
The large so lubility  of xenon in  the blood and tissue makes i t  an excellent too l for 
dissolved-state imaging, as i t  was demonstrated by the group of T .E . Chupp at the U ni­
versity o f M ichigan in  an anesthetized rat. Figure 1-3 shows the xenon dissolved in  brain, 
heart, and kidney (right images are obtained by proton M R I and used for locating the 
organs).
A  m ajor advantage of 129Xe versus 3He is its  large chemical sh ift which is strongly 
dependent on its surroundings. The large electron cloud of xenon leads to  shifts of the
1 lipophilic - having an affinity for lipids (e.g. fat).
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Figure 1-4: a) Wash-out dynamics in  a ra t lungs after the xenon inhalation is stopped. The 
central peak corresponds to  the gas phase xenon in  the lungs and the three peaks at 191, 
199, and 213 ppm correspond to xenon in  dissolved phase. Adapted from  [15]. b) Human 
brain xenon dissolved-state 2D CSI spectra superposed over a brain proton image. Adapted 
from  [16].
nucleus N M R  frequency by interacting w ith  surrounding atoms and molecules. The shift 
can be as high as 7500 ppm [17] for specific chemical compounds. This property is frequently 
used in  probing chemical and biological environments. The chemical shift in  dissolved-state 
M R I reaches up to 220 ppm in  oxygenated red blood cells [18]. Novel M R I techniques, such 
as the chemical sh ift imaging (CS I), can separate images o f dissolved xenon i f  the chemical 
shifts frequencies are clearly separated. Figure l-4a  shows the wash-out dynamics in  a ra t ’s 
lungs. The peak at 0 ppm corresponds to the hyperpolarized xenon in  gas phase, and the 
three peaks in  the region of 200 ppm correspond to  xenon in  dissolved phase. Recently, 
using a polarizer allowing production of more than 0.5 liters o f xenon w ith  polarization of 
~14%, K ilian  et al. [16] were able to  demonstrate for the firs t tim e a 2D CSI image in 
a human brain (shown in  Figure l-4b). The dissolved-state imaging is s till under intense 
research and is lim ited  mostly by the low xenon quantities and polarization.
Xenon has a high absorption energy (~0.1 eV) on most surfaces; in  combination w ith  its 
chemical sh ift properties, i t  results in  the capability of surface studies using hyperpolarized 
xenon. Figure l-5a  presents the xenon chemical sh ift absorbed on powdered solids like
7
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Figure 1-5: a) Chemical sh ift of hyperpolarized xenon signal absorbed in  graphitized carbon 
(top), showing a shift of 10 ppm, and Na-Y zeolite, w ith  a shift of 59 ppm. Adapted from 
[19]. b) Proton signal enhancement in  deuterated benzene solution containing dissolved 
hyperpolarized xenon. Adapted from  [20].
graphitized carbon and Na-Y zeolites.
Numerous experiments are also related to  the polarization transfer from 129Xe to  other 
atoms, such as 131Xe, 13C, or 1H. For transferring the polarization from  129Xe to other 
atoms, different methods are being used, such as low-field therm al m ixing [21], high-field 
cross-polarization [22], and, the most common, SPINOE (spin polarization-induced nuclear 
Overhauser effect) [20]. Figure l-5b  shows the enhancement of the proton N M R  signal 
in  deuterated benzene solution containing dissolved hyperpolarized xenon. The fact tha t 
the enhancement is caused by xenon is demonstrated by inverting the xenon magnetization 
(bottom ), w ith  proton magnetization following the inversion. Many of these applications, 
such as the ones presented in Figure 1-5 involving xenon chemical shift sensitivity and xenon 
polarization transfer were performed by the group of A. Pines at Berkeley.
Due to oxygen paramagnetic properties both  gases relax much faster in  its  presence. 
Oxygen dependence has been measured (see table) and 3He is used in  obtaining perfusion 
maps for the lungs by measuring the local relaxation tim e for the hyperpolarized gas [23, 24].
D iffusion coefficient for xenon in  air is ~ 6  times smaller at one atmosphere than for 
helium, therefore restricted diffusion measurements have a better accuracy at small scales
8
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i f  xenon is used instead of helium. Moreover, the difference between diffusion coefficients in 
m ixtures w ith  large self-concentrations is much higher. M u ltip le  experiments using prim ar­
ily  3He are reported as relating lung structure to  the AD C  (apparent diffusion coefficient) 
(e.g. [25, 26]). For qualitative studies of gas diffusion, 129Xe should be superior to 3He. 
Also, the imaging gradients cause a higher diffusive attenuation on helium  than on xenon 
in  the M R I signal. A  helium atom, w ith  a diffusion coefficient of 0.86 cm2/s  in  air [26], w ill 
traverse 0.41 mm in one ms, compared w ith  xenon which traverses only 0.12 mm in one 
ms. O ther diffusion measurements are related to  xenon G D -NM R  (gas diffusion nuclear 
magnetic resonance) to measure restriction sources of gas motion. In  a series of experi­
ments, the group of R. Walsworth [27] at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics 
was able to  measure the pore surface-to-volume ratio  and to rtuosity  in random glass bead 
containers, limestone, and sandstone.
Xenon is natura lly  abundant and can be extracted from the atmosphere by fractional 
d is tilla tion  of the air. N atura l xenon contains only 26.4% of the 129Xe isotope, but i t  can 
be isotopically enriched. 3He has a lim ited supply and is presently extracted from the decay 
of tr itiu m . 3He cost is at the same level w ith  highly enriched xenon ~$200/lite r. Natural 
xenon, however, has an extremely low cost, w ith  the price below $ 5 /lite r (SpecGas Inc., 
Ivy  land, PA). From a financial point of view, natura l xenon seems to be the best choice 
offering the lowest price per polarizable atom.
Detailed reviews for the use o f hyperpolarized noble-gases are done by B.M . Goodson 
[28] for 129Xe and by M oller et al. [9] for 3He.
9
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1.3 P olarizing H elium
The SEOP method for polarizing the 3He is well-known and characterized [29, 30]. 3He, 
jus t like 129Xe, has no quadrupole moment, thus is characterized by a long T i  spin-lattice 
relaxation time. A  m ajor disadvantage of helium SEOP is th a t the spin-exchange rates 
between Rb and 3He are very small and i t  requires a long time for the spin transfer to take 
place (up to  days). Recent studies involving also the UNH group have shown th a t using a 
second alkali metal, such potassium, w ith  a higher spin-exchange efficiency w ith  3He can 
reduce the pump-up tim e as short as two hours [31].
A  second method for polarizing 3He was developed soon after the discovery of hyperpo­
larized 3He via SEOP [32], The method called M etastability  Exchange O ptical Pumping 
(M EO P) and is based on the metastable excited state 23Si of the 3He atom. A n  RF pulse 
excites part of the atoms from  the ground state into the metastable state and a circular po­
larized laser ligh t w ith  1083 nm wavelength, corresponding to the 235 i —> 23P i, pumps the 
3He atom into  a single level of the metastable 23Si state. The hyperfine interaction w ith in  
the excited polarized 3He atom assures a fast mechanism for polarization transfer from  the 
electron to  the nucleus. F ina lly  through b inary collisions the polarization is transferred 
from the polarized metastable atoms to  the disoriented ground state 3He atoms. The result 
is a polarized ground state 3He atom and an unpolarized atom in the metastable excited 
state, which w ill be pumped again by the laser. A  low pressure below 10 Torr is required 
inside the cell for the metastable state to survive. Only small quantities can be polarized 
by M EOP at once, thus to accumulate large quantities o f gas a compressor and a storage 
cell are needed. Special materials are required for these components in  order to  reduce
10
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the relaxation o f the hyperpolarized gas caused by the wall interactions. The advantage 
of the M EOP over the SEOP is the fast spin-exchange mechanism, about 2 x l0 4 higher 
than SEOP [33]. To polarize a cell containing few Torr o f 3He through M EOP one needs 
only one minute to  reach 60% polarization, compared w ith  hours to days for SEOP cells. 
The laser sources for M EOP (1083 nm)are not as commonly available as for SEOP (795 
nm ). Lasers typ ica lly  used are the neodymium-doped lanthanum magnesium hexaluminate 
(LM A ) pumped w ith  an arc lamp or by an A r+ or diode laser. Diode lasers have been 
implemented [34], but the power available is s till very small ( 50 m W ).
A  state-of-the-art 3He polarizer running in  the m etastability exchange regime was devel­
oped at the University of Mainz [35, 36] and i t  is used in  collaborations for M R I experiments 
using hyperpolarized 3He. The polarizer can produce up to  1 lite r/h o u r of 50% polarized 
3He and higher polarization can be obtained for lower flow rates. Recently a more com­
pact and less-expensive design was demonstrated at N IST [37] being able to generate 1 
lite r/h o u r of 15% polarized helium.
1.4 P olarizing X enon
Hyperpolarized 129Xe offers m ultip le  advantages over 3He despite its lower gyromagnetic 
ra tio  or its lower spin-lattice relaxation time. I t  is natura l abundant w ith  no lim ita tion  on 
its  supply, has a very low price, and has a high so lubility  offering dissolved M R I possibilities. 
Also, its  chemical sh ift can be used in  dissolved state imaging.
The methods for polarizing 129Xe are sim ilar to  the 3He SEOP to  some degree. There 
are certain differences between the two. The spin-exchange rates w ith  the alkali metal are 
an order of three higher for 129Xe requiring only tens of seconds for the pump-up time
11
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compared w ith  hours to days for 3He. Also, 129Xe presents additional mechanism for the 
spin-exchange, m ainly at low pressures, coming from  the long-lived Van der Waals Rb-Xe 
molecules.
Since present work w ill focus on the performances of a novel 129Xe polarizer, i t  calls for 
a short history of the research done in  th is field. Most of the in itia l studies on the optical 
pumping and spin transfer processes were done on closed cells. The firs t optical pumped 
hyperpolarized xenon was reported by B.C. Grover in  1978 [38]. Using a small amount 
of xenon gas, 0.5 Torr o f 65% enriched xenon, and 500 Torr o f 4He buffer gas in a 15 cc 
spherical Pyrex cell the author was able to  measure 10% 129Xe. The cell was heated up to 
85°C for the Rb vapor to reach a significant value for optical pumping.
The firs t M R I images w ith  hyperpolarized 129Xe were acquired using closed cells pro­
vided w ith  break seals for gas release after 75 m l of 70% enriched xenon was polarized to  
35% [8]. The need for larger gas quantities resulted in  the development of two d istinct 
polarizing methods: the ’’batch” and the continuous-flow method.
1.4 .1  T h e  ’’b a tch ” m e th o d
The ’’ batch” method is based on polarizing batches o f xenon. An isolated cell provided 
w ith  valves is regularly filled w ith  fresh gas m ixture. A fte r the xenon is polarized the gas 
m ixture  is cooled down to elim inate Rb vapor and transferred. Furthermore, the xenon can 
be separated from the buffer gases by freezing i t  into a liqu id  nitrogen cryogenic trap. The 
frozen xenon has relaxation time in  the order of hours up to  days, depending strongly on the 
temperature and slightly on the holding field [39, 40, 21], A t liqu id  nitrogen temperature 
and a moderate magnetic field ( 500 Gauss) T i  is around 3 hours, which allows for xenon 
accumulation w ith  acceptable loss in  polarization.
12
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The batch method was successfully implemented at Berkeley by the group of Alexan­
der Pines [19]. Surface studies of adsorbed xenon were done using 0.5% optical pumped 
polarized xenon.
The Michigan group lead by T.E . Chupp has developed also a batch polarizing system 
[41]. The system was provided w ith  a cryogenic accumulation system and was capable to 
produce batches of 157 cc o f 7.5% polarized xenon every 5 minutes using two fiber coupled 
LDAs w ith  a 30 W  to ta l laser power and an oven temperature between 80 and 120°C. The 
cell contained 1700 Torr of natura l xenon and 150 Torr of nitrogen, placing the polarizer in  
the high pressure lim it.
The highest 129Xe polarization of 70% reported so far in  literature  was achieved in 
a batch system [42] by the M arburg group in  Germany using a T i: Sapphire laser w ith  
a 2 W  output power. They achieved th is polarization in  a low pressure regime w ith  a 
gas m ixture  of natura l xenon and nitrogen only, keeping the to ta l pressure in  the system 
constant at 75 Torr. The partia l pressure of xenon was varied from 0.375 to 57 Torr and 
129Xe polarization was highest at lowest concentration, decreasing to  20% for high xenon 
concentrations. Temperature ranged from  90 to 115°C. The polarization build-up tim e was 
measured between 7 and 30 seconds. A lthough not a continuous flow system, th is work is 
im portant to us because i t  was the firs t low pressure polarizer reported.
1 .4 .2  T h e  co n tin u o u s flow  m e th o d
The continuous flow method takes advantage o f the fast spin-exchange rates between Rb-Xe, 
and was developed in Happer’s group at Princeton [43, 44], Using a high power A lGaAs laser 
diode w ith  an output of 140 W atts and a ~2  nm F W H M  centered on Rb D1 absorption line 
of 794.7 nm, the Princeton group was able to  obtain 1 lite r o f xenon w ith  5% polarization
13
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[44]. The gas m ixture  contained 98% 4He, 1% Xe, and 1% N 2 and the cell was filled w ith  
10 amagat2 o f gas m ixture  to  take advantage of the Rb D1 resonant absorbtion broadening 
due to  the high pressure. For 10 amagat of gas m ixture in  the cell the Rb absorption profile 
broadens to  0.3 nm at the FW H M . The authors claim an increase in  laser absorption by a 
factor of 60 than w ithout pressure broadening.
Based on th is design, commercial polarizers became available through M IT I (Magnetic 
Imaging Technologies Inc.), started in  1996 by members of the Princeton group. M IT I was 
later bought by Amersham Health, recently acquired by GE. The commercial version of the 
polarizer works also in  the high pressure regime ( 10 atm) and is capable to  polarize both 
129Xe and 3He. Xenon polarizations between 2 and 20% are attainable for flow rates as 
high as 1 lite r/hou r.
Recently the group o f C lifford Bowers and co-workers from University o f F lorida reported 
a high capacity production system w ith  numbers for polarization over 65% [45, 46]. The ir 
design is sim ilar w ith  the Princeton group w ith  a different geometry for the cell and a 
powerful Coherent seven bars diode laser w ith  an output power of 210 W atts and a fu ll w id th  
of 1.6 nm. The gas m ixture  was previously prepared w ith  equal quantities of xenon and 
nitrogen o f 1%, 2% and 5%. Several studies on polarization dependence on to ta l pressure, 
gas m ixture, and laser power were done and the results w ill be used for comparison w ith  
our work. The polarizer operates in  the moderate-high pressure regime of 2.5-7 atm  and the 
temperature used for the pumping cell ranged from  140 to 165°C. A  maximum polarization 
o f 67% was reported for a pressure of 3 atm, 165°C temperature, and a laser power of 150 
W atts, for a gas m ixture  o f 0.6% Xe (86% enriched 129Xe), 1% N2, and 98% 4He, and a
21 amagat = density of an ideal gas at STP conditions and equal to 2.69xl019 cm-3
14
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Princeton [44] 50 10 71.0 6.0 5
Princeton [47] 100 10 71.0 3.2 18
Washington [48] 40 7 26.4 0.6 10
M arburg [42] 2 0.1 26.4 0.1-0.8 70-20
U. M ichigan [41] 30 2.4 26.4 8.3 7.5
U. F lorida [46] >150 2.4 26.4 0.65 67
U. F lorida [46] 210 2.6 86.0 46
U. F lorida [45] 210 2-5 86.0 4.13 40
U. F lorida [45] 210 2-5 26.4 1.96 23
U. F lorida [45] 210 2-5 26.4 4.91 12
Table 1.2: 129Xe reported polarization values obtained by other research groups.
flow rate of 2.45 seem3 xenon flow rate. The laser power dependence showed a saturation of 
the polarization after a certain level. Instabilities of the cell temperature could be observed 
due to  the heat generated by the laser absorption. The polarization seemed to  increase by 
going to low to ta l pressures, but the authors d idn ’t  examine the very low pressures regime. 
Dependence of the polarization on the to ta l flow rate for a constant to ta l pressure was 
studied showing an increase of the polarization by going to higher flow rates (higher flow 
velocities). For a pressure of 4.5 atm  the polarization reached saturation at ~150 seem and 
stayed constant for up to 540 seem, the highest flow rate tested. Certa in ly there is a flow rate 
after which the polarization should decrease because of not sufficient contact tim e between 
the Rb and Xe. The polarization data points graphed versus the xenon concentration in  the 
gas m ixture  point to  the fact tha t low 129Xe concentration in  the m ixture  leads to higher 
polarization. As a conclusion o f these studies one would expect the highest polarization to 
occur for a low concentration of xenon, an optim um  to ta l flow rate, a moderate laser power, 
and a low to moderate pressure.
3sccm - Standard Cubic Centimeters per Minute
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The U N H  polarizer, main subject of th is thesis, is a continuous flow polarizer presenting 
m ajor differences regarding the design and physical operating parameters. The polarizer 
works in  the low pressure regime, below atmospheric pressure, and w ith  a novel concept of 
counterflowing the gas against the laser light. Innovative research was done in  optim izing 
the laser beam shape and laser spectrum. In  our system each gas component of the m ixture  
can be independently controlled together w ith  the to ta l pressure, therefore an optim um  
operating regime could be searched and found. In  Table 1.2 are presented the polarization 
numbers found in  literature  and obtained by different research group and w ill be a good 
comparison term  w ith  the UNH results.
1.5 T hesis Sum m ary
The thesis contains six chapters, as follows:
•  Chapter one, Introduction, reviews the hyperpolarized gases applications and polariz­
ing methods.
• Chapter two, Theoretical Background, focuses the theory of the Rb optical pumping 
and the spin transfer to 129Xe. A  ID  simulation program was developed based on 
the UNH polarizer physical parameters and optim um  predicted parameters as well as 
theoretical results are shown.
•  Chapter three, Lasers and Optics, concentrates on the lasers and optical arrangements 
developed in  our group. Two different setups are presented: firs t is a novel optical 
arrangement for optim izing the shape of the output beam from fiber-coupled diode
16
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lasers; the second is based on an external L ittro w  cavity used in  narrowing the output 
spectrum from a stack of laser diode arrays.
•  Chapter four, UNH Xenon Polarizer, makes a physical overview of the U N H  polarizer 
and describes the 129Xe polarization determ ination method.
•  Chapter five, 129X e  Polarization: Results and Discussions, presents the performance 
of the polarizer. O ptim um  experimental parameters, such as temperature, N2 partia l 
pressure, gas m ixture  and flow rate were found and they are compared w ith  theoretical 
predictions.
•  Chapter five, Accumulation, Recovery and Delivery of Polarized Xenon, describes a 
novel design for the accumulation freeze-out allowing fu ll recovery of polarization 
after a freeze-thaw cycle. Two different delivery methods for the frozen and the gas 
state of the hyperpolarized xenon were also developed and are presented. F inally, the 
hyperpolarized xenon was delivered to Brigham and Women’s Hospital in  Boston for 
collaborative research and first M R I results are presented.
•  Chapter six, Orientational Low Field MRI, describes a very low field imaging system 
b u ilt at UNH for orientational studies of human lungs. Using hyperpolarized 3He we 
acquired supine and upright 2D lung images o f a human subject.
•  Chapter seven, Conclusions, reviews the results of this work and underlines its rele­
vance and implications on future hyperpolarized gas applications.
17
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Chapter 2
T h e o r e t ic a l  B a c k g r o u n d
2.1 R ubid ium  O ptical P um pin g and P olarization
2 .1 .1  R u b id iu m  for O p tica l P u m p in g
O ptical pumping relies on the valence electron of alkali metals, which is polarized through 
resonant absorption of c ircu larly polarized ligh t corresponding to the D1 transition  energy 
(e.g. [49, 50]). Rubidium  is very suitable and the most commonly alkali met in  optical 
pumping experiments, especially because of its low melting point o f 39°C, resulting in  a 
high vapor density at relative moderate temperatures. Rubidium  vapor density can be 
estimated from  the equilibrium  absolute temperature T  using [51]:
- | n l 0 . 5 5 - i i p
=  1.38 X 1 0 - is r  <cm~3) (2 1 )
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Typica lly  temperatures in  pumping m ixtures are 80-200°C resulting in  Rb vapor densities 
of 1012-1015 cm-3 . Another advantage is the large separation between the D1 (794.7 nm) 
and D2 (780.0 nm) lines, which allows the use of common diode lasers w ithout restrictions 
regarding the ir spectrum, which is typ ica lly  much narrower than the separation between 
the lines.
Natura l rub id ium  comes in  two stable isotopes: 85Rb w ith  72.2% and 87Rb w ith  27.8%. 
W ith  Z=37 the atomic structure is Is , 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s, 4p, 5s. The spin-orbit 
interaction lowers the 5s energy level below 4d and 4 /  levels, therefore Rb atoms are char­
acterized by the single electron in  the 5s state. The firs t excited states are the 5jq / 2 w ith  
the corresponding D 1 line A=794.7 nm, and 5p3/ 2 w ith  the corresponding D 2 line A=780.0 
nm. The electron to ta l angular momentum is J  =  S  + L, where S = l/2  is the electron spin, 
and L  is the o rb ita l angular momentum w ith  L = 0  for the s state, and L = 1  for the p  states. 
Both isotopes have nuclear spins: 1=5/2 for 85Rb and 1=3/2 for 87Rb, respectively. The 
atom to ta l angular momentum is defined as F  =  J  +  / .
When a magnetic field Bo is applied the Ham iltonian for an alkali atom can be w ritten
as:
H  =  A I  ■ S +  gsPBSzBo — ~ I zB q (2.2)
where the firs t term  represents the hyperfine interaction between the electron and the 
nuclei and the last two terms characterize the interactions of the magnetic field w ith  the 
electron and the nuclei, respectively. Typica lly magnetic field values used in  optical pumping 
setups are small, such th a t the hyperfine interaction is dominant and the eigenstates for 
the Ham ilton ian in  Eq. 2.2 are also eigenstates of the to ta l angular momentum F  and its 
projection F z. A  detailed calculation of the energy levels is given in  [50],
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Figure 2-1: 87Rb energy levels when considering spin-orbit interaction, hyperfine interaction, 
and, finally, Zeeman sp litting  when placed in to  a weak magnetic field (not drawn to scale).
In  Figure 2-1 are shown the 87Rb energy levels schematic as various interactions are 
added to the Bohr model. The separation between energy levels on the diagram are unsealed. 
A  sim ilar diagram can be drawn for the 85Rb isotope, w ith  the difference being tha t the 
to ta l angular momentum values are now F=2,3 for the ground state hs i / 2  and the firs t 
excited state §Pi/2 - In  the presence o f a magnetic field Zeeman sp litting  o f the atomic 
energy level i f  produced. The Bohr energy levels are separated by energies in  the order of 
1 eV, the fine structure substates, such as 5p j / 2 and 5p3/ 2, are separated by energies in  the 
order o f ICR3 eV, and the hyperfine states are separated by energies in  the order of 10-6  
eV. The Zeeman levels are separated by energies in  the RF range and are proportional w ith  
the applied field. For 85Rb the separation between two consecutive Zeeman levels is ~0.5 
MHz/Gauss and ~0.T MHz/Gauss for 87Rb.
20
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2 .1 .2  O p tica l P u m p in g  E q u a tio n s
The electron in  one of the ground state levels can suffer transitions to higher energy level 
states by absorption of photons w ith  matching wavelengths. The selection rules for the 
transition  correspond to  the incident photon polarization w ith  respect to  the magnetic 
field. By irrad ia ting  w ith  a circu larly polarized beam an ensemble of Rb atoms the allowed 
transitions are only A m p = ± l .  I f  the incoming beam has positive helic ity a + w ith  respect 
to the magnetic field direction, then the electron can move only into the higher levels such 
th a t A m p =1. The lifetim e of the excited state is only 10-8  —10-9  s and the electron decays 
back into one o f the ground state following the selection rule of: A m p = 0 ,  ±1. The net 
result o f continuous pumping w ith  A m p = l  is a strong depopulation of the low m p  number 
states towards the highest m p  ground state. For <r+ incident ligh t the Rb atoms w ill end 
in  m p = 2  state for 87Rb and m p —3 for 87Rb. This can be seen from  the optical pumping 
schematic for the two isotopes in  Figure 2-2. I f  the polarized ligh t he lic ity is negative, <r~, 
w ith  respect to  the magnetic field the process is reversed, w ith  the lowest m p  numbers 
being populated (polarized).
A  simplified schematic of Rb atomic levels which neglects the nuclear spin and the 
hyperfine structure is shown in  Figure 2-3. Neglecting the nuclear spin is generally accepted 
as the nuclear spin is jus t a reservoir of angular momentum, and, eventually, jus t slows 
down the pumping process by the extra number o f photons required to reach the final 
polarized state [30, 52], The Doppler broadening effect on the D1 absorption line makes 
also the hyperfine structure unresolved, and, to a good approximation, we can consider Rb 
as a zero nuclear spin atom from  the absorbed energy point o f view.
This zero-nuclear spin approximation is not acceptable in  regions such as the v ic in ity  
o f the cell walls, where the Rb depolarization rate is very high and a steady-state is not
21
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Figure 2-2: Rb optical pumping schematic for incident positive helic ity c ircu larly polarized 
light.
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Figure 2-3: Simplified schematic of optical pumping for polarizing the valence electron of 
an alkali atom. In  th is  schematic the spin of the Rb nucleus is neglected.
reached. The nuclear spin w ill act as a angular momentum reservoir and its effect on the 
optical pumping w ill be discussed later.
In  the simplified form  ( Figure 2-3), the electron is pumped following the selection rule 
A m j= l  given by the light polarization <r+ and only the atoms m j —-1/2  w ill absorb the 
laser ligh t and move into the excited state 5p i /2 state w ith  m j —+ 1 /2 . The atom w ill de- 
excite into either of the two ground states w ith  probabilities given by the Clebsch-Gordon 
coefficients. The probability  decay from 5pi/2 m j = + 1/2 to 5Si/2 m j = - 1/2 is 2 /3 and to 
5s j/2 m j = + l / 2  is 1/3. Statistically, three photons are needed in  average to  pump one 
atom into  the final polarized state. The photon efficiency increases to 50% in  the presence 
of buffer gases, which collisionally m ix the excited 5pi/2 levels.
A  Rb atom th a t reached the final polarized ground state can be depolarized. The ground 
levels are mixed by mechanisms such as: absorption o f photons resulted after Rb radiative 
decay from  the excited state, collisions between alkali-metal atoms, wall collisions, and in­
teractions w ith  the gases present in  the m ixture, including the noble-gas to  be polarized 
and which has the largest contribution to this process. A ll the processes m ixing the ground 
levels 5s m j = - 1/2 w ith  m j= + l / 2  are summed up by a spin-destruction rate Ts d - Con­
sidering an optical pumping rate, 7opt, which gives the number o f Rb atoms pumped in  one
23
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second from  m j = - 1/ 2  to the final state m j —+1/2,  we can w rite  the equation describing 
the populations o f atoms in  each of the two ground states:
dp±\  i (  , r sd \  sd oN
dt - ± ^ +  2 ) P- \ T  2 P+l  ( ^
Populations of the atoms in  the two states are normalized:
P + i + P _ i = l  (2.4)
and the Rb polarization for th is particular case is defined as:
P m  =  P+ 1 -  i (2.5)
I t  is easily calculated from  2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 that:
dP m
dt 7opt( l  -  Pm) -  Tsd (2.6)
The solution for th is equation gives the time dependence for the Rb polarization:
P rM  =  Tf r
7opt "i 1 SD
1 — e -(7oPt+ r So)t (2.7)
This shows an exponential build-up o f polarization. Typical values for the time needed to 
reach saturation for Rb is in  the order of 10-20 ms. When compared w ith  the tim e scale for 
the other processes in  a SEOP experiment, one can consider the steady-state solution for
24
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the  Rb polarization over the cell volume:
lerpt +  Rsd
(2.8)
From this relation i t  is straightforward tha t m inim izing relaxation mechanisms maximizes 
Rb polarization.
2 .1 .3  N u c lea r  S p in  E ffect an d  S lo w in g -D o w n  F actor
For the situations where the interactions time-scales are comparable w ith  Rb pump-up tim e 
o f 10-20 ms, the nuclear spin of Rb can not be neglected anymore. I f  the nuclear spin of 
Rb is to be considered, then there are 20 coupled equations [30] describing the population 
in  each hyperfine m p ground level presented in  Fig. 2-2:
where pF,mF are the population densities for hyperfine levels defined by the quantum num­
bers F  and m p , ctF,mF are the absorption coefficients, and Te r  is the electron randomization 
rate. The tim e scale for electronic collisions is typ ica lly  much shorter than the hyperfine 
interaction tim e, therefore the electron is considered to  be decoupled from  the nucleus dur­
ing the collisions. In  between collisions the hyperfine coupling leads to  partia l decay of the 
nuclear polarization.
W ith  the population densities calculated from 2.9 and 2.10, one can determine the
dpF,mF 







=  ERPF,mF + r e r  < F m p \S  • p S \F m  > (2 .10)
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hyperfine polarization and the electron-spin polarization defined as [30]:
Pp =< Fz > (2.11)
and
P s  = <  S z > — - ^(P i+1/2 ~  P i - 1/ 2) (2.12)
where Pj+1 / 2  and P /_ i/2 are calculated as the polarization in the upper and lower hyperfine 
m ultip lets, th a t is Pp  for F  — 1 + 1/2 and F  = I  —1/2, respectively. R ubidium  polarization 
is determined from  Ppb =  2 < S z >.
The collisions and the spin-exchange between Rb atoms lead to a spin d is tribu tion  on the 
hyperfine levels. Anderson et al. [53] have shown tha t for an ensemble of atoms w ith  a high 
spin-exchange rate the population d is tribu tion  on the hyperfine levels can be completely 
described by a single parameter called spin-temperature, /3. Rb-Rb spin-exchange rates 
where measured for 87Rb-87Rb to 8 x l0 ~ 10 cm3/s  [54], and sim ilar rates are expected for 
87Rb-87Rb and 85Rb-85Rb. This translates into ~105 collisions in  a second for a Rb vapor 
density of 1014 cm-3 . Figure 2-4a shows the schematic for a 87Rb-87Rb collision w ith  both 
atoms in  in itia l states |2 , 1 >  and the probabilities to  end in a certain hyperfine level after 
the collision for each o f the two atoms. The Rb-Rb spin-exchange interactions conserve the 
to ta l spin S =  S i +  S2 , therefore th is type of interaction does not contribute to  the Rb 
depolarization and only to red istribution of atoms in  the hyperfine levels.
When a spin-temperature equilibrium  is reached the population density on a hyperfine 
level can be w ritten  as:
PF,mp =  N ( p y m (2.13)
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Figure 2-4: Rb-Rb spin-exchange: a) An example of interaction between two 87Rb atoms 
and the probabilities for the final state after the collision; b) Spin d is tribu tion  on the 
hyperfine levels for a spin temperature (3 =  In 2 . Adapted from [55].
where /3 is the ensemble spin-temperature and N(f3) is a normalization constant. Figure 2- 
4b shows the d istribu tion  for an ensemble of 87Rb w ith  a spin-temperature (3 = In 2
As previously said, the nuclear spin factor becomes im portant only in  regions where the 
relaxation sources are high, such as the cell walls. I t  acts as a reservoir for momentum and 
slows down the electron polarization. Walker and Happer show in  [55] the influence of the 
nuclear spin on the electron polarization as a function of the distance from the wall. The 
diffusion length is defined as Ad =  ^ /2 D a/^opt- The electron polarization is saturated faster 
for a smaller nuclear spin since less photon momentum is wasted on the nuclear spin.
I f  an ensemble can be described by a spin-temperature d is tribu tion  a slowing-down 
factor can be defined [30]:
(2.14)c  _  Pf
S ~ T s
where Pp  and P s  are defined by Eqs. 2.11 and 2.12. The slowing-down factor depends on 
the spin-temperature and for natura l Rb (0.72% 85Rb, 0.28% 87Rb) can be calculated from
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Figure 2-5: Nuclear spin effect on the electron polarization: a) Electron spin average for 
two different nuclear spins, 1=1/2 and 1=7/2, as a function o f the atom position from  the 
wall. Adapted from  [55].; b) Slowing-down factor as a function o f electron polarization. 
Adapted from  [30].
the relations:
PF = 0.28/73(^)[4sinh2/3 +  4sinh/3] +0.72Ar5(/?)[6sinh3/3 +  8sinh2/3 +  4sinh/3] (2.15)
Ps  =  0.28A^(/?)sinh2/3 +  0.72A5(/?)sinh3/? (2.16)
where N(/3) are normalization factors. A  graph for the slowing-down factor, S, as a function 
o f the electron polarization, P s  is presented in  Figure 2-5b. As expected, the nuclear spin 
influence is maximum for low electron polarization (S  = 10.8 for P s  =  0 ), and is m inimum  
for maximum electron polarization (S  = 5.4 for P s  =  1/2).
For atoms w ith  low nuclear spin value the optical pumping equations given by 2.9 and 
2.10 can be ana lytica lly solved to give the tim e dependence of the nuclear polarization [30]:
dPF<i ,t] = - r  e r Ps (P) =  (2.17)
Since the slowing-down factor is dependent on the electron polarization and on the spin-
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temperature, the tim e dependence of the nuclear polarization is not exponential. Also, 
Wagshul and Chupp [30] demonstrated tha t the slowing-down factor has an effect on the 
polarization build-up and decay tim e constants, but not on the final achievable polarization:
The saturated polarization is unchanged from  the simplified derivation of Eq. 2.8, and 
depends only on the optical pumping rate and the spin-destruction rate.
2 .1 .4  B u ffer  G ases in  O p tica l P u m p in g
Buffer gases are added to the Rb vapor to increase the efficiency the pumping process. 
There are m ultip le  reasons for the presence of buffer gases in the optical pumping m ixture: 
quenching of the excited state energy, excited state collisional m ixing, D1 absorption line 
pressure broadening, and reducing the Rb diffusion. Buffer gases are also critica l in  the spin- 
exchange as the van der Waals molecule form ation and destruction requires the presence of 
a th ird  body, usually nitrogen.
Radiative emissions from  the Rb excited 5p 1(/2 levels lead to uncontrolled circular po­
larized { A m j  =  ± 1) or linear polarized 7r (A m j  =  0 )photons. Since they correspond to 
the D1 energy, can be reabsorbed by polarized Rb atoms. Radiative decay can be a m ajor 
depolarization effect as the unpolarized photons propagate inside the cell.
N itrogen is almost always used in  the m ixture  to quench the Rb excited state energy into 
its  v ibra tiona l levels [29], The N2 quenching cross-section on Rb excited state 52p j /2 was 
measured to  58 A 2 [56]. Using th is value Wagshul and Chupp [57] calculated a branching
(T o  p t + r E f l )
(2.18)
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ra tio  for the radiative decay:
P r a d  «  q~T~ (2.19)
3 +  P n 2
where is the nitrogen partia l pressure in  the m ixture  expressed in  to rr. A  m inimum  
quantity  of N2 is required in  the m ixture such th a t the radiative de-excitation is insignificant. 
N itrogen partia l pressure of 100 T  reduces the radiative decay below 3 %, which generally 
is considered acceptable. Another side advantage of N2 as buffer gas is th a t the Rb excited 
state lifetim e is reduced from  28 ns to ~1 ns [58],
Collisions of Rb atoms w ith  buffer gases, especially He, result in  a m ixing o f the atomic 
sublevels. This randomization is essential for the atoms in  the excited state, because i t  in­
creases the optical pumping efficiency from 1/3 to 1/ 2 , as previously mentioned. Collisional 
m ixing affects also the ground state levels also, but w ith  a much smaller probability. M ix ing  
of ground levels contribute to  the spin-destruction rate. The cross-section for randomization 
after collisions w ith  helium  buffer gas is ~ 10~25 cm2 for the ground state, and ~ 10~15 cm2 
for the excited 5p i /2 level [59]. In  the presence of nitrogen the Rb excited state reduces its 
lifetim e to  1 ns compared w ith  natura l lifetim e o f 28 ns [60].
Another m ajor m otivation for using large quantities o f buffer gas in  the optical pumping 
systems is the pressure broadening of the spectral lines of Rb. Pressure broadening is 
a consequence of interaction between Rb electronic cloud and the gases in  the pumping 
m ixture, resulting in  a d istortion of the Rb atomic energy levels. Detailed measurements 
of the broadening effects were done by Romalis et al. [61] for a ll gases involved typ ica lly  
in  the optical pumping. Besides broadening, buffer gases produce also a sh ift of the central 
D1 line. Table 2.1 shows a summary of the values measured by Romalis. Heavier gases 
such as N2 and Xe have a stronger van der Waals interaction w ith  Rb and the result is an
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Gas D1 FW H M  broadening, r af,.s D 1 central line shift
(GHz/amg) (nm /amg) (GHz/amg) (nm /amg)
3 He 18.7 0.039 5.6 0.012
4 He 18.0 0.038 4.3 0.009
n 2 17.8 0.038 -8.3 -0.017
Xe 18.9 0.040 -5.1 -0.011
Table 2.1: Pressure broadening and shifting of the D1 line induced by optical pumping 
gases. Values reported by [61].
asymmetry of the absorption lines, leading sometimes to  satellite D1 lines. Measurement of 
the broadening and shifting effects are sometimes used in  determining the gas density inside 
the cell. W ith  very few exception, all previous reported polarizers were designed to  work 
in  the high pressure regime in  order to increase the laser absorption efficiency when using 
broad high-power diode lasers. Typical pressure ranged between 3 and 10 atmospheres. 
The pressure broadening is much larger than Doppler broadening of 250 M Hz or natural 
w id th  of 5.7 M Hz [62],
2 .1 .5  L aser L ight A b so rp tio n  and  O p tica l P u m p in g  R a te
The laser ligh t absorption defines the optical pumping rate and the Rb polarization over the 
cell volume. A fte r a Rb atom is polarized i t  becomes transparent to  the polarized laser light. 
This causes an equilibrium  of Rb polarization over the cell volume. Full Rb polarization 
over the cell volume, w ith  the exception of the wall v ic in ity, can be achieved, especially in 
polarizing 3He which has a very small spin-exchange cross-section w ith  Rb.
To calculate the pumping rate at a certain point and, im p lic itly , the Rb polarization 
given by Eq. 2.8, we need to calculate the laser attenuation and to map the photon flux 
across the cell:
/•inf
l o p t ( r )  = /  $ ( r ,  v)o{v) dv (2 .20)
Jo
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where [Rb] is the vapor density, <j (v ) is the absorption cross-section, and $ (^ , f )  is the flux 
of photons (number o f photons per cm2 and per second). The relation between the photon 
flux and the intensity, I ,  and the laser power, P,  is given by:
/»inf
1(f)  =  / § { r ,v )d v
Jo
r r  inf
P =  d S  $ ( f , i/ )d i/  
J s  Jo
The absorption cross-section is defined in
,  ^ A0 t- r , K v - v o )V{V) = 7 T r riat --------------=------------+   - p r “
4(1/ -  v q )2 +  r 2bs r a6s
-e
where the firs t term  is dominant presenting a Lorentzian shape centered around vq and the 
FW H M , Tabs, is dominated by the pressure broadening. The second term  parameterizes 
the asymmetry of the peak through parameters b and Ta, but for low pressures i t  can be 
neglected. We sim plify the cross-section to a pure Lorentzian:
where the peak amplitude, <tq, is calculated from  the sum rule:
/*inf
/  cr{v)dv =  7r rec f  (2 .22)
Jo
where re is the classical electron radius, c is the speed of light, and /  is the D1 transition
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oscillator strength given in  [63] as f=0.337. Integrating Eq. 2.21 leads to:
^oEobs
and further to a relation between the peak amplitude and the F W H M  from  Eq. 2.4:
reported by Wagshul and Chupp [30].
Considering a laser beam oriented along the z  axis parallel w ith  the Bo field, and no 
wall relaxation involved in  the pumping, the beam flux  dependence w ith  position z is:
the quantification axis z,  and m*s  is the electron angular momentum projection in  the 5p\/2 
excited state after photon absorption.
A  linear or unpolarized beam incident on the cell w ith  m7 =  0 results in  equal Clebsch- 
Gordon coefficients and equal probabilities of pumping both ground levels. In  th is case the 
absorption length becomes A-1  =  [Rb\a(v).
ObEabs =  5.7 x 10 3 cm2 (2.23)
This relation is confirmed by the value of ctq =  3.2 x 10 13 cm2/H z  for T0bs =  18 GHz
(2.24)
where A is the absorption length expressed by:
where [Rb] is the Rb density, m 7 is the projection o f the photon angular momentum on
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For a circular polarized beam w ith  positive helicity, cr+ , illum inating  the cell, the second 
coefficient in  Eq. 2.25 cancels and the absorption length becomes A-1  =  2cr(i/)[i?6]p_1//2(z)- 
Using also Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5 we get:
= a{v)[Rb){\ -  PRb{z)) (2.26)
Therefore the photon flux absorption is dictated by: 
d $ (z ,  v )
dz
= v)[Rb}( 1 -  PRb(z)) (2.27)
This can be used for mapping the photon flux inside the cell, optical pumping rate, and Rb 
polarization i f  considering a steady state solution. Integrating over frequency we get the 
laser intensity reduction as i t  travels through the cell:
—j z  ^ =  -[-R&](1 -  PRb{z))lopt(z) =  -[Rb]TsDPRb (2.28)
and which suggests tha t the photon absorption rate per Rb atom is equal to  Rsd-Prs- 
Rb wall relaxation by diffusion towards the walls can be included in  the optical pumping 
equations (2.3) through a diffusion term  together w ith  the slowing-down term:
dP±1^ , l f  M r S D \  I T  S D  _i_ DV72
dt ~  ± S  y opt +  2 j T 5  2 PH  + D y  p± \
This more complex equation and its solutions are discussed in  detail by Wagshul and 
Chupp [30]. S im ilar solutions are also described by Larson et al. [63] and Walker and 
Happer [55].
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2 .1 .6  S kew  L ight E ffects
Rb relaxation mechanisms inherently exist during optical pumping and they are over­
whelmed w ith  high-power diode lasers. To fu lly  u tilize the laser power one needs a perfect 
parallelism o f the laser beam w ith  the magnetic field. B. Chann and the Wisconsin group of 
T .G . Walker demonstrated severe skew-light effects on the light absorption efficiency even 
at very small angles [64] . The mechanism of inefficiently ligh t absorption is explained by 
the fact th a t the Rb polarization is never saturated from the laser point of view. Rb electron 
precess rap id ly  around the magnetic field resulting in  a time-average of the electron spin 
smaller than 1/2. This results in  extra ligh t absorption of the Rb vapor:
^  =  -cr{v)$(z,i>)[Rb\( 1 -  PRb(z) cos6) (2.29)
where 6 is the angle made by the laser beam and the magnetic field.
Also, Chann et al. showed tha t a positive helic ity <r+ circular polarized incident beam, 
which makes an angle 6 w ith  the magnetic field, can be decomposed in fractions of posi­
tive helic ity ” + ” , negative helicity and linear ”n ” polarized ligh t w ith  respect to the 
magnetic field direction:
/+  =  cos4 (0 / 2); /_  =  sin4 (0 / 2 ); /*■ =  2 sin2(0 / 2 ) cos2(0 / 2);
In  these conditions the Rb optical pumping equations needs to  be modified to  take into 
consideration the absorption of wrong polarization light. Eq. 2.3 becomes:
dpi 
_____ 2_
dt lo p t  ( j +  +  +
r  s d
p- \
I n  , f i r  \  , ^ S D  
lo p t  / -  + 2 2
p_  i (2.30)
2
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and the equation for Rb polarization build-up is:
PRb{t) = lopt^ + ^  [ l  _  e-(7opt+rsn)ij (2.31)
lo p t  +  L S D  L J
Simple calculation gives ( /+  — /_ )  =  cosR In  conclusion, Rb polarization w ill reach its 
saturation value w ith  the same tim e constant. Nevertheless, its saturation value has now 
changed:
P R b  = -----— COS (9 (2.32)
7 o p t  +  I  S D
Equation 2.32 together w ith  2.29 w ill be used in  calculation o f flux absorption and Rb 
polarization calculations when considering the skew ligh t effect.
Chann et al. [64] estimated a doubling in  laser flux absorption for a 3He cell, pumped 
by a 50 W , 2 nm F W H M  laser, and 0 =  6°. Angles in  this range are common in  optical 
pumping, since the Bo field ranges in  gauss values and the E a rth ’s magnetic field can be a 
significant transversal component o f the resulted field.
2 .1 .7  L ight A b so rp tio n  H ea tin g  E ffects
For large spin-destruction rates of Rb polarization, especially in  129Xe SEOP, most of the 
laser light, i f  not all, is absorbed by the Rb vapor and further transm itted through col- 
lisional quenching towards the N2 molecules. As a result of a quenching collision the N 2 
jum ps into a h ighly excited v ibrational state (i^=5, 6). Subsequent collisions w ith  other 
buffer gases atoms thermalize the nitrogen molecules energy. Typ ica lly  measurements of 
cell temperature w ith  a temperature sensor in  the v ic in ity  of the cell is not sensitive to 
temperature gradients inside the cell. One can measure the temperature inside the cell 
locally using Raman scattering of a probe beam on nitrogen molecules [65].
36
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Figure 2-6: a) Temperature in  the center of the cell as function of the pumping laser power. 
The diamond points show the temperature reading of a thermocouple on the cell surface, b) 
Temperature d is tribu tion  inside the cell for 2.9 W  laser power, c) Temperature d is tribu tion  
inside the cell for 15 W  laser power; the solid curve shows the curve resulted by scaling b) 
w ith  the laser power. Figures are adapted from [66].
W alter et al. used th is method to  measure local temperature inside optical pumped 
cells w ith  a spatial resolution of 1 mm [66]. Figure 2-6 shows different experimental results 
obtained w ith  th is method for a closed optical pumping cell of 40 cc, containing 2 atm  of 4He, 
0.33 atm  of N2, and located inside an oven assuring a constant ambient temperature o f 170°. 
Fig. 2-6a describes the temperature inside the cell dependence as a function of pumping laser 
power. The temperature varies linearly u n til a point where convection phenomena in  the 
heat transfer interfere w ith  the conduction transfer. The convection-conduction overlapping 
results also from  Fig. 2-6 b) and c), where the temperature was mapped as a function o f the 
position inside the cell. For a low input power o f 2.9 W  the temperature d is tribu tion  is in 
agreement w ith  a 3D diffusion equation w ith  a constant heating source. I f  the laser power 
goes to  15 W  convection develops and temperature d is tribu tion  deviates towards unstable 
heat transfer regimes. Also, from  Fig. 2-6c the heat transfer towards the walls is done faster, 
and the temperature doesn’t  scale w ith  the absorbed power anymore. Large temperature
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differences between the ambient and the center o f the cell were also reported for 129Xe and 
3He SEOP, in  the range of 100° for moderate laser powers of 15-20 W.
The heating process of the optical pumping m ixture  can become crucial at high laser 
power o f hundreds o f watts. In  a continuous flow 129Xe polarizer the Rb spin-destruction 
rate is very large for high xenon concentrations and a ll the laser power can be absorbed. 
Simple calculation shows temperature elevations of thousands of degrees of the gases inside 
the cell. The Reynolds numbers at high laser power w ill be well above the critica l point and 
convection and mass-transfer phenomena should be expected. In  regions of maximum laser 
absorption the gas flow w ill not be anymore lam inar and turbulences in  the gas flow w ill 
dominate. For high Reynolds numbers the heat transfer is done in  a small layer close to  the 
surface and the temperature inside the cell is much higher than the ambient. In  th is case 
i t  w ill be very d ifficu lt to estimate the gas m ixture  density since is strongly temperature 
dependent. Especially for optical pumping cell containing the Rb w ith in  the laser illu m i­
nation region the Rb density can reach very high value and can not be considered to  be in 
equilibrium  w ith  the oven temperature. An improved polarizer design needs to  consider the 
location of Rb vapor source outside the laser illum inated region as w ill be discussed later.
2.2 R ubid ium  Sp in -D estruction  R ate
2 .2 .1  R b  A to m  In tera c tio n s
The Rb spin-destruction rate r,g£> from Eq. 2.6, or the Rb electron-randomization rate Te r  
from  Eq. 2.18 account for all relaxation mechanisms. The causes for electron depolarization 
are various and some o f them are sill under debate: wall collisions, unpolarized photons
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(radiation trapping), interactions o f Rb w ith  other Rb, N2, He, and Xe atoms. Some 
can be neglected because of the ir very small contribution, few orders of magnitude lower 
when compared w ith  the others. For example wall collisions and radiation trapping can be 
m inimized w ith  the right choice of the system geometry and by saturating the m ixture  w ith  
N2.
From the point of view of the effect on the colliding atom the processes can be divided in  
two m ajor categories: spin-destruction (SD) and spin-exchange (SE). In  a spin-destruction 
process the electron polarization is lost typ ica lly  to  the motion degrees of freedom o f the 
colliding pair. Rb spin-relaxation can be described generally by the next schematic:
Rb(T) +  X  -+ Rb(l)  +  X
where X  is the collision atom.
In  a spin-exchange collision the Rb electron is flipped by coupling w ith  either the electron 
or the nucleus spin of the colliding atom. A  spin-exchange is described schematically as:
R6(T) +  X U ) ^ R & ( f ) + X ( T )
The colliding atom arrow refers to  its electron or nucleus spin. This process is very im por­
tan t because causes the spin-temperature d is tribu tion  through Rb-Rb spin-exchange binary 
collisions and the spin transfer to the noble-gas nucleus through b inary collisions or van der 
Waals molecules.
From the tim e scale point of few, the interactions are described as ’’ fast” or ’’ sudden” , 
such are the b inary collisions on a time scale of 1 ps, and as ’’ slow” or ’’ long-lived” , such are 
molecular formations (10-7  — 10~n  s), characterizing the Rb2 dimers and Rb-Xe interac-
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tions. The dominant type is dictated by the to ta l pressure inside the system. Interactions 
inside high-pressure systems are dominated mostly by the binary collisions and vice-versa.
B inary collisions are characterized by a relaxation coefficient defined as a velocity- 
averaged cross-section: n =< av  > . The relaxation term  n is not pressure nor field 
dependent. The temperature dependence is expected to  correspond to therm al-velocity 
dependence, tha t is T 1/ 2. The relaxation rate caused through b inary collision on a Rb 
atom by one of the components X  from the SEOP m ixture  is:
r  S D  =  \X}kRb-x  (2 .3 3 )
where [X] is the density of X  component expressed in  cm-3 . Total spin-destruction rate 
caused by b inary collisions for an optical pumping m ixture containing N2, He, and Xe is 
w ritten  as:
=  [Kb]km-Rb +  [He]kRb-He +  [N2]kRb-N2 +  [Xe}kRb- x e  (2.34)
The interactions happening during the molecules lifetim e of Rb w ith  Xe or other Rb 
atoms are strongly pressure and gas m ixture  dependent and the relaxation rate needs to 
take in to  account molecule form ation and destruction rates, lifetimes, etc. They have also
a field dependence and some of the interactions can be decoupled using relatively large
magnetic fields.
In  between the collision the free Rb atom H am ilton ian is:
H m  =  A I  • S +  gsfJ-BSzB z -  ^ j- IzB z (2.35)
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where I ■ S is the Rb atom hyperfine interaction, and the last two terms are the interaction 
of the spin w ith  the magnetic field B z for the electron and the nucleus, respectively. For a 
free noble-gas atom the Ham iltonian jus t describes the nucleus spin precession about the 
applied magnetic field:
H n g  = - ^ K zB z (2.36)
The interaction Ham iltonian during a collision o f a Rb atom w ith  another atom, such 
as noble-gas, buffer gases, and other Rb atoms, contributing either to  the spin-destruction 
or spin-exchange is:
H int =  7 ( # )N  • S + a { R )K  ■ S +  J ( R ) S; • Sj +  >11 • S +  \ \ ( R ) S  ■ {3((  -  2) • S +  c l • (3 n n - 1 )  • I
(2.37)
The firs t two terms are specific to interactions between Rb and a ll other components of the 
OP m ixture. The last four terms terms are specific only to the alkali-alkali (Rb-Rb) atoms 
interactions, w ith  last three expressing the hyperfine interactions [55].
The term  Vn s  =  7 (R )N  • S represents the spin-rotation interaction between the electron 
spin S and the rota tiona l angular momentum of the colliding pair of atoms N . I t  transfers 
the electron spin polarization to the translational degrees of freedom of the atoms. Can be 
interpreted as the interaction o f the Rb electron w ith  the magnetic fields resulted by the 
relative m otion of the atoms charges. This is the m ajor term  in Rb relaxation as order of 
magnitude. The spin-rotation relaxation acts during both: sudden b inary collisions and 
long-lived van der Waals molecules.
The term  V ^ s  =  cr(R )K  • S represents the hyperfine coupling between the alkali electron 
and the noble-gas nucleus. This is the interaction responsible for the spin-exchange and 
noble-gas nucleus polarization. The coupling is done during b inary and molecular interac-
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tions. Both coefficients 7 (R) and a (R )  for the spin-rotation and Fermi-contact interactions 
are strongly dependent on the internuclear separation distance R.
The spin-exchange term  V e x  = J (R )S i  • Sj express the dipole-dipole interaction be­
tween two alkali electrons during b inary collisions between two Rb atoms. This interaction 
was mentioned previously as Rb-Rb spin-exchange and has large importance in  establishing 
a spin-temperature w ith in  the Rb ensemble. The collision can be w ritten  schematically as:
Rb(T) +  Rb{i)  -» Rb(  1) +  Rb( t )
and has no net depolarization effect, so typ ica lly  is not included in  polarization calculations.
The hyperfine coupling inside the Rb atom present also in  the free atom Ham iltonian 
and expressed as Vh f  — A ll ■ S has to be considered in  xenon SEOP during the long time 
interactions like van der Waals molecules. Together w ith  the spin-rotation interaction can 
define specific time-scale regimes of optical pumping processes, as i t  was shown by Happer 
et al. [67].
The term  Vss =  §A(i?)S • (3£C — 2) • S is called the spin-axis interaction and is sim ilar 
to  the sp in-rotation term . The u n it vector C hes along the direction of the internuclear 
axis. Experimental evidence [68 , 69] suggests tha t the spin-axis arises mostly as a second 
order o f the spin-orbit interaction. The spin-axis interactions happens through tr ip le t Rb2 
molecules [68] and through the b inary collisions [70].
Last term  Vq = c l  ■ (3nn — 1) • I represents a simplified form  for the electric-quadrupole 
interaction for a single nucleus of spin I in  a ro ta ting  singlet Rb2 dimers. The un it vector 
n defines the direction for the rotational angular momentum of the molecule. The constant 
c has the value of c =  — and depends on the quadrupole-electric moment Q of
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the Rb nucleus and on the electric-held gradient at the nucleus in  the stretched rotational 
state q [71]. This interaction relaxes the Rb nucleus (F-damping) compared w ith  the other 
interactions which destroy jus t the electron polarization (S-damping). About 1% of the 
Rb atoms are found in  singlet dimers molecules in  typ ical optical pumping conditions. The 
binding energy of ~0.5 eV is much larger than fc^T and only collisions w ith  other gases in  the 
SEOP m ixture  can break the dimers apart. A  second mechanism, the chemical-exchange, 
can exceed the molecule formation in certain conditions:
Rbt\) +  Rb2(U) ^  Rb2(n )  +  Rb(l)
In  th is case a polarized atom replaces an atom into  the dimer, possible already depolarized 
through the electric-quadrupole interaction.
In  Rb dimers a term  w ith  a small influence is the coupling of the nucleus spin to  the 
rota tiona l angular momentum VjvR =  cfl • N  [71]. This term  is much less influent than the 
quadrupole interaction for Rb, bu t i t  becomes dominant for other alkali metals such as Cs.
2 .2 .2  R b -R b  S p in -D e stru c tio n
Although the molecule form ation (dimers) between alkali atoms was indicated as a possible 
source of interactions [72, 73], experimental results taken at low magnetic fields d idn ’t  
show a strong pressure dependence expected i f  the relaxation was caused inside Rb dimers. 
Bhaskar et al. [74] concluded tha t the dominant relaxation occurred during the binary 
collisions between alkali atoms, w ith  insignificant contribution from  dimers interaction. Few 
years ago Kadlecek and the group of Thad Walker observed a reduction of the relaxation 
rate w ith  a factor of three i f  the Bo field was increased to ~ 6  kGauss [75]. This behavior
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Figure 2-7: a) N itrogen pressure dependence for two different field values, b) Rb-Rb spin 
relaxation rate showing a linear dependence for both, low field and high field lim its , w ith  
the Rb density, c) Rb relaxation mapping at low field as a function of N2 pressure, defining 
different relaxation regions; the red cross shows the running parameters of UNH polarizer. 
Graphs a) &  b) taken from  [75] and c) from  [71].
couldn’t  be explained by the simple theory of b inary collisions and subsequent studies tried 
to  develop a theory based on Rb2 dimers interactions. In  a series of publications Wisconsin 
and Princeton groups analyzed the experimental data on the premises th a t an im portant 
part of the relaxation at low fields and low pressures is caused by the spin-axis interactions in  
b inary collisions [70] and in  tr ip le t dimers [68], and by the electric-quadrupole interactions 
in  singlet dimers [73, 71].
Figure 2-7a shows the measurements of relaxation as a function of the N2 buffer gas 
pressure at low field (0 kG) and high-field (6 kG) done by the Wisconsin group members 
[75], From the graph i t  is clear the decoupling of certain relaxation mechanism. However, 
the independence of the difference between the two curves (the fu ll circles on the graph) 
on the buffer gas is d ifficu lt to  be explained by the dimers theories. Furthermore, Fig. 2-7b 
shows a linear dependence, observed in  previous experiments also, o f the relaxation rate
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w ith  Rb density, leading to the conclusion tha t b inary collisions is s till the m ajor factor 
in  the Rb-Rb relaxation. A lthough numerous studies has been done, there is s till not a 
good understanding of the contributions from  each interaction to the final relaxation rate 
as the pressure increases. A t very low pressures the dominant mechanism is the quadrupole 
interaction through the singlet dimers [68 , 71]. A t moderate and high pressures and for 
moderate Rb vapor densities most of the relaxation is caused during b inary collisions, 
probably through the spin-axis coupling. Figure 2-7c presents a relaxation rates mapping 
done by the Wisconsin group. The dominant relaxation mechanisms, w ithou t considering 
the polarizing noble-gas, are presented on the map.
Rb-Rb spin-destruction rates were measured in  typ ical optical pumping conditions sev­
eral times [76, 30] to a value of nRbj j Rb ~  8 x 10-14 cm3/s. A  more recent measurement by 
Baranga et al. [77] at 31 Gauss magnetic field showed a value smaller by a factor o f two: 
=  3-9 x 10' 14 cm3/s. The field dependence study of Kadlecek et al. resulted to  a 
more complex formula:
=  (l-5  + r + ( B f f ) /1 .1 5 ) 0  x l0 " ‘  ° " 3/s (2-38)
where we neglected the Rb-N2 relaxation to be discussed at a later point and the Rb 
dimer relaxation which is insignificant in  our range of temperatures and pressures. A t low 
magnetic fields i t  translates in to  tiRb] ^ Rb =  4.38 x  1CT14 cm3/s in  relatively close agreement 
w ith  Baranga’s. A t 150°C the Rb density is [R b]=1.04x 1014 cm -3  and the spin-destruction 
rate is T Rb^ Rb= 4 . 5  Hz.
The spin-exchange rate in  the Rb-Rb b inary collisions, discussed before, greatly exceeds 
the spin-destruction rate. This is extremely im portant for optical pumping in  establishing
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a spin-temperature d istribu tion  w ith in  the Rb atoms. Last reported value for Rb-Rb spin- 
exchange value is K g ^ Rb =  8.8 x 10-10 cm3/s  measured at 150°C, leading to more than 
9 x 104 spin-exchange interactions in  one second.
2 .2 .3  B u ffer -G a ses S p in -D e stru c tio n
Rb relaxation after collisions w ith  buffer gases, atoms occurs mostly from  spin-rotation 
interactions during the short time of r  ~  1 ps characteristic to b inary collisions. The 
relaxation happens only at the electronic level. That means th a t in  between the collisions 
the electron can get repolarized from the nucleus through the hyperfine coupling. A  large 
magnetic field is needed to  reduce the relaxation rate by sp litting  the electron sublevels by 
h / r  [78],
The relaxation coefficient was measured by Wagshul and Chupp [30] and again, recently, 
by W alter et al. [78]. A t a temperature of 150°C Wagshul found a value o f =  9.38 x 
10~ 18 cm3/s. A  more detailed formula including a temperature dependence for the range 
o f 90-150°C was deduced by Walter:
4 B  =  6.33 ( l  +  r ( 1(^ ~ 90)  X 10“ 18 cm 3/ s  (2.39)
When compared w ith  Wagshul’s for a temperature of 150°C this becomes Kgp = 8.28 x 10-18 
cm3/s  showing good agreement. For a system containing 130 T  of N2 at a temperature of 
150°C the spin-destruction rate caused by N2 on Rb is r ^ _Ar2=38 Hz.
The Rb-4He spin-destruction rates are expected to  be sim ilar to  Rb-3He measured by 
the community in  the view of 3He SEOP. For 3He Baranga et al. [77] demonstrated a strong
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temperature dependence of the spin-destruction rate:
K fe  =  T 4'26 x 1(T29 -  6.7 x lCT20 cm 3/ s  (2.40)
where T  is the temperature in  Ke lv in  and the term  subtracted is the Rb-3He spin-exchange 
cross-section =  6.7 x  10-2° cm3/s. W alter did a sim ilar measurement extracting
a linear dependence on temperature for a range of 90-150°C and the measurement comes 
in  very close agreement w ith  Eq. 2.39. Typica l running parameters of our system is a to ta l 
pressure o f 500 T  w ith  ~75% of the m ixture 4He corresponding to a helium density of 0.5 
amagat. This leads to a relaxation caused by He of Tg^~He—19 Hz at 150°C.
2.3 R ubid ium -X enon  Spin-E xchange and Sp in -D estruction
Far more complex than Rb-3He binary only collisions, Rb-Xe is characterized also by 
van der Waals molecular interactions. W . Happer and the Princeton group have done 
most of the research on characterizing the spin-exchange processes. For detailed theoretical 
derivations the reader should approach some o f the ir Letters: [67, 55, 52], Experimental 
work was done extensively also by the same group [79, 80, 44, 81], w ith  recent m ajor 
contributions for the low pressure regime by the Wisconsin group [82]. Previous work of 
Bouchiat et al. was im portant in  predicting and demonstrating the van der Waals molecule 
existence between alkali vapor and heavy noble gases and measuring basic constants of the 
interactions [83, 84].
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2 .3 .1  S p in -E x ch a n g e  E q u a tio n s
In  a simplified representation where the Rb nuclear effects are neglected, the equation 
for noble-gas polarizing rate can be deduced in  a sim ilar manner as the ones for the Rb 
polarization. W ith  p x e { \ )  and p x e { ~ \ )  defining the densities of Xe atoms w ith  nuclear 
spin projection K z =  ± ^ ,  we can write:
1 =  P X e ( + - j )  +  P X e { - - j )
P x e  =  p x e { + 7 j )  ~  P X e { ~ )
A n unpolarized xenon nucleus is polarized after a spin-exchange interaction w ith  a po­
larized Rb atom, therefore we can define the spin-exchange rate w ith  7 $ e - The process 
is reversible leading to xenon depolarization. Several other mechanisms depolarizing the 
noble-gas nucleus are: interactions w ith  other Xe atoms, interactions w ith  the buffer gases, 
chemical sh ift anisotropy (CSA), interactions w ith  the walls, inhomogeneities of the mag­
netic field, paramagnetic im purities in  the gas m ixture, etc. The to ta l relaxation rate for 
129Xe is:
T  =  F x e - X e  +  T x e - J V 2  +  ^  X e - H e  +  ^ C S A  +  ^  wa l l  +  ^  in h
The Xe-Rb spin-exchange is not considered because is taken in to  account separately in 
the build-up polarization equation. M a jor relaxation components at low pressure are Xe- 
Xe spin-rotation relaxation in  van der Waals molecules and Xe wall relaxation. Recently 
B. Chann et al. [10] showed th a t interactions w ith  buffer gases such as N2 and He are 
insignificant and tha t Xe-Xe van der Waals molecular relaxation dominates at low and 
moderate pressure. Neglecting small relaxation rates, the xenon spin-relaxation rate can be
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w ritten  as:
r  =  6.7 x 10~5 +  5.0 x 10~6 } X e  ^ +  Twaii ( s - 1)(1 am g ) (2.41)
where the firs t term  represents the molecular Xe-Xe spin-rotation and the second is the 
b inary Xe-Xe spin-rotation. The spin-rotation interaction between two xenon atoms cou­
ples the nuclear spin to  the rotational angular momentum. The wall relaxation rate T wau 
is pressure independent and depends only on the cell geometry (surface/volume) and its 
surface properties (paramagnetic impurities).
The evolution of 129Xe nuclear spin-up density is described by:
d p x e ( + \ )
d t
/  r
IS EP R b i+ y)  + 2 P X e ( - ^ )  ~ /  ^  rl S E P R b { - - j )  +  ^ P X e ( + \ )  (2.42)
from which we deduce the polarization build-up equation:
d P x e jt )
d t '■ 7 S E  [P R b ( t )  -  P x e ( t ) }  -  T P x e ( t ) (2.43)
Typ ica lly  a steady state is achieved for the Rb polarization and the above equation can be 
solved analytically:
p x e  =  - ^ ^ T r P R b  7S5 +  r
l  _  g - ( 7 S E + r ) t (2.44)
The steady-state polarization for the noble-gas is achieved at:
p X e  =  P m
1 S E  +  r
(2.45)
a value sim ilar to  the Rb saturation polarization from Eq. 2.7. H igh Xe polarization numbers 
are obtained by m inim izing the spin-destruction and maxim izing the spin-exchange rates.
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Figure 2-8: Xe-Rb angular momentums schematic.
To calculate the polarization for a steady-state system we need an overview of Rb-Xe 
interactions and the spin-exchange and spin-destruction rates.
2 .3 .2  R b -X e  In tera ctio n s
The spin-destruction caused by the noble-gas atoms to  the Rb includes also the spin- 
exchange. The interaction Ham iltonian between the Rb and the noble-gas is described 
by:
H r b- x e  =  7 (A )N  • S +  a ( R )K  • S +  A l  ■ S (2.46)
where the spin-rotation, hyperfine couplings between the Rb electron and Xe nucleus, and 
hyperfine coupling inside Rb atom can be recognized. The firs t term , spin-rotation, leads 
only to relaxation o f Rb electron polarization, w ith  no influence on Xe nucleus polarization.
The last term  corresponds to hyperfine interaction inside the Rb atom and is neglected 
during the fast b inary collisions, but has to be considered during the long tim e of the van 
der Waals molecules.
The second term  is the isotropic term  of the hyperfine interaction between the Rb
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electron and the Xe nucleus and is responsible for transferring the polarization from  the Rb 
electron to  the noble-gas nucleus. Schematically is w ritten  as:
i?6( t )  +  X e ( j)  ^ R b { [ )  + Xe{])
I t  originates from the Fermi-contact interaction and the strength coefficient is given by:
a (R )  =  f i S t p L  | m )  f  (2.47)
where tp(R) is the Rb electron wave function in  the presence of the noble-gas nucleus eval­
uated at the noble-gas nucleus. Herman [85] showed tha t for alkali-noble-gas interactions 
there is an enhacement factor 77, such ip(r) =  r)(j>(r), where is the electron wave function 
in  the absence of the noble-gas. The enhancement factor means an increment factor in  the 
probability  for finding the Rb electron at the noble-gas nucleus position. I t  is believed to 
be the result o f exchanging the Rb valence electron w ith  another of the noble-gas o f the 
same spin state. Evaluation of r] shows a value of 50 for Rb-Xe interaction [55] resulting in 
a 2500 increase in  the Fermi-contact strength coefficient. For 3He th is factor is only 9.5 and 
partia lly  explains the much smaller spin-exchange cross-section for Rb-He spin-exchange.
A lthough generally neglected, the long-range anisotropic terms in  the Rb-Xe hyperfine 
interaction were predicted [86] to  have some influence on the final polarization o f the noble- 
gas. The fu ll dipole potentia l created by the noble-gas nucleus at distance r  is:
+ p .48)
which, besides the Fermi-contact interaction responsible for the spin-exchange, produces
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a)
XeRb
Figure 2-9: Spin-exchange schematic for: a) Xe-Rb van der Waals molecule form ation after 
a th ird  body collision; b) Xe-Rb binary collision.
also a second term  in  the Ham iltonian on the form:
This is called the anisotropic hyperfine interaction and tends to align the noble-gas nucleus 
spin antiparallel to  Rb electron spin, resulting in  depolarization o f the noble-gas. W alter 
et al. [86] evaluated th is term  to  be insignificantly small for heavier noble gases. Thus for 
Rb-Xe the evaluated anisotropic interaction is only 0.6% from the isotropic Fermi-contact 
interaction. For Rb-He th is ra tio  is evaluated at 3%. Tha t means th a t even for no relaxation 
acting on 3He fu ll polarization can not be reached. A lthough no clear evidence exists, the 
anisotropic interaction is expected to be larger than evaluated, in  the view of reported 
polarization numbers obtained for He and Xe. For the SEOP method maximum reported 
polarizations are ~75% for 3He [31] and ~70% for 129Xe [42], The anisotropic interaction 
can be an upper l im it for final noble-gas polarization.
The spin-exchange interactions happens during close contact of two Rb-Xe atoms: sud­
den b inary collisions and long-lived van der Walls molecules. The former is less efficient
Hm -X etfC = P W K  ' -  ! ) '  S (2.49)
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and dominates at high pressures, the la tte r is more efficient and dominates at low pres­
sures. Figure 2-9 shows a schematic of the two processes w ith  the Rb-Xe van der Waals 
molecule form ation requiring the presence of a th ird  body Y  (Xe, N2, or He) and the sudden 
two-body collision.
2 .3 .3  R b -X e  B in a ry  C o llis io n s
The b inary collisions, dominant in  the high pressure regime, are characterized by two cross- 
sections: one describing the Rb-Xe spin-rotation &s r  and the second describing the Rb-Xe 
spin-exchange <jgE• Recent measurements for the b inary cross-section were reported by the 
Princeton group for the b inary spin-exchange [81, 87]:
n f E Xe =  2.10 x 10“ 16 cm 3/ s  (2.50)
and the Wisconsin group [88] for the to ta l b inary spin-destruction rate:
K f p Xe =  9.07 x 1 (T16 cm 3/ s  (2.51)
The difference should be assigned to the b inary collisions spin-rotation interactions: ^ bE Xe =  
6.97 x 10~16 cm3/s. The spin-exchange due to b inary collision is less efficient than the spin-
rotation. In  calculating Rb polarization we w ill use the to ta l Rb-Xe spin-destruction rate
as contribution to T s d  and for Xe polarization calculations we need the spin-exchange rate:
E Rb—Xe,b in    ^R b —X e  f y . 1 ,    Rb—X e  [ n L i
f  SD  ~  k SD  [W e ] ,  7 S E ,b in  ~  k s e  [x to ]
For 3 to rr  o f Xe pressure corresponding to  a density of 1 x 1017 cm-3 the contribution
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from  binary collisions to Rb to ta l spin-destruction rate is T I^ Xe'bln=Q\ s_1. For a tem ­
perature o f 150°C corresponding to Rb density of 1 x 1014 cm-3 the spin-exchange rate due 
to  b inary collision is 7S£,6m = 0-02 s-1 .
2 .3 .4  R b -X e  van  d er W aals M o lecu les
The van der Waals interactions are more complex because of the long interaction times 
between the two atoms. The Rb electron spin spends more time in  the v ic in ity  o f the noble- 
gas atom and the spin-destruction and spin-exchange rates are much larger than for binary 
collisions. Rb-Xe van der Waals molecules have lifetimes estimated at 10"7 — 10“ 11 s and a 
bounding energy o f roughly 20 meV [89]. A  single collision usually breaks the molecule and 
an inverse p roportiona lity  w ith  the pressure of the molecule lifetim e is expected. A  van der
Waals molecule is created or destroyed after a three body collision:
Rb + X e  + Y i ^  R b X e  + Yi
where the th ird  body Yi can be He, N2, or Xe ( i= l:3 )  and is needed for energy conservation. 
To describe the molecular form ation specific parameters are defined: 1 /Tj#, and 1 / T x e 
are the Rb-Xe van der Waals molecule form ation rates per Rb atom and per Xe atom, 
respectively.
^  = E = E m m
i e i
where Z j are the form ation rate coefficients. A  van der Waals molecule w ill survive in
average a tim e r :
— =  ^  ] <  VCTv w  [Y i \  —
i i
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Figure 2-10: Molecular lifetim e regimes as a function of the buffer gas pressure. Adapted 
from  [67].
where kvw,i are the break-up coefficients for the three gases. The chemical coefficient K ,  
characterizing the chemical equilibrium , depends on the form ation and break-up coefficients:
[RbXe] Zj _ T _  t
[Rb][Xe] kvW,i TRb[Xe\ T x e[Rb)
Happer et al. [67] divided the Rb-Xe van der Waals molecules lifetimes in  three dis­
tin c t regions. Figure 2-10 shows these three regions together w ith  the molecular lifetim e 
dependence on the buffer gas pressure (in  the ir example N2).
The ’’ very short” lim it is characterized by molecules lifetimes very short compared w ith  
the spin-rotation or the hyperfine interaction:
A t (2I  +  1)
 hxT   << 12 h
The interactions are sudden w ith  respect to Rb hyperfine coupling and the selection rule for 
the to ta l angular momentum is A F  = 0, ±1. This regime is characteristic to high-pressure 
systems (over few amagats) and b inary collisions are dominant for the Rb-Xe interactions.
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For the ’’ long lifetim e” lim it described by:
i w + m )  > > x
the molecules survive very long and the molecular contribution to  spin-exchange and spin- 
destruction is dominant. The electron has enough tim e to  precess w ith  a large angle around 
the to ta l angular momentum N  of the molecules, resulting in  the very large spin-rotation 
effect. Nevertheless, the Rb electron is strongly coupled to  the nucleus and the only tran ­
sitions allowed are the ones conserving the to ta l angular momentum of the atom: A F  =  0.
For the intermediate regime or the ’’ short” lim it the molecules have a long lifetime 
compared to the Rb hyperfine interaction, but sudden w ith  respect to the spin-rotation 
interaction. Since the Rb electron is s till strongly coupled to the nuclear spin, only A F  =  0 
transitions are allowed.
Equations for the noble-gas nucleus and Rb time-dependent polarizations were deduced 
by Happer and co-workers depending on the molecular lifetim e regime. The xenon po­
larization build-up equation presented in  th is thesis is much simpler by neglecting the Rb 
nuclear spin. To calculate xenon polarization for the steady state we need the van der Waals 
contributions to  the Rb spin-destruction rate and to Rb-Xe spin-exchange rate.
2 .3 .5  R b -X e  M o lecu la r  S p in -E x ch a n g e  R a te
A t low magnetic fields and in  the short molecular lifetim e lim it, Cates and co-workers [80] 
calculated from  Happer et al. [67] theory a simple relation for the van der Waals molecules 
contribution to  the Rb-Xe spin-exchange rate. To consider the large quantities of buffer
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gases in  our system, we modified the formula o f Cates into:
1 S E M W  = M  M  [Rb] (2.52)
'  I X e  1 N 2  7 H e  '
The parameters 7 x e> 1 N 2 ,  7He  a re  th e  v a n  der Waals specific spin-exchange rates fo r Xe,
N2, and He, respectively. Together w ith  the b inary collisions contribution the to ta l spin
exchange becomes:
™  = ( M  + ia  + iM + I [R61 s <2'53)
\  I X e  7JV 2  7 H e
The van der Waals specific rates have been measured or ind irectly  evaluated from  ex­
isting experimental data and the values are: 7 x e=5230 s-1 [80]; 7^2=5700 s-1 calculated 
by [90] from  [79]; and 7 # e=17000 s-1 calculated by [44] from [80]. A  review of measure­
ments for Rb-Xe spin-exchange rates through van der Waals molecules was done by Rice 
and Raftery [90].
2 .3 .6  R b  M o lecu la r  S p in -D e stru c tio n  R a te
Rubidium  spin-destruction rate caused by Rb-Xe van der Waals molecules at low pressures 
was studied in  some extent by Nelson and Walker [82] for two different temperatures: 80 
and 150°C. The parametrization of the van der Waals spin-destruction rate in  the short 
tim e lim it is [82]:
2 i2 , £129 72
r R b - X e  _  3 ^ 7  2 <Pa / „  e4\
L S D , v d W  ~  y  \ Z - W )
where T #6 is the molecule form ation rate per Rb atom mentioned before, /3i29 is the 129 
isotopic abundance, </>7 and <pa are the rms precession angles for the Rb electron around the
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molecular spin N  and around the Rb nuclear spin I, respectively:
7 ,/V t a r
h ’ Ya h
Besides the Wisconsin group studies, there are no other reports on Rb spin-destruction 
at low pressure. The Rb spin-destruction measurements were done for a fixed gas m ixture  
of 1% Xe, 1% N2, and 98% He, specific to the commercial high-pressure polarizers based 
on Princeton design [44],
The values obtained are Y ^ ^ Xe'vdW =  2049 s_1 and 3240 s-1 at 150°C and 80°C, 
respectively [82], This numbers are pressure independent, bu t they are characteristic to 
the gas m ixture  used in  measurements. In  our system the gas m ixture  changes during 
our studies, since every gas component is ind iv idua lly  controlled. Using the efficiencies in 
creating and breaking-up Rb-Xe van der Waals specific to  Xe, N2, and He, and measured 
or calculated for the spin-exchange measurements, I  extracted an approximate formula for 
the Rb molecular spin-destruction at 150°C:
VSD f x e  +  l - l f N 2  +  S . 2 f H e S 1 ^
where f x e, f m ,  and f n e are the volumetric fractions.
For a typ ical gas m ixture  of 20:350:1000 seem flow rates of Xe:N2:He used in  our system, 
we obtain at 150°C Y g ^ Xe’vdw =  2458 s_1. I t  is well-known th a t N2 and Xe have a higher 
efficiency in  the form ation or destruction of the van der Waals molecules than He. Since we 
use a higher concentration of N2 than the 1:1:98 m ixture, commonly used by other people, 
the molecular Rb-Xe spin-destruction in  our case is higher.
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Figure 2-11: Laser absorption cross-section for different to ta l pressure of the system con­
sidering an average D1 line broadening of 18 G Hz/atm .




UNH polarizer concept presented in  th is thesis is different from  anything reported pre­
viously and i t  combines several novel ideas resulted as th is system and previous generation 
were b u ilt and tested. As mentioned in  the introduction, xenon polarizers are separated in 
two main categories: ’’ batch” production mode the continuous-flow production mode.
Figure 2-11 presents the Rb absorption profile at different to ta l pressures of the OP 
mixtures and considering an average D1 broadening of 18 G H z/atm . I t  shows the advantage 
o f using high pressure buffer gases, which results in  a high optical pumping rate, even for 
lasers w ith  a broad spectrum such are the diode lasers. Most o f the reported polarizers were 
build  following the Princeton group design [44], working at high pressure regimes (~10 atm) 
for an efficient absorption of the laser light.
The only known exception was reported by R uth  et al. [42] and the ir work involved very
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low concentration of Xe combined w ith  a very low to ta l pressure of the pumping m ixture  of 
only 75 to rr. The ir number of 70% is s till the largest 129Xe reported polarization and was 
obtained at only 10% Xe concentration in  the m ixture  (the rest was N2). The polarization 
build-up tim e constant t s e  varied between 7 and 30 s, depending on temperature, 7 s 
corresponding to the highest temperature used of 150°C. A lthough the Xe polarization was 
extremely high compared w ith  anything reported at tha t moment, the production rates 
were s till insignificant for M R I applications.
Recently, the group of C. Bowers from the University of F lorida b u ilt a continuous flow 
polarizers working at moderate pressure regime of 2-5 atmospheres and having a 210 W  
laser power available, probably the highest laser power ever used in  an optical pumping 
experiment. Zook et al. [46] tested the system for different operating parameters and they 
observed increased o f polarization numbers as they reduced the to ta l pressure, hence reduc­
ing the xenon concentration in the OP m ixture. Also, they observed polarization saturation 
after a certain flow rate for constant to ta l pressure. The ir largest number reported was 67% 
polarization for low Xe concentrations and at optim um  running parameters found.
Low xenon concentration in  the optical pumping m ixture  results in  high polarization 
of Rb and high Xe polarization. Another alternative for a high Rb polarization is to  use 
very high power diode lasers, resulting in  high optical pumping rates. The inconvenience 
stands in  the low absorption of the ’’wings” of the laser spectrum at low pressure. One way 
to  increase the laser absorption is to  increase the hot optical pumping region length and 
volume, such more Rb atom are available for laser absorption.
For high spin-exchange rates and low residence times for the pumping m ixture  (necessary 
for high flow and production rates) the normal choice is to  use a low pressure regime.
Starting from  these basic ideas we developed a new system and presented in  Figure 2-12.
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Figure 2-12: UNH polarizer concept. The Rb pre-saturator spiral saturates the gas m ixture 
w ith  Rb vapor before entering the optical pumping region. The very long high-temperature 
OP region assure an efficient absorption of the laser. F inally, the Rb is extracted from 
the gas m ixture  when is s till illum inated by the laser and fu lly  polarized, hence no Xe 
polarization is lost by spin-exchange w ith  unpolarized Rb.
The main characteristics of the U N H  design are:
•  Low-pressure regime. W orking at low to ta l pressure results in  a high spin-exchange 
rate because of the molecular contribution, about five times larger than high-pressure 
systems. A  larger spin-exchange rate leads to a shorter tim e for the Xe polarization to 
reach saturation and the time-constant t s e  at low pressure and 160°C temperature is 
~ 5  s. This short spin-exchange time allows higher gas flow rates to be used, resulting
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finally in higher hyperpolarized xenon production rates.
•  Long optical pumping region. A  large-volume high-temperature optical pumping re­
gion results in  a higher absorption of the laser. By using a large diameter the surface- 
to-volume ratio  is increased and the Rb and Xe surface relations are reduced. Nev­
ertheless, an optim um  diameter exists. For a too large diameter d ifficulties arise in  
shaping the laser beam to  uniform ly illum inate the whole region. Also, lower flow 
velocity which affects the final Xe polarization by a long residence tim e inside the 
optical pumping region. Small diameter results in  a high gas flow velocity and there 
is insufficient tim e to reach steady-state for Xe polarization.
•  ’’Counterflow” of laser with the optical pumping mixture. This novel idea, imple­
mented only in  the UNH polarizer, places the laser entrance window on top of the 
polarizer (see Fig. 2-12) and the gas inpu t m ixture  on the bottom  of the column. As 
a consequence, both Rb and Xe sta rt being polarized as they move upwards towards 
the exit. We expect the highest Xe polarization to be achieved at the exit from  the 
optical pumping region. A fte r tha t, Rb density drops and Rb atoms are trapped on 
the glass surface. Laser intensity and the optical pumping rate are highest in  the cold 
region, therefore we should expect fu ll Rb polarization and m inim um  Xe polarization 
loss.
•  Rb pre-saturator. Another new idea implemented in  UNH polarizer was to pre-saturate 
the gas m ixture  w ith  Rb vapor before entering the optical pumping region. This way 
higher flow rates of the gas m ixture  could be used w ithout worrying about a saturation 
w ith  Rb vapor. Therefore, we decided to  use a long spiral shaped glass tube placed 
before the optical pumping region and outside the laser heating effects. A  large amount
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o f Rb metal is loaded in  the special designed bumps o f the spiral (see figure). The 
gas m ixture  is heated to  the oven temperature as i t  travels downwards to the optical 
pumping region, carrying the Rb vapor w ith  it.
A  side advantage of the pre-saturator is tha t by separating the Rb vapor source from 
the optical pumping region we elim inate possible runaways of the Rb vapor pressure 
from  its equilibrium  value. As previously mentioned, measurements of the gas m ixture 
temperature inside optical pumping cells indicated large deviations from  the oven 
temperature [66]. Laser absorption could result in  high temperature gradients inside 
the cell and the Rb vapor pressure can not be considered in  equilibrium  w ith  the oven 
temperature anymore.
Figure 2-13 presents the logistic o f these enumerated unique elements o f the UNH polar­
izer w ith  the ir advantages and disadvantages. From the schematic we observe the intercon­
nections between different polarizer’s characteristics and how a characteristic’s advantage 
cancels another’s disadvantage. In  comparison, Figure 2-14 shows a sim ilar schematic for 
the typ ical high-pressure regime polarizers, where the highest disadvantage stands in  lim i­
ta tion  of the gas to ta l flow and Xe production rate. The fle x ib ility  of th is type of system is 
reduced.
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Figure 2-13: UNH polarizer logistic showing advantages (green) and disadvantages (red) of 
the main characteristics of our design. Most of the disadvantages are corrected by other 
implementations in  the system. Low xenon production rate required to  obtain high polar­
ization output can be increased because of the low pressure regime and Rb pre-saturator. 
Lower laser absorption because of lower to ta l pressure used is corrected by a long optical 
pumping cell. Rb density runaways from equilibrium  in  the optical pumping region because 
o f the laser heating effects is greatly reduced by the pre-saturator.
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Figure 2-14: Logistic of the high-pressure regime polarizers showing lim ited advantages 
(green) compared w ith  the m ultip le  disadvantages (red), largest handicap being the lim ita ­
tion  for the to ta l flow rates and, im p lic itly , Xe production rate.
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Figure 2-15: Simulation geometry: 4 cm diameter, 180 cm long cylinder, presenting a ’’ho t” 
OP region and a Rb trapping cooling region.
2.5 T heoretical M odeling and Sim ulations
2 .5 .1  M o d e lin g
A fte r reviewing all reported spin-exchange and spin-destruction rates, we detain now all the 
inform ation needed to  try ing  simple calculations for the Xe output polarization. For th is we 
implemented a ID  simulation which calculates the optical pumping rate, spin-destruction 
and spin-exchange rates, Rb polarization, and, finally, the Xe polarization build-up.
The SEOP cell is considered to be a 4 cm diameter cylinder, 180 cm long, corresponding 
to  the physical size of our system. The column length is divided in  1 cm elements for cal­
culations. There are two specific regions in  defining the column: a ’’ho t” high-temperature 
optical pumping region of 95 cm long and a cooling region of 85 cm length, where the gas 
temperature drops exponentially to the room temperature and the Rb is trapped out. Fig­
ure 2-15 shows the schematic of the cylinder as i t  is implemented in  our simulation. The gas 
m ixture  loaded w ith  Rb vapor starts flowing from  the ’’ho t” end and is considered already 
at the oven temperature. The temperature gradients are neglected, as well as heating effects 
by laser absorption. Rb density is given by Eq. 2.1.
The laser is shined from  the other end of the column, against the gas m ixture  flow, 
and its flux is attenuated as i t  travels through. We modeled the laser spectrum as having
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a Gaussian shape centered at 794.7 nm. For the laser spectrum we considered typ ica lly  
in  our calculations two types of lasers: ’’ broad” w ith  FW H M =1.5  nm, corresponding to 
a standard diode laser; and ’’ narrow” w ith  F W H M =0.5  nm corresponding to  an external- 
cavity frequency-narrowed laser . Laser power in  our simulations is 100 W , corresponding 
to  an in itia l flux of 3.2 x 1019 photons/s. We consider a perfectly uniform  beam and parallel 
to  the magnetic field (no skew light effect).
The Rb radiation trapping depolarization was neglected by considering a large amount 
o f N2 at a ll times inside the gas m ixture. Experim entally we observed a saturation pressure 
for N2 at ~125 to rr  for our system. In  a ll calculations shown the N2 flow rate is set such 
its  partia l pressure is ~130 T.
The Rb reaches fast (ms) a steady-state polarization given by Eq. 2.8. In  our calcula­
tions we neglect the nuclear spin effects and the slowing-down factor. We also ignore the
Rb wall relaxation based on previous estimates and compared w ith  other relaxations mech­
anisms (orders of magnitude difference). The optical pumping rate and Rb polarization are 
calculated from  the laser absorption.
Xenon polarization is calculated by considering the gas flow towards the laser input. 
The gas enters w ith  zero polarization in  the hot region and it  gains polarization as i t  moves 
towards the laser. Once i t  leaves the hot region Rb density drops drastically and the spin- 
exchange are m inimal. For polarization build-up we consider a relation sim ilar to  Eq. 2.43, 
but modified to consider the gas propagation through the column to:
Pxe(n)  =  P x e i n  -  1) +  ( l  -  e~AtGsE+r )) {^ ^ + v p Rb ~  P x e ( n  -  1 ))
where the SE and SD rates notations follows previous ones and A t  is the tim e step for the
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gas to move 1 cm. The Xe final polarization w ill be at distance d=0  in  our geometry or at 
step n=181.
For the gas m ixture  flowing through the cylinder we estimated low Reynolds numbers, 
R  = vqIp / v , below 100. Therefore a Poiseuille flow is expected:
v(r) = v„
where vmax is the maximum flow on the symmetry axis of the cylinder and vmax = 2 p jg  
where $  is the to ta l flow rate at STP, [G] is the to ta l gas density expressed in  amagat, and 
S  =  7rR 2. A  Poiseuille flow established in  the cylinder results in  a radia l polarization d is tri­
bution. The slow flowing gas towards the cylinder surface w ill spend more tim e inside the 
column compared w ith  the m ixture  flowing in  the center. We calculate xenon polarization 
as an average over the gas flow velocity.
We used the previously presented rates in  the calculations. For xenon wall relaxation 
we used a value Twau =  10“ 4. This corresponds to a T i  of 100 m in, which is relatively close 
to our measured relaxation tim e values in  the down-tube.
The spin-destruction and spin-exchange rates are expected to be temperature depen­
dent. For the b inary collisions the rates should vary as T 1/ 2 (from  the therm al velocity 
term ). Deviations from  th is simple dependence were observed. For the molecular rates the 
temperature dependence is not well-known. Nelson suggested [88] a T ~ 2-64 dependence for 
the molecular spin-destruction and T -1,5 dependence for the molecular spin-exchange rates, 
but th is is based on only two temperature points measurements. Therefore, the simulation 
does not include any temperature dependence and should perform best around 140-160° 
temperature, where most of the cited literature  values were measured.
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2.5.2 Simulation R esults and Discussions
The Rb and Xe polarization build-up curves are presented in  Fig. 2-16 for a temperature 
d is tribu tion  inside the cylinder as shown on the graph. Once the gas m ixture  reaches the 
cooling region, Rb density drops to values where close to fu ll polarization is reached. The 
narrow laser is absorbed much faster (in  a shorter distance), which is reflected in  a steeper 
Rb polarization build-up curve.
The faster narrow laser absorption is also shown in  Figures 2-18, 2-19, 2-20, 2-21. A  
higher optical pumping rate is achieved w ith  the narrow laser and higher final Rb and Xe 
polarizations. For a ll our calculations narrower spectrum lasers improve polarizer perfor­
mances. Higher laser powers are preferred and we observe a theoretical saturation for Xe 
polarization at low Xe concentrations and very high laser powers (250 W ) (Figure 2-23).
The only predicted disadvantage for using a narrow laser is caused by the skew ligh t 
effect. The misalignment between the laser beam and the magnetic field has a stronger effect 
on the narrower spectrum lasers than on the broad lasers, as can be seen from Figure 2-22.
We also studied the output polarization dependence as a function of optical pumping 
region length (Figure 2-17). We observe a lim it for low xenon concentrations. For our 
polarizer the OP region is 95 cm long, sufficient to saturate Xe polarization. Program 
predicts th a t even shorter columns should perform well. Also, by increasing the temperature 
the Rb density w ill be higher and the spin-exchange w ill occur faster resulting in  a shorter 
needed optical pumping region.
O ptim um  temperature (Figure 2-24) seems to be in  the range o f 150-160°C, after which 
the polarization increases slightly. Temperatures much higher than 160°C are expected to 
give wrong results because no temperature dependence is included in  the spin-exchange and 
spin-destruction rates. The molecular rates, crucial in  our low pressure regime, are expected
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Maximized Laser ®Xe $N2 $tot Pressure Polarization
Parameter Type (seem) (seem) (seem) (seem) (torr) (%)
P x M broad 52 334 858 1244 484 43.3
P  x M 1-5 broad 29 213 689 931 569 56.4
P x M 2 broad 20 161 612 793 641 64.7
P x M narrow 68 275 260 603 286 52.8
P  x  M 1-5 narrow 44 200 306 469 306 64.4
P x M 2 narrow 33 165 322 408 322 71.4
Table 2.2: O ptim um  running parameters of the polarizer for maxim izing different values of 
interest regarding output polarization and production rate.
to  decrease as the temperature goes higher [82], therefore polarization w ill also decrease.
O ptim um  to ta l pressure (Fig. 2-25) should occur in  the range o f 300-700 T  for the broad 
laser, w ith  a narrower peak at 400 T  for the narrowed laser.
The to ta l flow rate dependence (Fig. 2-26) shows a wide peak in  the range of 300-800 
seem. Low flow rates corresponding to  very slow gas velocities are not appropriate, as 
most o f the He buffer gas has to  be taken out, such there is s till enough N2 for quenching. 
N itrogen contributes drastically to Rb spin-destruction through Rb-Xe molecule formation, 
therefore Rb and Xe polarizations go down.
Summarizing, in  order to  obtain the highest Xe polarization numbers at low concen­
trations we were able to  predict optim um  theoretical running parameters for our polarizer: 
150-160°C temperature, 300-700 T  to ta l pressure, and 300-800 seem to ta l flow rate.
W ith  our program one can maximize or m inimize a certain parameter by changing 
selected others. Using th is feature we tried  to optim ize the gas components input flow rates 
and to ta l pressure keeping the temperature fixed at 160°C, N2 partia l pressure at 130 T, 
and lasers power at 100 W . When try ing  to  maximize the Xe polarization its flow rate tends 
to  go to  zero, as expected. When m axim izing the magnetization (polarization x Xe flow) 
xenon flow goes to extremely high values and very small polarization, therefore is not a good
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parameter to  optimize. Table 2.2 shows the optim um  flow rates and to ta l pressure obtained 
when tried  to maximize different combinations of polarization P  and magnetization M  
products. The numbers are all, w ith  one exception, in  the range the optim um  predicted 
parameters.
By ’’ standard flow conditions” term  tha t appears in  most of the figures captions one 
should read: 10 seem Xe, 350 seem N2, 1000 seem He, 500 to rr to ta l pressure, 160°C oven 
temperature. These are the optim um  parameters found experimentally and used in  most 
our calculations. Figure 2-27 shows plots of theoretical output polarization for two sets of 
inpu t parameters: optim um  empirical parameters, 1360 seem to ta l flow rate, 130 T  N2 (130 
seem), 500 T  to ta l pressure, 160°C temperature; and optim um  theoretical parameters: 500 
seem to ta l flow rate, 130 T  N2 (130 seem), 500 T  to ta l pressure, 160°C temperature. The 
xenon flow rate was changed and counterbalanced w ith  helium flow to keep to ta l flow rate 
constant. The result shows tha t low flow rates are better for smaller xenon concentration, 
bu t at higher xenon flows the optim um  empiric parameters are more suitable. Therefore we 
conclude tha t there should be different sets of optim um  running parameters (such as to ta l 
flow rate, to ta l pressure, etc.) for different xenon concentrations, and the theoretical curves 
presented should be repeated for higher xenon concentrations also.
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Figure 2-16: Polarization build-up for Xe and Rb as it  travels from  righ t to  left inside 
the polarizer. The laser beam propagates from the left in the picture. Narrow laser is 
attenuated faster and Rb polarization is in it ia lly  smaller than w ith  the broad laser. Higher 
polarization is predicted for Xe w ith  the narrow laser. Laser power is 100 W , flow conditions 
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Figure 2-17: O utput polarization as a function o f high-temperature optical pumping region 
length. Our system has a 95 cm long optical pumping region, which should be sufficient 
for saturating Xe polarization. Shorter columns are predicted w ith  the same performances. 
Flow conditions: ’’ standard” .
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Figure 2-18: Broad Laser: flux  attenuation as the laser travels through the column. A fte r 
85 cm the laser enters the ’’hot” 160°C optical pumping region. Laser power is 100 W , 
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Figure 2-19: Narrow Laser: flux attenuation as the laser travels through the column. A fte r 
85 cm the laser enters the ’’ hot” 160°C optical pumping region. Laser power is 100 W , 
FW H M =0.5  nm. Flow conditions: ’’ standard” .
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Figure 2-20: Broad Laser: to ta l laser flux attenuation as a function o f oven temperature. 
A t 200°C most of the broad laser is absorbed. Laser power is 100 W , FW H M =1.5  nm. 




















Figure 2-21: Narrow Laser: to ta l laser flux attenuation as a function of oven temperature. 
A t 160°C most of the broad laser is absorbed. Laser power is 100 W , F W H M =0.5  nm. 
Flow conditions: 10:350:1000 seem Xe:N2:He, 500 T  to ta l pressure.
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Figure 2-22: Skew ligh t effect on the output polarization for the same 100 W  laser power, 
bu t different spectrum widths. The effect is stronger on the narrower spectrum lasers. Flow 
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Figure 2-23: Laser power dependence for polarization: saturation is predicted for low Xe 
flow rates at very large laser powers. Numbers specify the Xe flow rate, ” b” stands for 
broad laser, ” n” stands for narrow laser. Flow conditions: ’’ standard” .
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Figure 2-24: Temperature dependence for polarization showing a slight saturation at 150- 
160°C. The temperature dependence for the spin-destruction and spin-exchange rates are 
not included in  the calculations and best estimate should be at 140-160°C. Flow conditions 
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Figure 2-25: Total pressure dependence of the polarization. A  maximum pla tform  is pre­
dicted for 300-700 T  w ith  the broad laser. The narrow laser shows a peak at 400 T . Flow 
conditions: 3.7 T  Xe (10 seem), 130 T  N2 (350 seem), He varied, 160°C, constant gas 
velocity.
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Figure 2-26: Total flow dependence of polarization shows a peak at ~500 seem, dropping 
fast for low flow rates. Flow conditions: 10 seem Xe, 130 T  N2 (flow rate varied), He buffer 
(varied), 500 T  to ta l pressure, 160°C.
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Figure 2-27: Map o f the polarization as a function of Xe flow rate for optim um  theoretical 
parameters (500 seem to ta l flow) and optim um  experimental parameters (1360 seem). Flow 
conditions: Xe flow varied, 130 T  N2, He counterbalanced Xe flow, to ta l flow rate constant, 
500 T  to ta l pressure, 160°C.
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Chapter 3
L a s e r s  a n d  O p t ic s
A  component essential in  an optical pumping setup is the angular momentum source. 
The high power diode lasers offer an excellent source of ligh t for alkali optical pumping 
applications. Continuous-wave (CW ) laser diode arrays (LD A) are commonly used in  optical 
pumping because o f the ir high power, compactness, and low cost. Wavelengths in  the range 
of 800 nm were provided w ith  AlGaAs active region lasers. Because of the A1 oxidation and 
long term  re liab ility  problems a novel technology based on InGaAsP active region elements 
has been developed [91].
The laser wavelength corresponds to the D1 absorption line of the alkali metal, e.g. 794.7 
nm for Rb. A n  LD A  emission profile has typ ica lly  a Lorentzian shape w ith  a F W H M  of 1.5- 
2 nm. The absorption profile for an alkali atom is characterized by the natural broadening 
overlapped by Doppler broadening w ith  values below 1 GHz (0.02 nm) FW H M . Ti:Saphire 
lasers have an emission smaller than Doppler broadening which makes th is type of laser 
extremely efficient. The laser absorbtion is greatly enhanced by the Rb interactions w ith  
other atoms in  the optical pumping m ixture. Buffer gases are added to  the optical pumping
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mixtures to broaden the absorption line when using diode lasers. Pressure broadening is of 
~18 G H z/a tm  for He, N2, and Xe [61]. I t  results in  180 GHz or 0.37 nm F W H M  absorption 
profile for a cell w ith  10 atmosphere of gas. Polarizers were designed to work at high pressure 
especially to  absorb more laser power from  the recently available diode lasers.
Commercial diode lasers are available in  F iber A rray Packages (FAP) or bare diode 
arrays. The FAPs have a compact design and the output is coupled to  a fiber optic. The 
bare L D A  has a basic configuration w ith  the ligh t emitters d irectly exposed. We researched 
and implemented both type of lasers in  our system: first, we optim ized the beam shape 
output for a m ulti-FA P  system; secondly, using an external feedback cavity we frequency 
narrowed for the firs t tim e the output spectrum of a stack of LDAs.
3.1 M ulti-F A P  Laser B eam  O ptim ization
The FAP (Fiber A rray Package) consists of an LD A  bar w ith  the necessary optics 
for collecting and symmetrizing the light w ith in  an environmentally sealed package. The 
optical output stands in  a 19 fiber bundle contained w ith in  800 /im  diameter aperture w ith  a 
circular-symmetric m ulti-mode laser beam emission [92], A  standard fiber optic connector 
SMA-905 is provided for coupling and transport of the beam through fiber optics. The 
output nose is electrically insulated from the internal active package to  protect the laser 
junction  from  external static charge. The heat generated inside the junction  is transferred 
through the base side of the package to  an external cooling source.
Figure 3-1 is showing the UNH m ulti-FAP setup. We used seven Coherent FAP-79- 
30c-800-B lasers w ith  a maximum output power of 30 w att each [92]. The FAP units were 
mounted on a custom made cooling base. A  Neslab HX-75 recirculating chiller provides
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Figure 3-1: The UNH 7 FAP lasers setup (only 5 connected).
flow for the cooling flu id  through the lasers mount base channel. The lasers are connected 
in  parallel from  a single DC power supply HP 6671A 8V/220A. M axim um  laser power of 
30 W  per FAP occurs at 35 amps. The slope for the laser power is ~1 W /am p  per unit. 
Lasers are characterized ind iv idua lly  by the manufacturer and delivered w ith  specifications 
data sheets. Factory spectrums for the seven units show FW HM s between 1.3 and 1.6 
nm at maximum power, w ith  central wavelengths between 794.7 and 795.6 nm. The final 
beam wavelength changes w ith  the internal temperature of the junctions. Changes in  the 
temperature of the cooling flu id  or in  the laser operating current are reflected in  the central 
wavelength. Our setup has a unique cooling source, therefore to  optim ize the position of 
the central wavelength for each ind iv idua l un it we control small differences in  currents. By 
using different lengths for the connecting electrical wires from the power supply to  each 
ind iv idua l lasers, the current in each u n it is s lightly different and optim ized for a good 
match o f the central wavelengths.
For combining the laser ligh t from  all seven units we used a 5 meter long Coherent 
0632-198-01 7 -to -l fiber optic. The output configuration is circu larly shaped w ith  one laser 
in  the centers and six surrounding i t  w ith in  3 mm aperture. O ptical transmission through
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Figure 3-2: M ulti-FAPs combined spectrum at 30 A  and 25°C.
the fiber is specified to be smaller than 92%. The advantage o f using fiber coupled lasers 
stands in  the low divergence and the cylindrical symmetry of the output beam. Laser light 
transportation to  the pumping cell is much eased also.
We measured the beam to diverge to be circu larly symmetric w ith in  12.7° when all 
7 FPAs were connected to the fiber. The spectrum of the combined beam is shown in 
Figure 3-2. The spectrum has 1.65 nm FW H M  centered at 794.7 nm for 30 A  operating 
current and 25° C temperature. The spectrum is acquired using an Ocean Optics HR2000 
high-resolution spectrometer.
The laser ligh t tha t is coupled to  a transport fiber optic becomes unpolarized. There­
fore the optical setup must include ligh t polarizing components. A  typ ical optical setup 
used w ith  lasers fiber-coupled is shown in  figure 3-3. A  polarizing cube splits an incoming 
beam into two linearly polarized halves offering the advantage of using the fu ll laser power. 
I t  has the inconvenience o f separating the beam into two components which need to  be 
recombined. The linearly polarized components are transformed in to  c ircu larly polarized
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Figure 3-3: Typica l optical setup for circular polarizing a fiber-coupled LD A : 1.fiber output; 
2.collim ating lens; 3.polarizing beam sp litte r cube; 4&4’.quarter-wave plates; 5.m irror.
ligh t w ith  optical retarders such as the linear birefringent quarter-wave plates shown in 
the schematic. For linear birefringent optics the index o f refraction is different between 
the optical axis and the axis perpendicular to it. An incoming beam suffers a phase shift 
depending on its polarization state and its alignment w ith  respect to  the optical axis, e.g. 
a quarter-wave plate w ill produce a 90° phase shift between two components w ith  electrical 
field vector parallel and perpendicular to  the optical axis. I f  the incoming beam is linearly 
polarized and the plane of polarization makes a 45° angle w ith  the optical axis the resulted 
beam has a circular polarization. In  the same conditions a half-wave plate w ill jus t shift 
the polarization plane for the linear polarized incoming beam w ith  90°.
For small sized pumping cells the use of optical setups as shown in  Figure 3-3 is com­
m only and successfully implemented. For long pumping cells th is setup is not capable of 
producing a homogeneous well-aligned beam. As previously mentioned, skew ligh t effects 
caused by misalignment between the laser and the magnetic field leads to very inefficient 
ligh t absorption [93]. This fact required the development of a new optical setup which would 
optim ize the beam shape for the long optical pumping region of our polarizer.
We found a solution for combining the two polarized halves in to  a final c ircu larly shaped
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Figure 3-4: Novel optical setup for fiber coupled high-power lasers: 1) half-circle fiber 
output; 2) collim ating lens; 3) polarizing beam sp litte r cube; 4&4’) quarter-wave plates; 
5&5’) plano-convex lenses; 6&7&8) dielectric m irrors; 9) m irror at the focal po int for beam 
combination; 10) biconcave lens; 11) d ie lectric-m irror in  kinematic mount; 12) final 3” 
plano-convex lens.
beam. By starting  w ith  a half-circle configuration o f the fiber output, we combined the two 
beams at an intermediate focal po int to form a full-circle shaped beam. The optical setup is 
presented in  Figure 3-4. The optical beam shaping components were chosen and positioned 
by implementation of a program to calculate and optim ize the beam envelope size w ith in  
the region of interest.
The half-circle input beam from  the fiber is sp lit in to  two components by the cube. Each 
of the halves travels the same distance u n til the focal point where they are recombined into 
a fu ll circle. H a lf of a dielectric m irro r (one inch diameter) is placed at the focus point to 
reflect one o f the halves, w ith  the other one passing very close to  the m irro r cut (see Figure 
3-4).
A lthough in it ia lly  we had seven FAP units available, we chose to  decouple two of the 
lasers, such the output fiber configuration approached the half-circle shape. In  consequence 
the maximum laser power available was 150 W . In  Figure 3-5 are shown: a) the fiber output
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Figure 3-5: a) F iber output configuration w ith  only five FAPs connected.; b) Magnified 
image o f the combined halves, c) Optics setup and the beam at one meter away.
configuration w ith  only five FAPs connected; b) the photograph of the two beams combined 
together (also used in  the optics alignment). F ina lly  Figure 3-5c presents a general view 
of the breadboard w ith  the optical components and the circular laser beam resulted at one 
meter away, fitt in g  extremely well w ith in  the 4 cm diameter target. The shape of the final 
beam starts at 7.5 cm diameter at the entrance o f the polarizing column (~10 cm away from 
the last lens), follows a conical shape arriv ing at 4 cm waist throughout most the straight 
tube. We found very helpful in  positioning the optics and aligning the beam the use d ig ita l 
cameras. To use all seven FAPs we require a new fiber optic which has the seven outputs 
configuration in  a semicircle shape.
Figure 3-6 presents three sets of measurements o f laser power: at the fiber output (before 
any optical component), at 90 cm, and at 150 cm from the last lens in  the setup. The power 
is measured w ith  Molectron PM30 and PM150 therm al power meter heads. The 90 cm data 
set should be approximately equal w ith  the power at the optical pumping region entrance 
(straight region o f the column). For the five FAP lasers used we expect a nominal power 
of 150 W  at 35 A  coming out from  the lasers. Power losses in  the fiber are ~8%, our 
measurements being in  close agreement w ith  factory specifications. These are combined
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Figure 3-6: Laser power measurements done for the 5 FAP system at different points.
w ith  losses from  reflections on uncoated glass surfaces and restrictions in  size o f the optics, 
lim itin g  the output power to  ~76% from the nominal power.
The diode lasers have predicted lifetim e of thousands of hours i f  operated w ith in  the 
normal parameters. In  tim e the ir power drops, wavelength shifts and the output spectrum 
becomes broader, thus regular check on the ir characteristics is required. We observed slight 
broadening o f the output spectrum due to early aging of one of the FAPs. I t  was replaced 
i t  w ith  one o f the two spares le ft from  the in it ia l setup.
We observed inconsistencies in  laser power measurements over time, w ith  power varying 
from  90 to  115 W  at 35 amps and 90 cm distance. One cause discovered was the dust 
deposited on optical components surface. Cleaning the optics showed an improvement in  
the output power of the setup. A  second cause is the tigh t f itt in g  of the beam inside 
the optics. The last convergent lens ( #  12 in  Fig. 3-4) has 3” diameter w ith  the beam 
barely fitt in g  inside. The position 90° m irro r before the lens can be finely adjusted and was 
regularly used for final alignment of the beam inside the polarizer. Unfortunately, small
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changes of the m irro r send the beam side outside the final lens and some of the lase power 
was lost. This was probably the m ajor reason for differences observed in  the laser power.
This setup consisted the main laser in  our experiments. We typ ica lly  give 90 W  as the 
power for the broad laser used. This is because we operated the laser at a lower current 
than maximum possible. During the optical pumping process the laser spectrum and Rb 
absorption profile are monitored continuously w ith  the spectrometer. By small changes of 
the current and temperature we are able to  sh ift the central wavelength of the laser in  order 
to maximize the ligh t absorption.
3.2 E xtern al-C avity  N arrow ing o f H igh Pow er LDA Stack
3 .2 .1  E x ter n a l C a v itie s
Laser diode arrays offer im portant advantages over the solid state laser regarding price, 
power, and compactness. C urrently single bar LD A  can produce up to hundred watts, but 
m ultip le  LD A  bars are commonly mounted in to  a stack to  raise the power in to  the kilow att 
range. The large spectral w id th  o f the laser diode arrays of typ ica lly  about 2-4 nm lim its  
the power tha t can be absorbed by the alkali atoms. The amount of power absorbed by the 
alkali atoms in  optical pumping is increased by increasing the pressure in  the pumping cell 
using buffer gases, such as 4He, and, thereby, broadening the atomic absorption lines [61]. 
Typica l cell pressure of up to  10 atmospheres can broaden the atomic line to ~0.4 nm at 
fu ll w id th  ha lf maximum (F W H M ). Previous xenon polarizers were designed to  work in  the 
pressure range where the laser absorption was increased by pressure broadening, such as the 
commercial M IT I version, working at 10 atm  pressure. The trade-off for more broad laser
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Figure 3-7: External cavities used in  LD A  frequency narrowing: a) L ittro w  cavity; b) 
L ittm an-M etca lf cavity.
absorption is a lower efficiency in  Rb-Xe spin-exchange, which at high pressure is dominated 
by the b inary collisions. To increase the laser efficiency in  the low pressure regime i t  seems 
essential the development of frequency-narrowed emission high-power lasers.
I t  has been demonstrated th a t appropriately designed external cavities feedback can be 
used to  lock the laser and force i t  into a narrow emission [94, 95, 96, 97]. In  Figure 3-7 
are shown two different external cavities used in  narrowing an L D A  output. The principle 
o f an external cavity is tha t ligh t from each em itter needs to  be collimated, reflected off 
a d iffraction grating at the first-order d iffraction angle, and imaged back onto the em itter 
w ith  high efficiency. For the L ittro w  cavity the output beam is taken from  the specular 
reflection, known also as the zeroth-order of the diffraction. By s lightly changing the grating 
angle the first-order feedback w ill correspond to a different wavelength, and the laser can 
be locked at a certain frequency. The tun ing of the wavelength is lim ited  to few nanometers 
and centered around the free running spectrum o f the laser diode. Various experiments such 
as absorption measurements, Faraday rotation, etc., require a narrow-frequency low-power 
laser. The possibility o f tun ing the central wavelength makes external-cavity narrowed lasers 
extremely useful as probe beams. A  system for such measurements is described in  [98].
The L ittro w  cavity was successfully implemented by the Princeton group and the ir 
collaborators for narrowing an InGaAs diode laser [94] used in  Xe optical pumping using 
Cs. They were able to  narrow the laser from  its  free running mode of 2 nm FW H M ,
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Figure 3-8: Single bar laser diode array schematic.
centered at 894.5 nm, and 1 w att CW  output, to 0.12 nm and 0.4 w att. M ichigan [95] and 
Wisconsin [96] groups reported also studies o f xenon optical pumping using narrowed diode
absorption line. A lthough the differences in  power were an order o f magnitude different, 
both  groups concluded tha t a narrow laser can have the same pumping effect as a broad 
laser. For example a narrow laser w ith  1.4 W  and 0.08 nm F W H M  gives the same 129Xe 
polarization as a 15 W  broad diode laser.
A  commercially LD A  bar consists of a large number o f em itters rectangularly shaped 
w ith  the size in  the m icron range, usually aligned along the long axis. Figure 3-8 shows 
a schematic o f such a bar. Each em itter operates in  a single transverse mode (the fast 
axis - perpendicular to  the plane of the active junction) and in  a m ultitude  of lateral and 
longitudinal modes (the slow axis - along the junction  plane) [99]. The ind iv idua l emitters 
are incoherent. The output ligh t is strongly linearly polarized in  the T M  mode, where the 
electric field vector is parallel w ith  the plane of the p-n junction. There is a large diffraction- 
lim ited  divergence of ~40° along the fast axis, and ~10° along the slow axis. Typica lly the 
manufacturer attaches a small cylindrical lens, as shown in Figure 3-8 to elim inate the 
divergence o f the beam on the fast axis, but the slow axis remains uncollimated.
lasers. Low power laser diodes of 2-4 w att output were locked and narrowed at the Rb D1
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GratingTelescope
Figure 3-9: Schematic of a L ittro w  cavity showing LD A , telescope w ith  magnification M, 
and grating. Adapted from [97],
A  detailed study o f an external L ittro w  cavity applied to  a high-power LD A  bar was 
done by the Wisconsin group. Using a 20 W  commercial LD A  bar, they were able to produce 
14 W  o f narrowed beam, w ith  a linew id th  of 0.12 nm FW H M . Figure 3-9 was adapted from 
the ir Letter [97], where they discussed some of the difficulties in  narrowing high-power LD A  
bars. Besides the divergence on the slow axis, a m ajor problem for a commercial LD A  is 
the deviation o f the emitters positioning from a straight line along the slow axis. I f  there is 
a misalignment, then the LD A  is called to  have a ’’ smile” . As previously said, i t  is essential 
th a t the feedback from  the grating is focused precisely back in to  the LD A  emitters. For 
th is a telescope w ith  the magnification M  is employed. Chann et al. [97] showed that, for 
an incoming beam on the grating, the L ittro w  condition for the firs t order of d iffraction can 
be w ritten  as:
A =  2dsin(0 — <j>) cos(a) (3.1)
where a  characterizes the divergence on slow axis (vertical), <f> characterizes the divergence 
on the fast axis (horizontal) combined w ith  the ’’ smile” of the L D A  emitters alignment, and 
0 is the angle of the incidence angle o f the beam on the grating. The influence of a ll these
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parameters on the frequency narrowing w ill be described by:
$/K
—  — — ta n a  — cot(0 — <j>) ta — ^ — <j)cot 9 (3.2)
Ao 2
where Ao =  2d sin 9 is the central feedback wavelength. The divergence angle on the slow 
axis, represented by the angle ao in  Figure 3-9, is reduced by the the telescope. We have 
a 1 /M 2 reduction factor in  the spread of the spectrum w id th  due to the divergence on the 
slow axis:
SX 1 
Ao ~  M ^ ’
The telescope also reduces the ’’ smile” influence on the emission linew id th  by reducing the 
spread of the curvature angle. I f  s is the curvature of the ’’ smile” (deviation of the emitters 
alignment along the slow axis) and f c is the focal length o f the m icro lens, then:
and
5 A s cot 9 
Ao ~  M f c ‘
In  conclusion, to  improve the narrowing of the output beam one needs a low divergence 
o f the output beam, a good physical alignment of the emitters (no smile), large telescope 
magnification, and a large firs t order d iffraction angle.
3 .2 .2  U N H  E x ter n a l-C a v ity  F iv e -B a r  S tack  S etu p
We describe a sim ilar technique tha t we implemented to  frequency-narrow a m ulti-array 
stack o f LDAs. We used a high power LD A  stack Nuvonyx PA-332 (Nuvonyx Inc., Bridgeton-
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Figure 3-10: P icture of the commercial Nuvonyx 5 bar stack laser.
M O ), shown in  Figure 3-10, consisting o f 5 LD A  bars w ith  2.2 mm array pitch distance. 
Each bar has 49 optica lly independent emitters spaced ^ lin ea rly  across a 1 cm wide array 
(sim ilar to Fig. 3-8). The stack is capable of delivering fu ll power o f 308 w att at a current 
o f 65 A  or 279 W  at 60 A. The free running mode o f the laser has the central wavelength at 
796.5 nm for 20°C and 65 A  operating current. The five bars are connected in  parallel and 
they require a forward turn-on voltage of 1.65V, after which they exhib it approximately 
0.003 Q resistance each. Special precautions are needed for powering the diode lasers since 
they cannot sustain significant reverse bias voltage or current. We used a standard HP 
6672A 20V-100A power supply provided w ith  a short-circuit switch, to prevent bias cur­
rents or voltage spikes when supply is turned on. The laser efficiency has a maximum value 
o f ~50% at fu ll power. The internal generated heat needs to be dissipated and the LD A  
stack is provided w ith  cooling channels for water circulation. A  Neslab RTE-111 chiller 
recirculator sustains the laser cooling. Laser diode bars operate in  a wide range o f tem­
perature and the free-running mode wavelength changes w ith  0.25 nm /°C . Changing the 
current w ill change the wavelength together w ith  the internal temperature of the junction. 
To match the D1 Rb line o f 794.7 nm sometimes the laser requires to  be operated below 
room temperature. Condensation o f water vapor from  the atmosphere can endanger the 
LD A  emitters surface. To prevent condensation we enclosed the laser module in to  a sealed
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Figure 3-11: Schematic of the UNH external L ittro w  cavity for the 5 bars stack.
aluminum box, provided w ith  optical window for the laser beam, electrical feedthroughs, 
and water-line feedthroughs. When the laser is running the aluminum box is also purged 
w ith  dry air to assure a dry-clean atmosphere.
The beam divergence angles given by the manufacturer are 38° on the fast axis and 10° 
parallel to  the array (slow axis). C ylindrical microlenses w ith  0.91 mm focal length were 
glued by manufacturer in  front of each LD A  bar to collimate the rap id ly  diverging ligh t 
along the fast axis. This reduces the divergence angle to below 0.10° [99]. The slow axis 
divergence remains uncollimated. A t fu ll power the output beam has a parallel polarization 
to  its laser junction  w ith  an extinction ratio  of better than 20 dB.
A  schematic of our external cavity arrangement is shown in  Figure 3-11. We assem­
bled a telescope w ith  magnification M = 2  using a 250 mm focal length achromat lens and a 
500 mm focal length plano-convex lens. The aberration is negligible in  th is case and both 
achromat and singlet lenses give sim ilar results. A  75 mm by 140 mm copper-substrate 
gold-coated Richardson holographic d iffraction grating (Spectra-Physics, Newport Corp.) 
w ith  1800 lines/m m  provided the optical feedback to the laser arrays. The grooves orien­
ta tion  is parallel to the slow axis o f the LDAs. The grating has the firs t order d iffraction
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L ittro w  angle at 45.7° for 795 nm. A  temperature controller Newport 3040 drives a high- 
power TEC  module attached to the backside copper substrate of the grating. A  small fan 
dissipates the heat from the TEC  backside. I t  is im portant to cool and keep the grating 
at a constant temperature since ~10% laser absorption is typ ica lly  lost inside the grating. 
Previous experience w ith  common glass substrate holographic gratings showed instabilities 
in  wavelength locking due to  grating heating. Moreover, the glass gratings shattered when 
exposed at high laser power for longer periods of time.
3 .2 .3  S tep p ed -M irro r  an d  C o llim a to r  In n o v a tio n s
Two innovations were tested w ith  th is optical arrangement. F irst, we implemented a rec­
tangular collim ator in  the intermediate focal po int o f the external cavity. The purpose 
of the collim ator is to reduce the beam divergence on the slow axis by concentrating the 
laser feedback only into the spatial modes th a t pass through the collimator. The size of 
the collim ator aperture is determined by the slow axis beam divergence and the fraction of 
the power tha t i t  blocks. The rectangular aperture is 0.5 cm along the fast axis and 3.5 
cm along the slow axis. The divergence of the beam on the fast axis is m in im al and no 
additional fast axis collim ation is needed. The beam divergence is significantly reduced by 
the collim ator while only ~10% of laser power in  the cavity is blocked.
Secondly, we designed and fabricated a gold plated stepped m irro r for increasing in­
tensity and beam uniform ity. The stepped m irro r provides ind iv idua l reflective elements 
for each o f the LDAs, such tha t the dark areas due to array p itch  distance, magnified by 
the telescope, are substantially removed after the 90° reflection. The step w id th  and step 
height were determined to  firs t order by the ligh t and dark band w id th  of the incident beam 
measured at the location of the stepped m irror. The step in  w id th  is fixed once the m irro r
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Figure 3-12: Comparison between free running and spectrally narrowed external cavity laser 
linew idth.
is sliced, bu t the steps in  height can be finely adjusted through the custom designed m irro r 
mount.
3 .2 .4  L aser N a rro w in g
The spectral output of the external cavity laser is measured by an Ocean Optics HR2000 
high-resolution m in iature fiber optic spectrometer w ith  0.07 nm resolution. The output laser 
beam could be analyzed for each of the 5 arrays ind iv idua lly  or for the a ll combined after 
the beam was focused onto a glass diffuser and fed in to  the spectrometer fiber. Figure 3- 
12 shows a comparison between the free-running laser spectrum and the external cavity 
narrowed laser spectrum at 20 A. The narrowed linew id th  for the combined beam from all 
5 arrays is 0.31 nm FW H M . The spectral power o f the narrowed laser is 3.5 times higher 
than of the free running laser.
The linew id th  of the narrowed ligh t for each ind iv idua l array varies from  0.22 nm to 
0.47 nm FW H M , as shown in Figure 3-13. The linew idth  o f a ll 5 arrays combined increases 
to 0.40 nm F W H M  at 60 A, compared w ith  2.5 nm when free running.
The laser stack was not selected by the manufacturer on s tric t requirements for the
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Figure 3-13: Spectral linew idth for each array and all five arrays combined.
Figure 3-14: Image o f the 5 LD A  bars confirm ing the middle bar w ith  the largest ’’ smile” .
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LD A s’ smiles or for the parallelism of the 5 LDAs along the slow axis. Figure 3-13 indicates 
th a t the linew id th  varies significantly from array to array, w ith  the m iddle LD A  # 3  having 
the largest linew idth. We photographed the smiles using a 15 cm focal length cylindrical 
lens to focus the slow axis onto a screen at a distance o f 76 cm from  the LDAs. The image 
captured on a d ig ita l camera for a low 10 A  operating current is shown in  Figure 3-14. I t  
confirms th a t the L D A  # 3  in  the m iddle has the largest smile. The parallelism of the 5 
collimated beams is adequate, so the contribution to the linew idth of a ll 5 arrays combined 
is expected to  be insignificant.
The difference in  path length for arrays imaged at the near edge and arrays imaged at 
the far edge of the grating, defined as the grating depth of field, for our setup is 19.4 mm. 
The results indicate tha t the depth of field has very small contribution to  the linew idth  of 
a ll 5 arrays combined.
3 .2 .5  O u tp u t P o w er O p tim iza tio n
The power coupled out from  the cavity is maximized by rota tion of the half-wave plate 
in  the external cavity and shown in  Figure 3-11. As previously mentioned, a half-wave 
plate jus t rotates the polarization plane for a linear polarized beam going through it. The 
L D A  bars emit strong linear polarized ligh t in  T M  mode, w ith  the electric field vector ly ing 
along the long axis of the bar (vertical in  Figure 3-11). The grating efficiency for the S-plane 
(electric vector perpendicular to the grating grooves) is typ ica lly  much higher than th a t of 
the P-plane. From our measurements, the feedback is sufficient for frequency-narrowing 
even for the lowest grating efficiency. The maximum output power from  the cavity occurs 
when the specular reflection from the grating is linearly polarized in  the P-plane.
Holographic (interference) gratings are generated by recording an interference pattern
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Power Richardson Grating Edmund G rating
Stimulated at A 42.9 40.6
Feedback at A 9.8 2.9
O utput at D 23.0 23.5
Table 3.1: Comparison of stimulated and feedback power in the cavity w ith  high and low 
modulation gratings at 20 A  laser current.
onto a photoresistant coated substrate. They norm ally have a sinusoidal profile of the 
grooves, and the ir efficiency for a specific wavelength can be improved by changing the 
m odulation depth1 [100]. A  maximum of 115 w a tt linearly polarized laser ligh t is coupled 
out from the external cavity at a current of 60 A  when using the Richardson high m odulation 
(43% m odulation depth) grating. The external cavity power output increases to  132 w att at 
60 A  for an off-shelf Edmund low m odulation (12% m odulation depth) grating. We couldn’t  
use the Edmund glass grating for normal operation o f the laser, since i t  shatters for laser 
currents larger than 30 A.
The laser power output was measured by a water-cooled thermal-head power meter 
Molectron PM150-50C. Using a 2” diameter beamsampler, and after calibrating i t  to 5% 
reflectivity, we measured the power inside the cavity at different points to  check for the 
power loss and verify the difference for gratings efficiencies. Table 3.1 shows the stimulated 
power and power feedback at position A  (focused point after the firs t lens of telescope 
- see Figure 3-11 and the power output at position D (after the stepped m irror) for a 
Richardson high m odulation grating and an Edmund low modulation grating at 20 A. The 
measured feedback efficiency is 22.8% for Richardson grating and 7.1% for Edmund grating, 
respectively. The power output at position D (after stepped m irror) w ith  the low m odulation 
grating is 52 w a tt at 30 A, significantly increased as compared to  46 w att w ith  the high
xgrating modulation depth - the ratio between the groove depth and the groove spacing
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Figure 3-15: External cavity tun ing range and the spectral power o f the narrowed laser 
beam.
m odulation grating. The power absorption in  both gratings is ~10%. As a conclusion of 
th is study is th a t for high power lasers one needs to  use gratings w ith  a low modulation, 
w ith  a good therm al conductiv ity substrate (e.g. copper) in  order to  dissipate the heat 
generated by laser absorption.
3 .2 .6  L aser T un in g
The Nuvonyx PA-332 LD A  stack has free running central wavelength of 796.5 nm w ith  
F W H M  of ~2.5 nm at 20°Celsius. The free running central wavelength changes w ith  laser 
operating temperature at a rate of 0.25 nm /°C . One of the most a ttractive  features of 
the external cavity lasers is the ir wavelength tuna b ility  and s tab ility  over time. A  large 
variation o f the wavelength results by d iffracting beams back to the laser w ith  a s lightly 
different firs t order L ittro w  angle. The external cavity in  our application allows as much 
as 10 nm tuning. As the laser is tuned away from its  free running central wavelength, the 
narrowed spectral power decreases, as shown in  Figure 3-15.
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3.2.7 Beam  Shaping
The large polarizing cell, close to 2 meter in  length, requires an optical setup for the beam 
shaping after the narrowing stage. A lthough the stepped m irror and the collim ator inside 
the cavity reduce the divergence o f the beam, the skew ligh t effect due to  the slow axis beam 
divergence could reduce the efficiency of the optical pumping process [64]. A  combination of 
optical elements is implemented to control the beam size and divergence on both  axis. The 
slow axis beam divergence is determined by measuring the beam size at various locations 
w ith in  3 meters downstream. The measured divergence angle is 2° w ith  the 3.5 cm collim ator 
aperture in  place. W ith  the in itia l beam size after the stepped m irro r known, a convex- 
concave lens combination can be constructed for both slow and fast axes. The focal lengths 
are chosen from  the beam envelope calculations, and w ith  beam divergence and in it ia l size 
measured. A fte r the shaping optics, the slow axis beam divergence angle is reduced to  0.2°. 
I f  wanted, the laser beam can be further homogenized in  addition to the stepped m irro r w ith  
an additional holographic diffuser, to be uniform ly d istributed across the xenon polarization 
column. Finally, for safety reasons, the laser is enclosed in  a large custom made aluminum 
box. A  combination of two final m irrors directs the beam down the polarizing column.
About 80 watts o f narrowed laser power were measured to result after the beam shaping 
optics at 60 amps operating current. Due to the late development in  respect w ith  the work 
presented in  th is thesis, the laser was used mostly for demonstration purposes on the UNH 
polarizer. Very few studies were performed w ith  it.
This is an extremely im portant development, which can substantially increase the u t i­
lization of laser power, particu la rly  for SEOP applications at low pressure.
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Chapter 4
U N H  X e n o n  P o l a r iz e r
4.1 Polarizer Im p lem entation
The UNH polarizer is a large scale unique system, and implements for the firs t time 
the idea of counterflowing the optical pumping m ixture  against the laser light. The system 
is vertica lly orientated and a schematic of its components is presented in  Figure 4-1 and 
described in  detail in  what follows.
4 .1 .1  B 0 M a g n etic  F ie ld
The magnetic field required for Rb optical pumping and for N M R  measurements is generated 
by a seven coil tower configuration. Coils have a diameter of ~51 cm, the distance between 
the top and the bottom  coils being 190 cm. Positioning of the coils was done optim izing 
the homogeneity of the field on the central axis. This configuration produces a magnetic 
field of ~G Gauss/amp. The coils are driven by two HP 6655A 120V-4A power supplies 
connected in  parallel. The current through the coils is monitored by measuring the voltage
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Figure 4-1: UNH polarizer schematic. M ain components are pointed in  the figure.
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across a shunt resistor on a 6.5 d ig it HP 34401A m ultim eter. The warmup tim e of the coils 
and power supplies is about half-hour, changes in  current afterwards being less than 10 
ppm. The N M R  frequency is 33.7 kHz corresponding to a field o f 28.6 G for 129Xe and and
10.7 G for protons. The frequency was chosen a rb itra ry  to a low value such the effect on 
van der Waals molecule interaction is small. The field homogeneity in  the N M R  region was 
deduced from  the xenon signal to be ~ 2 0 0  ppm.
4 .1 ,2  L asers and  O p tics
The lasers and the optics being used are described in  detail in  a previous chapter. We 
use m ostly the 5 FAPs laser, capable o f ou tpu tting  ~90-115 W  of polarized ligh t w ith  a
1.5 nm F W H M  spectrum. The optics board is placed above the column on a swing pipe 
arm. Careful alignment is required every tim e the optics or the column are moved. For this 
we use a d ig ita l camera able to see small part of the infrared laser light. The alignment 
procedure stands in  centering the beam on the top o f the column and, by fine adjustments, 
in  m inim izing the reflections on the column side walls a ll the way to  the bottom . Due to  the 
length of the column we found numerous times th a t the laser alignment was very im portant 
in  reproducing the polarization numbers.
For in itia l testing we attached to the polarizer the new high-power frequency-narrowed 
5-bar stack laser. Since th is laser is not fiber coupled and the narrowing optical setup is 
physically to  large to be mounted on top of the column, the beam needs to  travel across the 
polarizer in  order to reach the top window entrance. The laser optical table is attached to 
the side o f the polarizer and the beam is deviated by two 90° reflections down the column. 
The last m irro r located above the column has a mount w ith  fine adjustment screws for 
beam alignment.
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Figure 4-2: Gas flow panels schematic. Inpu t panel: MFC-mass flow controller; 1-connection 
to  ca libration volume; 2-purifier; 3-bypass loop; 4-pressure Baratron gauge; 5-secondary 
vacuum pump; 6-P iran i gauge. O utput panel: PC-pressure controller; 7-Pirani gauge; 
8-ballast nitrogen input; 9-exhaust vacuum pump. Polarizer components: 10-polarizer; 
11-down-tube; 12-freeze-out. A  <8> refers to a valve. System not drawn to  scale.
4 .1 .3  G as F lo w  S y stem
A  schematic of the flow system is shown in  Figure 4-2. Two different panels are present in 
the system: one for the gas input control which includes the mass flow controllers, and one 
for the gas output (exhaust) where the pressure controller is located.
The flow rates are controlled for xenon, nitrogen, and helium, ind iv idua lly  by MKS 
1479A series mass flow controllers (MKS, W ilm ing ton -M A ). M axim um  flow rates are 150 
seem for Xe, 500 seem for N2, and 5000 seem for He. The manufacturer calibration for 
the instruments is done for a specific gas, typ ica lly  nitrogen. In  order to use them for 
a different gas the instruments require re-calibration. The flow panel was designed w ith  
m ultip le  connections, one of them being attached to a small stainless steel gas bottle. The 
volume o f the cylinder was measured w ith  distilled water and used as the ’’ calibrated” 
volume in  our system. Using th is known volume we measured the volumes of the other 
components o f the flow system. F ina lly  these volumes can be used together w ith  a Baratron 
pressure gauge in  calibrating the flow rates for each mass flow controller. This is done by 
comparing the calculated pressure value from the gas volume measured by the mass flow 
controller to  the Baratron read pressure. We were able to calibrate a ll three instruments
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w ith  errors below 3% for the flow rates o f interest.
To trap  eventual gas im purities the input panel is provided w ith  a NuPure 200 X L  
purifier (NuPure, Ottawa-ON).
The pressure in  the system is monitored and controlled upstream using an MKS 640 
series pressure controller placed on the output panel before the exhaust vacuum pump. I t  is 
capable of controlling up to  1000 Torr maximum pressure and allows up to  20 lite rs /m inu te  
of gas flow through it. The glassware connectors of the polarizer are ba ll-jo in t type and the 
system can not be used above the atmospheric pressure.
For vacuuming we have two Alcatel two-stage rotary vane vacuum pumps, one connected 
to  the input panel (norm ally off during the polarizer operation) and one on the output, after 
the pressure controller, which is the main exhaust pump of the system. The lower lim it 
for the vacuum reached in  the system is ~10~4. Two vacuum convection type pressure 
gauges P iran i PG105 from SRS (Stanford Research System Inc., Sunnyvale-CA) controlled 
by an IGC100 Ion Gauge Controller are mounted on both panels for very low pressure 
measurements.
A ll flow and pressure controllers are computer regulated through an MKS 247D four- 
channel controller w ith  the addition of a Ke ith ley four-channel DC power supply. A  Lab- 
V iew program supervises the electronics, monitors, and records the gas flow rates, pressures 
and temperatures.
4 .1 .4  P o la r iz in g  C o lu m n
The novelty and improvement of our system derives m ainly from the design o f the polarizing 
cell. The cell is a long piece of glass w ith  a to ta l length of ~1.8 m and can be described in  
terms o f three different operational regions: a) rub id ium  saturation region (sp ira l), b) laser
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absorption and polarizing region (straight-tube), and c) rub id ium  condensing region (top 
conical tube).
The lower part of the column, ~94 cm long, includes two of the above mentioned regions: 
the Rb saturation and the polarizing region. In  order to  have a large Rb vapor density th is 
part of the polarizer needs to be immersed inside of an oven and kept at a high temperature. 
A  large cylindrica l glass oven encloses th is lower part.
In it ia l setup o f our system included an air heated oven. The inefficient single-pass sys­
tem exhausted considerable heat into the room. In  addition, thermocouple measurements 
indicated large temperature gradients, as high as 20°C between the bottom  (input) and top 
(ou tpu t), at 160°C nominal working temperature. To reduce heat dissipation, homogenize 
temperature, and allow removal of local generated heat caused by high-power laser absorb- 
tion, we designed a new oven to work w ith  liqu id  agent. The oven is a Pyrex cylinder w ith  14 
cm diameter and 89 cm length. I t  has an o il input very close to  the top and two outputs for 
the hot o il, one close to the bottom , and a secondary overflow output jus t above the input 
level, bu t on the opposite side. For heating and circulation o f the therm al agent we use a 
Neslab Exacal EX-252HT (Neslab, Portsmouth-NH) large volume bath-recirculator capable 
to  reach temperatures up to 300°C. For the heating flu id  we use high-temperature silicone- 
based o il Dynalene 600 (Dynalene, W hitehall-PA). The tim e needed to reach 160°C from 
room temperature is less than one hour w ith  a temperature gradient below 5°C between 
top and bottom . The oven is insulated w ith  a double-layer of fiberglass insulation.
The Rb saturator is a spiral glass tube connecting to  the central column on the bottom . 
The spiral has close to 6 m in  length, 21 loops, and is made from 2.5 cm diameter glass 
tube, presenting periodic bumps blown to hold the rubid ium  pools. Its  purpose is to  offer 
a long path for the entering gas m ixture to reach the oven temperature and to  saturate the
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Figure 4-3: a) Lower ha lf o f the main column inside the oven (not insulated at the moment). 
The spiral Rb saturator is visible w ith  the optical pumping straight inner tube, b) Top ha lf 
o f the main column (le ft) and the down-tube (right). The laser is turned on and the optics 
box is visible over the top of the column. The N M R  coils are placed in  position around the 
down-tube.
gas m ixture  w ith  Rb vapor before entering the main column.
The spiral is provided w ith  bumps to hold the Rb puddles. I t  is periodically loaded, 
at large tim e intervals, w ith  Rb. A  small side arm is located at the very top of the spiral 
where a break-seal Rb ampoule (A lfa  Aaesar, Ward H ill-M A ) is attached. A fte r the column 
is washed, cleaned, and dried, the seal of the ampoule is broken and, using a heat gun, the 
Rb is chased from  the ampoule into the spiral and into the lower ha lf spiral bumps. In itia lly  
we used to f i l l  w ith  Rb all the bumps inside the spiral, from top to  bottom , bu t we observed 
th a t only Rb in  the lower ha lf of the spiral was carried away by the gas m ixture. Typica lly 
we load the spiral w ith  25 g of Rb. Figure 4-3a shows the lower ha lf o f the polarizer placed 
inside the oven (norm ally insulated). The side arm w ith  the stopcock is the gas m ixture 
input.
The gas m ixture, saturated now w ith  Rb vapor, moves from the spiral into the vertical 
optical pumping region. The OP region is a straight cylinder, 4 cm diameter and ~95
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cm long. The m ixture  starts flowing upwards, against the laser beam coming from  the 
top o f the column (counterflowing). The polarization process begins at the bottom  o f the 
column, w ith  the optical pumping m ixture  being illum inated w ith  attenuated laser light, 
and progresses as i t  moves towards the highly illum inated region o f the cell. The highest 
polarization level is expected to  be attained in  the top few centimeters o f the hot region, 
where most of the laser ligh t is absorbed.
The top ha lf o f the column is for cooling of the gas m ixture, resulting in  Rb condensation 
on the walls while s till being illum inated by the laser. In  order to  allow the laser beam to 
converge to the optical pumping region size, th is part was designed w ith  a conical shape 
(baseball bat). I t  starts w ith  7.5 cm diameter on top and connects w ith  the 4 cm diameter 
optical pumping tube on the bottom . Its  length is 84 cm. To improve the cooling o f the gas 
m ixture, we implemented a 10 cm long cooling jacket above the oven (see Fig. 4-1). The 
water inside the cooling jacket is typ ica lly  maintained at 10°C by a Neslab CFT-25 chiller. 
Visual observations confirm tha t most of the rub id ium  is trapped on the walls at th is spot 
leaving the region above much cleaner when compared w ith  no cooling jacket situation. A  
photo o f the top ha lf o f the column is shown in  Figure 4-3b. The laser optics box is seen 
on top illum ina ting  the column.
A fte r the Rb vapor is removed, the remaining gas m ixture, including the hyperpolarized 
xenon, exits the polarizer column through the top stopcock into the down-tube. The down- 
tube is a long tube (122 cm) and drives the gas m ixture  from  the polarizing column to the 
base of the polarizer where the freeze-out system for xenon accumulation is located. We 
found th is tube extremely useful in  measuring the Xe polarization. We implemented an 
N M R  set of coils around the 5 cm diameter region of the tube, as shown in  Figure 4-1 and 
Figure 4-3b. This allows N M R  signal measurements at room temperature.
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Finally, the xenon can be frozen and separated from  the He and N2 using the freeze-out 
system. The freeze-out system and freeze-thaw results w ill be discussed in  detail in  a next 
chapter.
In  time, after long periods of use, the Rb vapor starts depositing in  a visible layer on the 
top column walls, especially around the cooling jacket. We visually observed dripp ing o f Rb 
from  th a t region towards the bottom  of the column, resulting in  low output Xe polarization 
numbers. The explanation is tha t Rb drops inside the optical pumping region generate 
uncontrolled Rb vapor because of the laser heating. The xenon polarization numbers showed 
much lower number when compared w ith  a clean system for the same running conditions.
When the system becomes contaminated w ith  Rb i t  needs to  be taken apart, cleaned, 
and refilled w ith  fresh Rb. Cleaning the main column requires precaution, since i t  can be 
extremely dangerous. Rubidium  is h ighly explosive in  the presence o f water and burns easily 
in  contact w ith  air. We developed a special procedure for washing the system. Since i t  can 
not be open to the atmosphere, we continuously flush the system w ith  nitrogen through one 
of the stopcocks. A t the same time we sta rt filling  the column w ith  isopropyl alcohol from 
the other side (stopcock). The Rb reacts slowly w ith  the alcohol and is ’’eaten” away. When 
the Rb puddles have disappeared we ad water to clean possible small remains. Large amount 
of hydrogen can result when reacting w ith  water, therefore nitrogen flushing is essential. 
Thereafter, we sta rt a normal cleaning procedure w ith  Alcanox and acid (Piranha solution) 
wash. O nly trained personnel should a ttem pt the cleaning procedure and team work is 
required. The column is dried under vacuum and leak tested under a u ltra-h igh vacuum 
system. A  new Rb ampoule is attached and the spiral is refilled w ith  fresh Rb. From 
the experience accumulated so far, th is procedure is required every three to six months, 
depending on the polarizer u tilization.
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Figure 4-4: 1-aluminum enclosure Faraday cage; 2-drive coil; 3-receive coil.The setup can 
be halfway open for easy access (as shown).
4.2 P olarization  M easurem ent
4 .2 .1  N M R  H ard w are
Xenon polarization is measured using a standard N M R  free induction decay (F ID ) tech­
nique. A  Surrey Medical Imaging Systems (SMIS) M R I console is used for RF drive and 
acquisition o f the F ID  N M R  signal. The commercial console was not designed to  stan­
dardly support low kHz range frequencies. Therefore we implemented a m ix-down stage 
for the transm it signal and a m ix-up stage for the receive signal using an external 20 MHz 
reference signal and two frequency mixers ZAD-3 (M in i-C ircu its, B rooklyn-N Y). A  more 
detailed description and schematic o f the console is given in a next chapter.
We use separate drive and receive coils for a better match o f the ir impedances at res­
onance w ith  the electronics. Both coils have a ’’bird-cage” configuration as shown in  Fig­
ure 4-4, w ith  wires winded vertically. They are enclosed by a large diameter aluminum 
pipe, acting as a Faraday cage. The cage and the coils were designed to  be open for easy 
access and removal o f the enclosed down-tube (see Fig. 4-4). The coils were both tuned
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w ith  resonance capacitors to the N M R  frequency of 33.7 kHz.
The RF drive signal is fed into a two stage am plifying system: a hom ebuilt amplifier 
allowing gate conditioning, followed by one channel o f a home-theater amplifier (Outlaw 
Audio, Durham -NH). The output impedance of the amplifier needs to  match a speaker 
impedance, 4-8 12, thereby the LCR  resonance c ircu itry  used for the drive coil has to  be 
the series type. The drive coil has 16 windings (8 on each side) on a PVC pipe form  w ith
8.6 cm outside diameter and 21.7 cm height. The coil inductance is 21.3 pH. A fter tuning 
i t  w ith  a high-voltage 1.1 pF capacitor, we measured a resonance Q factor of 3.4 and a AC 
impedance at the resonance of 1.4 12. A  small 0.1 12 shunt resistor is present in  the c ircu it 
to  m onitor the current for flip  angle calibration purposes.
The free induction decay signal from the transverse magnetization o f the polarized nu­
clei is picked-up by the receive coil and pre-amplified w ith  a Stanford Research System 
SR560 low-noise voltage preamplifier. The signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) characteristic to 
the SR560 preamplifier increases w ith  the input impedances. H igh impedance requires a 
parallel resonance for the receive coil. The receive or ” pick-up” coil has 80 windings (40 
on each side) on a PVC pipe form  w ith  6.2 cm outside diameter and ~7.2 cm height The 
resulting inductance is 89.4 pH. A fte r tuning the coil w ith  a low-loss 0.26 pF  capacitor we 
obtained a resonance Q factor of 19.6 and 387.4 12 AC impedance at the resonance.
The down-tube, designed to drive the gas m ixture  after i t  leaves the polarizer column, 
has an outside diameter of 5 cm in  the region where gas N M R  signal is measured. Basic 
heat-transfer calculations shows tha t the gas has enough time to  reach room temperature 
before the N M R  coils region.
A  cylindrica l cell w ith  an outside diameter of 5 cm (sim ilar to the down-tube) and 30 
cm in  length is filled w ith  d istilled water and used instead of the down-tube for proton
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calibration signal. This way we cancel geometric coil factors and errors tha t could interfere 
when comparing hyperpolarized 129Xe versus proton signals.
4 .2 .2  P o la r iza tio n  C a lcu la tio n
The polarization of 129Xe is measured by calibrating the N M R  signal against the therm ally
polarized proton from  a water sample. The ratio  of the N M R  signals is:
$ X e  _  P x e  N x e  ' 0129 I X e  s i n ( a X e )  } { ^ X e )  e  r 2Ve (4.1)
S h  Ph  N h  7 H sin(a/r) f ( u H )
where: S  is the signal strength equal w ith  the free induction decay amplitude (F ID ) or the 
integral o f the fourier transform  (FF T ) of the F ID ; P  is the polarization; N  is the number
nuclei; a  is the flip  angle used, typ ica lly  90°; f ( y )  is a correction factor due to the receive
_  Id.
coil resonance frequency response; e T2 is the Trf decay of the signal during the delay time 
td before acquiring the signal.
The polarization for proton is given by the Boltzmann spin equilibrium  when place 
inside a static Bq field:
Our working frequency is at 33.7 kHz and the corresponding magnetic field is 7.9 Gauss. 
Boltzmann polarization for the protons at th is field is P  «  2.6 • 10~9 at room temperature. 
A lthough th is is an extremely small number when compared w ith  gas hyperpolarization, i t  
is compensated by the high density of the protons in  water and can s till be detected. To 
increase the SNR for the proton signal we typ ica lly  acquire 1024 averages for the calibration 
files, using 15 s repetition time between the shots to  allow fu ll recovery of the longitudinal
o f the nuclei; j3\29 is the isotopic abundance of the 129Xe; 7  is the gyromagnetic ra tio  o f the
(4.2)
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m agnetization.
The number of xenon atoms is calculated based on the ideal gas law:
a t  _  P X e V  
Xe  — , r r  P129 
^ B ^ X e
where P x e is the xenon partia l pressure in  the gas m ixture, V  is the sensitive volume of 
the pick-up coil, fcs is the Boltzmann constant, and T x e is the gas m ixture  temperature 
considered to be the room temperature. The isotopic abundance is 26.4% for the 
natura l xenon, bu t w ill change for isotopically enriched 129Xe.
The number o f protons are calculated from:
 2p„;aterl /  N a
H ~  18
where pwater is the density for water, V  is the same active volume of the pick-up coil, N a  
is Avogadro’s number, 18 is the molecular mass of water (in A M U ), and 2 is the number of 
protons per water molecule.
We did flip  angle calibrations for both xenon and proton to  assure a fu ll 90° flip  of 
the magnetization. A  standard SMIS N M R  pulse sequence was modified to increase the 
RF drive amplitude in  a specified number o f steps for a specific power level of the SMIS 
machine. The program has the averaging capability needed especially for proton signal 
acquisition. The SMIS settings used for polarization measurements correspond typ ica lly  to 
90° flip  angle and they were deduced from curves such are the ones shown in  Figure 4-5.
The f { v )  function has a Lorentzian shape describing the coils resonance response in  fre­
quency domain. The coil resonance is used to  enhance the N M R  signal, w ith  the maximum 
signal resulting at the resonance frequency. The qua lity factor of an LC R  resonance Q is
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Figure 4-5: F lip  angle calibration for: a) proton, b) xenon; obtained by amplitude increase 
in  small steps. Proton 90° is reached at 30% on power level 1 and at 30% on power level 2 
for xenon, respectively.
defined as:
where A v  is the fu ll-w id th  at half-max (FW H M ) of the spectrum and is the central 
frequency. In  the kHz frequency range the coil resonance can be very narrow, w ith  Q quality 
factors of over 100. In  conserquence small differences in  N M R  frequencies can change the 
measured signal. To measure coils resonance characteristics we used a Network Analyzer. 
The Q for our pick-up coil is only ~20, relatively a small value. Xenon and water signals 
are acquired at the same frequency 33.7 kHz w ith in  differences of ±10 Hz. The calculated 
corrections resulted from th is differences are to small to  be considered in  our case.
The last correction factor in  Equation 4.1 is to account for the T£ decay of the N M R  
signal during the delay times in  acquisition. The large driv ing signal needed for rota ting 
the magnetization into the transverse plan is picked-up by the receive coil i f  the coils are 
not completely decoupled (orthogonal). This parasite signal decays w ith  a dumping factor 
characteristic to the receive coil resonance and typ ica lly  superposes over the N M R  signal 
for the firs t 1-3 ms. To prevent the preamplifier overloading and elim inate parasite signal
ojqL  A v 
R  v0
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acquisition, we blank the pre-amplifier for the firs t 3 ms after the drive signal. Since xenon 
and proton have different T(> decay times, we found th is correction factor to  be significant 
(up to 10%). We extract the T£ values from the F W H M  of the F F T  spectrum. The delay 
times are in  the range of 3-4 ms.
4 .2 .3  N M R  S ig n a l A n a ly s is
The equations which describe the motion of the magnetization in  the static magnetic field 
Bo are known as the ’’Bloch equations” [101, 102]. The detected N M R  signal comes from the 
precession of the transverse magnetization at the Larm our frequency caused the Bo field. To 
rotate the magnetization from  its in itia l alignment along the Bo field (generally considered 
along the z  axis) an RF drive pulse w ith  frequency corresponding to  the Larmour frequency 
is required. The spins precession around Bo creates an oscillating magnetic flux and induces 
an emf into the the receive coil. Because of local field inhomogeneities at the nuclei level 
the spins rotates w ith  s lightly different frequencies. This results in  time-increasing phase 
differences over the spins ensemble. The resulted signal from the whole spins ensemble 
decays as the difference in  phases becomes larger, u n til a to ta l disorder in  spins phases 
is reached and the signal vanishes. The exponential decaying constant of the signal T£ is 
defined by the inherent spin-spin interactions of an ind iv idua l spin w ith  its neighbors (T 2), 
plus other external causes such the Bo field inhomogeneities, local field gradients caused 
by susceptibilities, etc. Generally, the equation describing the transverse magnetization 
motion in  the laboratory frame is:
M xy(t) = M 0xye - ^ e ~ ^  (4.3)
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where M °y is the in itia l transverse magnetization, wo is the Larm our precession frequency 
around Bo, and the last term  gives the signal exponential decay caused by spins phase 
differences (T 2).
The tim e Fourier transform  of the free induction decay has a real an an imaginary part:
M l? ?  M ° T2*2( w - w 0)
t  +  -  1  ^  t  ;» T^  _  J  (4.4)
The real part is called the absorption-mode and the imaginary part is called the dispersion­
mode. The absorption-mode has a Lorentzian shape and could be used in  signal analysis, i f  
the in itia l phase in  the rota tion term  of Eq. 4.3 is always zero. Since th is is not experimen­
ta lly  true, the real and the imaginary parts get always mixed after the Fourier transform  
is done and the analysis of the signal can only be attempted after the phase correction. 
Instead, we decided to use the magnitude of the F F T  signal in our analysis, mostly because 
no phase correction is required and a fitt in g  routine can be easily implemented. The F F T  
magnitude curve is a peak centered at the Larmour frequency, v q , w ith  a fu ll-w id th  at half­
max (FW H M ) equal to A v .  We introduced in  the formula an offset from  zero, which is 
the magnitude o f the noise picked by the coil. The noise level S 0f f  is decreased by taking 
m ultip le  averages, w ith  S N R ~ \/W  We described the fittin g  function by:
The relation between the T 2 and A v  is given by:
T2* =  ^ - i -  (4.6)
2 7T A v  K ’
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Figure 4-6: Example of N M R  signal from  a proton calibration file shows SNR=30, 
FW H M =19.3  Hz, and T?;=45 ms. File was acquired w ith  90° flip  angle, 1024 averages, 
and TR =15 s.
We determine all the parameters o f the N M R  spectrum by fittin g  and integrating the 
peak. The final value o f the signal is the integral of the peak minus the noise background. 
Field inhomogeneities in  the N M R  region caused sometimes asymmetries in  the F F T  peak. 
The fitted  integral was typ ica lly  smaller than the integral of the experimental peak. There­
fore we chose to  use in  our calculation the sum o f experimental data points between the 
two extreme points where the peak reaches the noise level. The noise level intersections are 
found after the spectrum is smoothed w ith  an average of 3 consecutive points.
Proton calibration files were acquired using 1024 averages w ith  15 s repetition time 
between the shots, tim e measured to be enough for the fu ll longitudinal polarization to 
recover (T i «  2.5 s). Figure 4.2 shows an example for the proton calibration file taken at
33.7 kHz. The SNR is ~30 w ith  a FH W M =19.3  Hz resulting in  a TJ, value o f 45 ms.
Xenon files were acquired also in  average mode, w ith  4 averages and a 20 s between the 
shots, to  allow fu lly  polarized xenon to flow in  the N M R  region. A fte r a 90° flip  angle the
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Figure 4-7: Example of N M R  signal from the hyperpolarized xenon shows SNR=104, 
F W H M =7.3  Hz, and ^ = 1 2 0  ms. File was acquired w ith  90° flip  angle, 4 averages, TR =20 
s, and polarizer flow conditions of: 10:350:1000 seem Xe:N2:He, to ta l pressure 500 T .
xenon hyperpolarization is completely lost and we need to  wait about 15-20 s for the whole 
volume of gas in  the N M R  region to  be replaced by a gas fresh m ixture  coming from the 
polarizer. Figure 4-7 shows the signal from  such a file for xenon flow rate o f 10 seem, a 
to ta l m ixture  flow o f 1360 seem, and a to ta l pressure of 500 T. The F F T  spectrum indicates 
SNR«104, F W H M  o f 7.3 Hz, and T*2 «120 ms.
4 .2 .4  E rror C a lcu la tio n
A ll the errors presented are systematic. The largest contribution in  the final error is given 
by the proton calibration file. We acquired m ultip le  calibration files and fina lly  took the 
average o f the main parameters needed to calculate xenon polarization. The relative error 
o f the proton signal is ~10%. This surprisingly large variations were due to  magnetic field 
homogeneity variations and N M R  coils positioning in  the same place every time.
Mass flow controllers instrumental errors are defined at very large values by the factory
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manuals. M KS Instruments gives for the 1479A series mass flow controllers the absolute 
error as being 1% from the maximum flow rate o f the instrument. Using a measured volume, 
we performed calibration on each M FC w ith in  3% of our values of interest. We measured 
for the He M FC 1% error at 1000 seem flow rate, 1% for the N2 M FC at 350 seem, and 
3% for the Xe M FC at 10 seem. For the pressure readings we accepted the factory error of 
0.2% from  the fu ll scale. Gas temperature values were considered to  vary w ith in  3° from 
their nominal value. To the sinus o f the xenon flip  angle was allowed a variation of 1%.
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Chapter 5 
129X e  P o l a r iz a t io n : R e s u l t s  a n d  
D is c u s s io n s
5.1 G eneral R esu lts
F irs t results from th is high-flow low-pressure polarizer showed the capability o f produc­
ing h ighly polarized xenon in  large quantities. The system underwent improvements over 
tim e as we reached a better understanding of its components. We implemented a cooling 
jacket on the main column to  improve the gas cooling after the hot pumping region and 
the oven therm al agent was changed from  air to  o il in  order to decrease the temperature 
gradient and to improve the heat exchange capacity. More improvements were done on the 
xenon accumulation and transportation systems which w ill be presented in  a next chapter.
From the theoretical simulations we established a working regime for the polarizer which 
was fina lly  optim ized through experimental results. In it ia l experimental tests of polarization 
dependence on to ta l gas m ixture  pressure showed slight dependence in  the range 300-700
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to rr. We decided to run the system at a medium pressure of 500 to rr. A  lower value 
w ill increase the gas flow and rush the Rb depletion and column contam ination w ith  it ,  a 
higher value w ill be too close to the atmospheric pressure, making the ba ll-jo in t vacuum 
connections unsafe.
Generally we mapped the polarization for a specific set of parameters as a function of 
xenon flow rate. The to ta l flow rate of the gas m ixture  was kept constant by counterbal­
ancing the flow of xenon w ith  the flow of the buffer gas helium. For example, we started 
mapping xenon polarization for 10 seem Xe, 350 seem N2, 1000 seem He, for a to ta l flow 
rate o f 1360 seem; the next po int on the map was 20 seem Xe, 350 seem N2, 990 seem He.
The nitrogen partia l pressure is kept constant at a value ~130 to rr during the polar­
ization mapping. We found th is N2 saturation pressure for effectively quenching, the Rb 
excited states empirically.
During our polarization studies gas m ixture  components are changed. W ith  the polarizer 
components volumes measured previously, we calculated the tim e needed for a new gas 
m ixture  to  be polarized in  the new conditions. The waiting tim e was ~5  minutes for our 
typ ica l running parameters (1.36 lite rs /m inu te  to ta l flow, 500 to rr  to ta l pressure).
We found polarization numbers to  be decaying over large periods of tim e (months). They 
strongly depend on the ’’polarizer state” . By the ’’polarizer state” one should understand a 
convolution o f physical parameters characterizing the polarizer, such as the laser alignment 
and column contamination w ith  Rb. Largest effect is given by the polarizer contamination 
w ith  Rb.
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Figure 5-1: 129Xe polarization at optim um  found running conditions. For comparison the 
theoretical numbers corresponding to the same flowing conditions and for 90 W  broad laser 
power are also plotted.
5.2 Polarizer Perform ance
The polarization map shown in Figure 5-1 presents the highest numbers obtained at 
optim um  polarizing parameters found experimentally. The oven temperature was set at 
160°C and the to ta l flow was kept at 1360 seem, for a nitrogen constant flow rate of 350 
seem. The maximum polarization obtained w ith  our system was 63.9±12.6 % for a xenon 
flow rate of 0.3 lite rs /hou r (5 seem). We were unable to see a saturation for polarization 
for very low xenon flow rates, although we were lim ited by the instrumental errors of the 
xenon mass flow controller. A  saturation should occur when the laser power is high enough 
to  keep a 100% Rb polarization, and where 129Xe polarization w ill be influenced only by a 
m inim ized spin-destruction rate.
Theoretical numbers predicted for the same flow rates and for a broad laser power of
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90 W  are p lotted for comparison on the graph. Predicted polarization are larger than the 
experimental obtained values, bu t they follow closely the dependence on the xenon flow 
rate. The theory-experiment differences can have m ultip le  causes, and, w ithout diagnostic 
instrum entation to  measure Rb density and polarization inside the column i t  is very d iffi­
cu lt to  make any supposition. We also neglected some relaxation mechanism, such is the 
surface relaxation for Rb. Rb-Xe molecular spin-destruction, the largest mechanism, was 
approximated from the only source of literature  existent [82]. We observed visually tu rbu ­
lence of Rb flow for higher xenon flow rates, certa inly caused by gas m ixture  heating after 
laser absorption. Our ID  simulation considers a perfect uniform  temperature d istribution, 
w ith  no laser heating effects. Taking into account a ll these factors, we consider th a t the 
predicted numbers are s till in  close agreement w ith  the experiment.
5.3 T em perature D epend en ce
Polarization as a function of temperature was mapped to locate the optim um  running 
temperature for the polarizer. R ubidium  vapor density changes drastically w ith  tempera­
ture [51] .By controlling the temperature of the o il inside the oven, we control the Rb vapor 
density in  the hot spin-exchange region of the column. Theoretically, there should be an 
optim um  Rb density for which a maximum polarization is attained. A  low Rb density w ill 
not be sufficient for efficient laser absorption and fast Rb-Xe spin-exchange. Rb in  excess 
w ill become opaque to  the laser in  a very short distance and, again, polarization transfer 
w ill not have enough tim e to  reach saturation. Theoretical simulations showed polarization 
saturation for temperatures 150-160°C. The theoretical numbers after 160°C are probably 
incorrect since no temperature dependence was included in  the optical pumping and spin-
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Figure 5-2: Polarization dependence on xenon flow rate at different oven temperatures 
showing an optim um  at 160°C. F low conditions: to ta l flow rate constant at 1360 seem, 
to ta l pressure constant at 500 T , N2 flow rate 350 seem.
exchange rates. Moreover, the molecular spin-exchange rates are expected to decrease at 
higher temperatures [88].
Temperatures reported in  literature  for xenon polarizer range between 80 and 180°C. 
We did several mappings of the polarization for different oven temperatures. Figure 5-2 
shows one o f these studies. The to ta l flow rate and the nitrogen partia l pressure were kept 
constant during the study. We started w ith  10 seem of Xe, 350 seem of N2 and 1000 seem 
He, and increased the xenon flow rate, counterbalancing w ith  helium for a constant to ta l 
flow of 1360 seem. The to ta l pressure was constant at 500 to rr  for all experiments. Due 
to the size of oven and the hot polarizing region, there is a temperature gradient of 5°C 
between the top entrance of the hot oil, and the bottom  exit. We considered the nominal 
temperature to be the one shown by the top thermocouple.
The optim um  temperature for our system was found to be at 160°C, corresponding 
to  a Rb vapor density of 1 .7xl014 cm-3 . This is in  good agreement w ith  our theoretical
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predictions, although the drop of polarization at 180°C is not seen in  Fig. 2-24. A t higher 
xenon flow rates, corresponding in our case to  higher xenon concentrations, the polarization 
curves overlap for temperatures between 140 and 180°C. Probably polarization numbers at 
higher concentrations of xenon in  the m ixture  are dominated by the insufficient laser power 
instead of Rb density effect.
As previously mentioned, observation of the polarizer for long periods of tim e demon­
strated tha t contam ination of the main column w ith  Rb resulted in  low xenon polarization 
numbers. A lthough we don’t  have quantita tive measurements for Rb density inside the po­
larizer or local OP m ixture  temperature, we strongly believe tha t the low numbers resulted 
after prolonged u tiliza tion  of the polarizer.
The high-power laser absorption leads to  high temperatures of the gas-vapor m ixture, 
evaporating eventual pools of Rb created on the side walls of the column. A lthough Rb is 
trapped on the upper side o f the column, we observed dripping of Rb liqu id  into the lower 
optical pumping region.
In  a system like ours, where the Rb metal pools are designed to be outside the pumping 
region, one could test the contamination by doing regularly temperature maps o f polariza­
tion. We observed severe changes in  temperature dependence of xenon polarization when 
contam ination was too high. When th is was the case, the system needed cleaning of existent 
Rb, followed by a re fill o f the spiral w ith  fresh Rb pools.
5.4 N itrogen  D ep end en ce
Nitrogen has the m ajor role o f quenching the Rb excited states fluorescence when re­
laxing to lower states. The lack of nitrogen w ill lead to emission of unpolarized ligh t by
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the excited Rb atoms, photons which could be further absorbed and lead to  depolarization 
of the polarized ground state. As one would expect, there should be a saturation point for 
nitrogen in  the gas m ixture  where most of the Rb fluorescence is quenched by nitrogen.
In  Figure 5-3 we present polarization dependence on the nitrogen partia l pressure in  the 
gas m ixture. The system was run at 160°C, for a to ta l flow rate o f 1070 seem and xenon 
flow rate constant of 20 seem (1.2 slh). The variation o f nitrogen flow and pressure was 
counterbalanced w ith  helium.
The saturation w ith  nitrogen was found at ~125 to rr  partia l pressure. Past th is value 
the polarization is constant w ith in  the error bars. The nitrogen maximum flow rate was 
lim ited  to a maximum of 500 seem by the mass flow controller, hence we were unable to 
test higher partia l pressures for an eventual decay o f polarization.
For a ll our measurements the nitrogen flow was chosen such its partia l pressure was 
larger than 125 T. An estimation from Eq. 2.19 gives at 125 to rr  N2 partia l pressure a 
radiative decay probability  of 2.3%.
In  Figure 5-4 the polarization numbers from Figure 5-3 are normalized and plotted 
together w ith  the quenching probability  calculated from Eq. 2.19. The two plots are not 
matching at lower values of N2 partia l pressure. Based on previous measurements [56], 
Wagshul and Chupp [57] advised pressures larger than 60 T  to be used, such N2 w ill assure 
sufficient quenching. The fact tha t we observed a much larger number for our system and 
a slower saturation w ith  N2 can be caused by the higher power of the laser in  our case. 
A fte r a quenching collision the N2 molecule jum ps to  a highly exited v ibrational state (u=5, 
6). This energy is thermalized after m ultip le  collisions w ith  other buffer atoms. W alter et 
al. [66] claimed tha t the v ibrational relaxation times can be extremely long compared 
w ith  rota tiona l or translational relaxations (which are at a scale of 1 ns). For high optical
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Figure 5-3: Polarization dependence on nitrogen partia l pressure: saturation is obtained 
above 125 to rr. Flow conditions: Xe flow rate constant at 20 seem, to ta l flow rate constant 
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Figure 5-4: N itrogen quenching probability, reported by Wagshul et al. [57], p lotted to ­
gether w ith  the normalized Xe polarization numbers from  Fig. 5-3 show th a t for our system 
saturation w ith  N2 appears at a higher value than 60-100 T , considered sufficient in  previous 
reports.
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pumping rates, high Rb densities, and high Rb spin-destruction rates there w ill be more 
quenching required, therefore more N2 w ill be needed.
Theoretical simulation doesn’t  include the quenching process. Increasing the N2 pressure 
in  our program shows actually a decrease of polarization because of a higher Rb spin- 
destruction rate. Therefore, we believe th a t the predicted numbers for N2 saturation are 
underestimated when using high power lasers in  Xe optical pumping.
5.5 F low  V elocity  D ep end en ce
Xenon polarization process is dependent on the gas velocity or to ta l flow rate. The spin- 
exchange process requires a m inimum  amount of tim e for the 129Xe to  be in  contact w ith  Rb 
vapor to  reach polarization saturation. A  flow too slow w ill reduce the output polarization 
due to  longer acting spin-destruction mechanisms. There should be an intermediate range of 
flow rates and gas flow velocities where the xenon polarization is maximized. Our simulation 
predicted an optim um  flow rate in  the range of 300-800 seem.
Three different to ta l flow rates were tested by mapping xenon polarization as a function 
o f its flow rate and the results are presented in  Figure 5-5. The maps were done at 160°C 
temperature, w ith  the N2 pressure of ~130 T , and following the same procedure o f coun­
terbalancing the amount of xenon w ith  helium to keep the to ta l flow constant. For the 685 
seem to ta l flow we started w ith  10 seem Xe, 175 seem N2, and 500 seem He; for the 1360 
seem to ta l flow we started w ith  10 seem Xe, 350 seem N2, and 1000 seem He; for the 1910 
seem to ta l flow we started w ith  10 seem Xe, 500 seem N2, and 1400 seem He. A lthough 
the step taken in  the flow rate variation was large, from  the graph we observe the existence 
o f an optim um  flow velocity for low xenon concentrations. We conclude tha t the optim um
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Figure 5-5: Polarization dependence on the xenon flow rate for three different to ta l flow 
rates. Flow conditions: to ta l flow rate constant for each set of data, to ta l pressure constant 
at 500 T , N2 partia l pressure ~130 T , 160°C temperature.
to ta l flow rate value is 1360 seem at 160°C temperature.
The difference between theoretical and experimental optim um  gas flow velocity is prob­
ably due to  local flow turbulences inside the optical pumping region. For the predicted 
numbers we considered a Poiseuille flow d is tribu tion  inside the cylinder.
5.6 Broad Laser versus N arrow  Laser
The main source of angular momentum for the experiments presented in  th is work was 
the fiber-coupled beam-optimized broad laser. The laser is capable to output typ ica lly  90- 
115 W  o f broad-spectrum uniform  beam, w ith  a spectrum characterized by 1.5 nm FW H M .
As described in  a previous chapter, one of our later developments was the spectrum 
narrowing o f a 5 LDAs stack using an external L ittro w  cavity. We implemented and tested
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Figure 5-6: Polarization map using the frequency-narrowed L D A  stack and two set of 
polarization numbers obtained w ith  the broad laser for comparison. F low ing conditions are 
the optim um  found for the broad laser w ith  1360 seem to ta l flow, 500 T  to ta l pressure, 130 
T  N2, and 160°C temperature.
the narrow laser on the polarizer at a moment where the gas deliveries to Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital were o f high priority. Therefore very few detailed studies of the polar­
izer using the narrow laser were attempted. S till, we accomplished basic studies such as 
polarization mapping and polarization dependence on the laser power.
We usually operated the narrow laser at fu ll current of 60 A, for an output power of 
115 W  after the stepped m irror and ~80 W  after the beam shaping optics (entering the 
polarizer). The narrow laser was to ta lly  absorbed inside the column during the polarizing 
process.
In  Figure 5-6 are p lotted the highest polarization numbers obtained w ith  the narrow 
laser together w ith  two different maps taken w ith  the broad laser for comparison.
The largest polarization resulted was 59±10% for 10 seem Xe flow rate (0.6 slh). Flowing 
conditions were sim ilar to the optim um  found for the broad laser: 160° oven temperature,
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1360 seem to ta l flow, and 500 to rr to ta l pressure, from which 130 to rr  is the N2 partia l 
pressure.
Comparing the two sets of data taken w ith  the broad laser, ’’ highest” and ’’broad 
07/20/2004” , we observe tha t for the later experiment the polarizer ’’ state” was of lower 
quality, the column being contaminated w ith  Rb. Therefore, we should expect higher Xe 
polarizations for the narrow laser than the ones presented for a clean system. We s till 
remark th a t the polarization numbers attained w ith  the narrow laser are higher than the 
broad laser at low xenon concentration, but they fa ll below at higher concentrations (flow 
rates).
A ll theoretical simulations predicted higher polarization numbers for the narrow laser, 
even w ith  the small difference of 10 W  between the two lasers. The beam for the narrow 
laser is not un iform ly spread, although we implemented the stepped m irro r to elim inate the 
dark spots between the 5 LD A  bars. Also, the narrow beam has a square shape and doesn’t 
f i l l un iform ly the polarizer column.
The result of lower polarization numbers for the narrow laser at high xenon concentra­
tions was completely unexpected and we need more studies to  conclude what is the cause.
5.7 Laser Pow er D epend en ce
Our theoretical calculations presented in  Fig. 2-23 d idn ’t  anticipate any saturation in 
our available range o f laser power of up to  115 W.
In  Figure 5-7 we show a detailed study of polarization dependence on the broad laser 
power for three different Xe concentrations in  the gas m ixture. The system was operated at 
155°C temperature, 500 T  to ta l pressure, and three different flow rates settings described
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in  the figure caption. We observe a linear dependence w ith  the laser power for the 10 
and 20 seem Xe flow rates. For the 50 seem Xe flow rate we are missing one im portant 
data point for 35 A  laser current, but the polarization shows the beginning of a saturation 
curve at 30-32.5 A. In  a sim ilar manner we mapped the polarization dependence on the 
narrow laser power, which clearly presents, not only a saturation, but even a drop in  the 
polarization at higher currents. The linear curve ends at 52.5 A, corresponding to  ~70 W , 
thereafter polarization drops to  a lower unstable level. In  the case of the narrow laser we 
took only a single set of data for Xe flow rate of 30 seem. More inform ation for the low 
xenon concentration could show a non-saturating behavior.
H igh xenon concentrations in  the system results in  large flow instabilities because of 
very short distances in  the laser absorption. We base our affirm ation on visual observations 
of the Rb flow inside the column for different xenon flow rates (to ta l flow rate constant). 
Rb fluorescence was used in  recording gas m ixture  flow movies w ith  d ig ita l cameras. Large 
flow turbulences were seen when Xe concentration was increased.
We defined our optim um  empirical conditions based on low Xe concentrations polar­
ization values. For our findings we used the broad laser, which is not absorbed as quickly 
(in  a short distance) as the narrow laser is. We typ ica lly  observed th a t for higher Xe flow 
rates the polarization numbers were converging to  the same values, although the running 
conditions, such as temperature or to ta l flow rate, were different (see Figures 5-2, 5-5).
In  conclusion, in  certain conditions we observed experimentally a high lim it for the 
to ta l laser power, thereafter the polarization is decreasing. More detailed studies in  a clean 
system are required for both type of lasers to reach a better understanding.
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Figure 5-7: Polarization dependence on the broad laser power for three different Xe flow 
rates. No saturation is observed for the 10 and 20 seem Xe flow rates. For 50 seem Xe flow 
rate is d ifficu lt to conclude. The flow conditions are: 10:350:1000 seem Xe:N2:He for the 
10 seem Xe set, 20:350:1000 for the 20 seem Xe set, respectively 50:960:350 for the 50 seem 
























Figure 5-8: Polarization dependence on the narrowed laser power showing a fast saturation 
at 52.5 A , a value much lower than expected. The flow conditions are: 30:350:1000 seem 
Xe:N2:He, 500 T  to ta l pressure, 160°C temperature.
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5.8 Enriched versus N atural X enon
There are situations where the M R I signal has to be maximized and using 129Xe iso- 
top ica lly enriched xenon is one way o f doing it. For a specific set o f M R I experiments at 
BW H  we used 86% enriched xenon, which has 3.25 more 129Xe atoms than natura l xenon.
The map o f polarization in  Figure 5-9 was obtained using the broad laser and standard 
flowing conditions. Besides the point corresponding to  the lowest Xe flow rate of 5 seem, the 
enriched xenon follows the same dependence on the xenon flow rate as the natural xenon. 
On the same graph we p lotted also the highest polarization numbers resulted w ith  natural 
xenon and presented in  Figure 5-1.
The polarizer was contaminated w ith  Rb at the tim e the enriched xenon was used, 
therefore the two sets of polarization numbers can not be compared. We believe numbers 
for enriched xenon should be sim ilar to  the natura l xenon for the same operating conditions. 
Unfortunately, we don’t  have any data points acquired w ith  natura l xenon for the same 
polarizer state as when the mapping for enriched xenon was done.
The magnetization of 129Xe, defined as polarization m ultip lied by the Xe flow rate 
m ultip lied  by the isotopically abundance, is more im portant than polarization itse lf for M R I 
applications. We p lotted in  Figure 5-10 the magnetization for the two sets of data presented 
in  Fig. 5-9. A lthough the largest numbers for natura l xenon recorded are much higher than 
for enriched xenon, magnetization maps shows a clear advantage of using enriched xenon 
over natura l xenon. O f course, the difference in  price (of at least a factor of 30), brings the 
un ita ry  cost of hyperpolarized xenon signal towards the u tiliza tion  of natura l xenon.
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Figure 5-9: Enriched 86%-129Xe polarization map p lotted together w ith  the highest obtained 
polarization number for natura l xenon. Flow conditions: 1360 seem to ta l flow rate, 500 T  
to ta l pressure, 130 T  N2 pressure, and 160°C temperature. Xe flow was counterbalanced 
w ith  He.
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Figure 5-10: Xenon magnetization (flow x  polarization) - comparison between 86% enriched 
Xe and natural. The enriched xenon shows a much higher magnetization.
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Figure 5-11: Overall comparison of the UNH polarizer performance w ith  reported results 
of other research groups around the world.
5.9 O verall R esu lts o f th e  U N H  Polarizer
In  Figure 5-11 we show a comparison of the UNH polarizer results w ith  the performances 
reported in  literature  by other research groups (developing or using xenon polarizer). The 
graph shows the production rate capabilities, p lo tting  the polarization versus 129Xe pro­
duction rate.
The UNH polarizer is by far the most productive polarizer. We p lotted two series of 
numbers produced by our polarizer, one corresponding to  the highest polarization numbers 
obtained for natura l xenon, and the data obtained w ith  86% enriched xenon. Sim ilar studies 
of the polarization dependence on the running parameters were performed and reported 
by the Bowers group from  the University of F lorida [46] for natura l and enriched xenon, 
but at a different pressure regime. The M arburg group [42] s till has the highest reported 
129Xe polarization of 70%, result produced at low pressure and very low Xe concentrations.
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Other polarization numbers p lotted were reported by the Princeton group [44, 47] and other 
research groups around the world (see Table 1.2).
I t  is interesting to  observe the ” continu ity” o f the UNH natura l xenon polarization 
map w ith  the two higher polarization values obtained by the F lorida and M arburg groups. 
A lthough taken at different conditions of pressure, temperature, and laser power, i t  is 
surprising the p roxim ity  of our results at very low xenon concentrations. Also, the enriched 
xenon polarization number from  F lorida comes in  close agreement w ith  the U N H  number.
L im ita tion  o f maximum polarization by other interactions than experimentally demon­
strated, such is the Rb-Xe anisotropic term  in  the dipole-dipole interactions, can be the 
cause o f th is ” continu ity” . Maxim um  reported polarizations are ~80% for 3He and 70% for 
129Xe and these are possible high lim its  for the SEOP method using Rb.
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Chapter 6
A c c u m u l a t io n  a n d  D e l iv e r y  o f  
P o l a r iz e d  X e n o n
6.1 A ccum ulation  and R ecovery o f H yperpolarized  X enon
The hyperpolarized xenon is ju s t a small fraction of the high-flow low-pressure gas 
m ixture  in  the optical pumping process in  order to achieve high polarization numbers. 
Nitrogen and helium are added to the gas m ixture  as buffer gases for well-known reasons. 
To efficiently use the hyperpolarized xenon one has to separate i t  from  the gas m ixture. 
Typ ica lly  th is is done w ith  a liqu id  nitrogen trap  which freezes and separates the xenon 
from  helium  and nitrogen.
Figure 6-1 shows the phase diagram for xenon. Xenon liquefies at 166°K and freezes at 
161°K at standard atmospheric pressure. For systems working in  the high pressure regime 
i t  is necessary to  expand firs t the gas m ixture, such the N2 is not frozen or liquefied together 
w ith  Xe. Since our system runs below atmospheric pressure (500 to rr), xenon is the only
137
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Figure 6-1: Xenon phase diagram. Adapted from  [103]. 
gas trapped at liqu id  nitrogen temperature in  the freeze-out.
6 .1 .1  F rozen  X e n o n  R e la x a t io n  M ech a n ism s
I t  is well-known [43, 21, 39] tha t xenon in  the frozen state has long spin-lattice relaxation 
times. For example, at 77°K and moderate magnetic field values solid 129Xe has a relaxation 
tim e o f ~2.5 hours. This can reach hundreds of hours at very low temperatures. The 
relaxation mechanisms for the spin-lattice relaxation are s till under debate [40, 39, 104]. 
I t  is believed tha t there are three d istinct temperature regimes w ith  different relaxation 
mechanisms for the frozen state [39].
For the very low temperatures, below 50°K, the dipole-dipole interaction between 129Xe 
and 131Xe mediate the 129Xe relaxation:
For temperatures between 50 and 120°K the spin-rotation interaction describes best the
(6.1)
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Figure 6-2: N atura l xenon relaxation rates in  frozen state as a function of temperature and 
magnetic field. Adapted from [39].
la ttice  relaxation:
Vsr =  ' Nq/3 (5-2)
where Iq, is the nuclear spin of 129Xe and N a/g is the angular momentum of the pair formed 
by the 129Xe and a second atom j3 separated by the distance rap. This also character­
izes the spin-lattice relaxation mechanisms for the gas and liqu id  states. U n til recently i t  
was believed tha t th is mechanism dominated also the frozen state regime for temperatures 
above 120°K, bu t experimental evidence [39] showed relaxation tim e values several order of 
magnitude smaller than predicted by the spin-rotation interaction.
Figure 6-2 shows recent results of the Princeton group where Kuzma et al. [39] did 
a systematic study on the relaxation mechanisms and the accumulation process of frozen 
process. The spin-rotation interaction leads to  Raman scattering of photons in  the xenon 
crystals. The relaxation rate by spin-rotation is proportional to  the temperature squared 
and very lit t le  dependent on the field.
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Figure 6-3: a) Typica l design of a ” cold-finger” or straight-tube xenon trap, b) Photo.
The dipole-dipole interaction between 129Xe and its  nearest neighbors is modulated by 
vacancy diffusion and has a strong temperature and field dependence. This can be seen on 
the graph in  Figure 6-2 for the two regimes of temperatures: 50-120°K (modulated by spin- 
ro ta tion  interactions) and, transition  temperatures over 120°K (modulated by dipole-dipole 
interactions). The transition regime o f temperature larger than 120°K agree very well w ith  
the dipole-dipole interaction modulated by vacancy diffusion.
6 .1 .2  X e n o n  A ccu m u la tio n
As mentioned, the relaxation at liqu id  nitrogen temperature of 77°K is known to be ~2.5 
hours, a relatively large value. For the transition from  and to the gas state the relaxation 
depends strongly on temperature and on the holding magnetic field. A  m ajor issue in 
recovering the xenon polarization from its frozen state is the tim e spent near the phase 
transition, where relaxation times are of the order o f seconds. Despite reported recovery 
ratios of over 90 % for small quantities [42, 21], losses as high as 30-50 % were routine ly 
observed.
The typ ical xenon trap  is the coaxial double-tube condenser (” cold-finger” ) sketched 
in  Figure 6-3a. The in itia l gas m ixture  comes through the inner glass tube, starts to
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Figure 6-4: a) Novel design of spiral freeze-out xenon trap. The dewar is kept filled w ith  
liqu id  nitrogen, and can be easily lifted such the freeze-out is gradually inserted in  the liqu id  
nitrogen, b) Photo.
cool down, and freezes in  a th ick layer on the outer tube walls. Hypotheses exist for loss 
mechanisms during both accumulation and thawing [39]. During accumulation warm gas 
m ixture  passing over already frozen xenon could m aintain the top layer of frozen xenon at a 
higher temperature, particu la rly  for large quantities of frozen xenon. The relaxation tim e of 
the inner layers of xenon could be much smaller i f  its temperature falls into a region where 
dipole-dipole interaction dominates. Recent studies of the Princeton group [104] concluded 
tha t relaxation during thawing dominated, at least in  their system. They observed tha t 
when xenon thawed and passed through liqu id  phase, i t  could drop at the bottom  o f the 
freeze-out and spend long tim e in the liqu id  phase, where relaxation times is in  the order of 
seconds. We started our in itia l freeze-thaw measurements by using th is type of freeze-out, 
which can be seen in  Figure 6-3b. The recovery ratios measured w ith  th is freeze-out were 
below50%.
Starting  from  these hypotheses we designed a new freeze-out system which would elim­
inate the fast relaxation mechanisms during phase transitions. The schematic of the im ­
plemented freeze-out system w ith  the UNH high-flow low-pressure polarizer is shown in  
Figure 6-4a. Made from  a glass helix w ith  five turns of 1 cm diameter and 15 cm height,
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the ’’ spiral” freeze-out offers a large surface for xenon trapping. For the liqu id  nitrogen 
dewar we b u ilt an ” U ” -shaped aluminum container insulated w ith  foam walls. The U-shape 
gives m ultip le  advantages such as a large buffer quantity of liqu id  nitrogen, level control 
capabilities, etc. The magnet box was b u ilt in-house using NdFeB rare-earth permanent 
magnets. I t  generates a field of 0.31 T  inside a region of 7.5 cm x  10 cm and 15 cm height. 
Iron field clamps were added to the top side of the box to  reduce the field gradients for the 
incoming hyperpolarized xenon.
The working principle of our freeze-out is quite simple. Gas m ixture  containing hy­
perpolarized 129Xe comes from  the polarizer main column through the down-tube, where 
129Xe polarization can be measured using an N M R  coil setup (previously presented). I t  
enters the freeze-out and flows downwards through the spiral pa rtia lly  or fu lly  immersed in 
the U-shaped liqu id  nitrogen dewar. The dewar is fu lly  filled w ith  liqu id  nitrogen and its 
vertical position can change in  rapport w ith  the freeze-out which is fixed and attached to 
the magnet box. We arrange the dewar such th a t in it ia lly  i t  covers jus t the bottom  spiral of 
the freeze-out. Depending on xenon quantity to be accumulated, we periodically raise the 
liqu id  nitrogen level by raising the dewar. The mount sustaining the dewar can be attached 
to  a motorized linear actuator and the whole process becomes computer controlled.
Xenon forms a th in  layer of ice distributed over the spiral wall surface w ith  a m inimum  
gradient temperature between the glass surface and the inner layer of frozen xenon. A t the 
end of accumulation process the xenon snow is un iform ly spread inside the spiral in  a layer 
proportional w ith  the quantity of xenon frozen. Thawing th is th in  uniform  layer proceeds 
quickly when immersed in  hot water, such the relaxation is minimized.
Presently, the only flaw of th is system is the lim ita tion  to  xenon quantities o f ~1.5 liters, 
thereafter we observed clogging o f the spiral and a pressure gradient between the input and
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the output gas panels. This can be easily surpassed by building a larger freeze-out and 
magnet box.
6 .1 .3  S in g le  F reeze-T h a w  P o la r iza tio n  R eco v ery  R a tio
Using th is system we measured systematically recovery ratios o f the polarization as a func­
tion  o f the production rate. The in itia l polarization was measured during production of 
polarized xenon in  the down-tube. The ’’ recovered” final polarization after the freeze-thaw 
cycle was measured in  the same conditions after thawing the accumulated xenon back into 
the down-tube. This way we minimized uncertainties for measured recovery ratios by elim­
inating the intermediate step of proton signal calibration. N atura l xenon was used for all 
these studies.
A fte r the xenon is frozen in  a manner as previously described, the top valve of the 
polarizer is closed and the polarizer main column is isolated. The down-tube, freeze-out 
and the output panel is vacuumed for helium and nitrogen (see polarizer schematic, Figure 4- 
1). Using a second foam dewar filled w ith  hot water, we quickly immerse the freeze-out 
in  i t  for fast thawing of the polarized xenon from the freeze-out back into the down-tube. 
The pressure is measured w ith  the pressure controller Baratron from  the output gas panel. 
The calculated errors are large for small quantities of xenon because of the instrumental 
lim ita tions. Using flow meters w ith  the righ t range we can substantially reduce the errors.
The results of our study are presented in  Table 6.1. We demonstrated fu ll recovery of 
100% for xenon polarization after freeze-thaw cycles for quantities up to  500 cc. Once the 
quantities were increased, the layer of xenon ice starts to grow leading to  a slower thawing 
process, thus increasing the relaxation. A  correction for xenon relaxation in  the frozen state 
during the 10 minutes accumulation tim e was done on the thawed signal, considering a 2.5
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Absolute E rror 
(%)
10 100 100.0 -14.9
50 507 100.0 - 1.8
75 746 95.1 ±3.5
100 1000 91.5 ±2.9
Table 6.1: Polarization recovery ratios after a freeze-thaw cycle using the spiral freeze-out.
hours relaxation time.
This is an extremely im portant result in  the view o f transferring the hyperpolarized 
xenon from  the polarizer. Xenon can be accumulated in  large quantities and transported, 
w ith  losses dictated jus t by the spin-lattice relaxation times.
6 .1 .4  M u ltip le  F reeze-T h a w  R eco v ery  R a tio
We attempted more measurements on the frozen hyperpolarized xenon. One of the experi­
ments stood in  measuring an average recovery ra tio  for m ultip le  fast consecutive freeze-thaw 
cycles.
A fte r freezing ~500 cc of polarized xenon into the freeze-out, we thawed the gas back 
into the down-tube and acquired an N M R  signal using a small flip  angle (4.5°). Next we 
quickly froze the gas back into the freeze-out. We repeated this freeze-thaw-acquire routine 
for 12 consecutive times in  about one hour.
The purpose was to  determine the recovery ratio  for a system were the thaw ing process 
is produced from  a static system, such as the ” batch-mode” polarizer. Since there is no fast 
flow, the xenon gas w ill freeze into the closest nitrogen temperature surface. In  our case 
th is means the firs t top spiral of the freeze-out. This is also a sim ilar situation to  the ’’ cold 
finger” method, because xenon accumulates locally in  a th ick layer.
The freezing and accumulation o f xenon happens very fast from  our experience (pressure
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m onitoring). We observed large quantities o f xenon in  the range of litte rs  collapsing into 
the freeze-out in  less than 30 seconds. No liqu id  nitrogen level control was u tilized for th is 
experiment. One complete freeze-thaw cycle took ~5  m in, such a ll 12 cycles happened in  ~1 
hour. Since one hour is significant tim e for xenon relaxation for both, frozen and gas states, 
we corrected the acquired signals for T j  decay considering T i  ss 2.5 h for both  phases. As 
later w ill be shown, gas phase measurements have relatively close values to the mentioned 
one.
The signal decay for th is particular case is given by:
( n - l ) T c y c
S(n)  = S 0R n~ l e~ ^  (6.3)
where S q is the in itia l signal, R  is the recovery ratio  to be determined, n  is the number of 
the freeze-thaw cycle, Tcyc is the tim e needed for a complete cycle, considered to  be 5 min.
A fte r correcting the signals for the T i decay, we fina lly  f it  the data w ith  a power function 
of the type:
S(n)  = A  + B • R n~ l
Figure 6-5 present the p lot of resulted raw experimental data, the tim e corrected data, 
and the fitted  curve. The resulted recovery ratio  from the fit  is 82.8%. This value clearly 
shows the difference between the two different methods for freezing and thawing the hy­
perpolarized xenon. A  th in  layer along a large contact surface resulted in  fu ll recovery of 
polarization, compared w ith  th is method of freezing the xenon in  a th ick layer, sim ilar to  a 
cold finger trap.
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Figure 6-5: M u ltip le  freeze-thaw cycles decay o f the signal and recovery ra tio  measurement.
6 .1 .5  T I  M ea su rem en t in  F rozen  S ta te
Knowing the recovery ration of 82.8% in  our system for a freeze-thaw ’’sta tic” cycle we 
attempted a T j  measurement o f xenon in  the frozen state. In  a sim ilar manner as for the 
m ultip le  freeze-thaw cycle experiment, we measured the signal of the thawed gas every half 
hour. The 500 cc gas was kept frozen at liqu id  nitrogen temperature and 0.3 Tesla magnetic 
field between the measurements. This tim e we corrected the raw data for the losses caused 
by the freeze-thaw cycles, using the recovery ratio  of 82.8% determined previously.
The fitted  T i  from  the tim e exponential decay is 2 hours, which is smaller than other 
reports o f 2.5 hours [39], but w ith in  the error lim its. For example, i f  we considered a 
correction for the freeze-thaw losses of 80% instead of 82.8%, the resulted T i matched 
exactly 2.5 hours.
W ith  more careful and repetitive measurements the precision for th is value can be 
improved, bu t ideally w ill be a direct measurement of the signal from  the frozen xenon.
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Figure 6-6 : Frozen state relaxation and T i  measurement.
The fact th a t T i  measured th is way falls in  relatively close agreement w ith  other reported 
values confirms the m ultip le  freeze-thaw recovery ratio.
6.2 O ptim um  P rod u ction  R ates
In  the view o f gas deliveries for collaborative purposes we focused towards optim ization of 
gas production in  the frozen state. Depending on the final desired quantity and polarization, 
one can optim ize the running parameters o f the polarizer to achieve this. Low xenon flow 
rates result in  high-polarization numbers, bu t the frozen xenon relaxes more during the 
tim e required to  accumulate the rest o f the quantity.
For an accumulation tim e T a, a constant relaxation time T i,  and an in itia l Xe polar­
ization P0, i t  can be easily calculated an averaged final polarization of accumulated xenon
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Figure 6-7: Em pirical exponential f it  for the highest xenon polarization numbers as a func­
tion  of its flow rate.
is:
Ti - I k  
■ P o ^ r ( l - e  - 0
a
(6.4)
This result is based on constant xenon flow rate, polarization, and T i  relaxation rate.
I f  a relation between the xenon flow rate and its polarization can be established, then 
optim ization curves for the production rate can be generated. For th is we used an empirical 
exponential-decay f it  for the xenon polarization dependence on its flow rate. Typically, the 
exponential-decay f it  is excellent and an example is shown in  Figure 6-7. The empirical 
formula resulted is:
(s I h)
P0($ ) =  18.25 +  52.5e“ ^52-(% )
where is the xenon flow rate expressed in  standard lite r per hour (slh) and Po is the 
polarization during production. This empirical formula changes easily w ith  the polarizer 
state, therefore periodical mappings of the polarization are required in  order to update it.
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Figure 6-8 : Polarized xenon production map considering a relaxation tim e in  frozen state 
of 2.5 hours and a known in itia l xenon polarization dependence on its flow rate. O ptim um  
xenon flow rate can be found for a final accumulated volume and final wanted polarization.
Implementing th is relation into Eq. 6.4 results:
P = (  18.25 +  52.5e~3^ )  p  (6.5)
We have now an estimate for the final polarization of the accumulated xenon for a 
known xenon flow rate $  and accumulation tim e T a. Since there is a direct proportiona lity  
between the accumulation time, accumulated quantity  o f xenon, and xenon flow rate, pro­
duction maps can be generated in  a contour format, such is the one presented in  Figure 6-8 . 
O ptim um  running conditions are found th is way for a desired final polarization, final xenon 
volume, or accumulation time. The contours are labeled w ith  polarization values expressed 
in  percents.
From th is map is readable tha t high polarization numbers are obtained for small xenon 
flow rates and small accumulated quantities of xenon. For delivery purposes we typ ica lly
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wanted around one lite r volume o f accumulated xenon. Following the production map i t  
results tha t maximum achievable polarization is ~42% for a flow rate of 1 lite r/h ou r. In 
most o f the cases we ran the system at 1.2 lite r/h o u r (20 seem), which doesn’t  change 
significantly the final polarization and reduces the accumulation time.
6.3 Frozen S tate  D eliveries
Based on reported relaxation times of hours [21, 39] for the frozen xenon, we firs t 
concentrated our efforts in  designing a transportation method o f hyperpolarized xenon in  a 
liqu id  nitrogen dewar. The purpose for hyperpolarized xenon deliveries was for collaborative 
research w ith  the group of Sam Patz at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital (BW H ) (Boston- 
M A ). The delivery tim e was typ ica lly  more than two hours, thus we expected less than 50% 
of the polarization to survive the tr ip  to BW H.
We demonstrated fu ll recovery of the polarization after a freeze-thaw cycle and this 
encouraged the frozen state delivery. We used a 50 lite r volume Thermolyne Jr Locator I I I  
biological cryogenic dewar. The advantage o f th is dewar, besides its very low liqu id  loss 
(less than a lite r/d ay ), is the large diameter of the top opening (20 cm). This allows the 
immersion o f a large permanent magnet box providing ~0.1 T  holding field necessary for 
delivery.
A fte r the xenon is accumulated, the spiral freeze-out is vacuumed from  the remaining 
nitrogen and helium, closed, and transferred in to  the delivery magnet box. The magnet box 
is then transferred inside the large Thermolyne dewar previously filled w ith  liqu id  nitrogen. 
The dewar is loaded into a pick-up truck and transported to  BW H-Boston. Once the frozen 
xenon reaches the destination, i t  is thawed under the highest field available (typ ica lly the
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Figure 6-9: a) Frozen xenon delivery system: large cryogenic dewar, permanent magnet 
box, and the freeze-out ready for delivery, b) F irs t hyperpolarized xenon image of the 
spiral freeze-out acquired at BW H  after a frozen state delivery.
M R I magnet) in  order to  reduce relaxation. A  photo of this delivery system is shown in 
Figure 6-9a.
We demonstrated and practiced in itia lly  the frozen state delivery of hyperpolarized 
xenon. Figure 6-9b shows the firs t image acquired using hyperpolarized xenon produced 
at UNH and delivered to  BW H. The image is of the spiral freeze-out after the xenon was 
thawed and was acquired in  a 1.5 T  M R I scanner, modified to  work at xenon Larmour 
frequency.
We found the frozen delivery method to  present inconveniences. The large size and 
weight of the dewar requires team work for handling and transportation. A fte r the des­
tina tion  is reached, the thaw ing is done at once, since thawing in  m ultip le  stages is not 
possible. Special a ttention is required when the thawing is done because the glassware 
components and the connections involved (including the freeze-out) are not rated to  work 
above atmospheric pressure, therefore the risk of an error is very high.
Further development of the frozen delivery system to include a final stage of liqu id  
helium could increase drastically the relaxation tim e to  days [21], although th is method w ill 
be lim ited  by the high cost o f liqu id  helium.
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6.4 X enon  G as S ta te  R elaxation  Studies
6 .4 .1  G as R e la x a tio n  M ech a n ism s
Relaxation tim e for xenon gas was believed in itia lly  to be constrained only by the spin- 
ro ta tion  interactions during the binary collisions w ith  a lim it given by [11]:
cm
T f  «  —  {h) (6 .6 )
where p is the xenon density inside the expressed in  amagat. This expression resulted after 
a set of in itia l measurements done at very high pressures (above 50 atm) and where the 
b inary collisions are dominant. A lthough the predicted relaxation times given by the above 
relation are very long at low pressures, experimental values fa ll usually in  the range o f tens 
of minutes to  few hours. M axim um  129Xe T i  reported is of 3.7 h [105]. Large relaxation 
times of ~3  h were also reported by Breeze et al. [106, 107].
The m ajor relaxation mechanism believed in it ia lly  to be causing the large difference 
at low pressures between the measured relaxation times and predicted by Eq. 6.6 was the 
dipole-dipole interaction of 129Xe atoms w ith  container wall im purities presenting large 
magnetic moments. Xenon has a large adsorption energy and attaches easily and for long 
times to the cell walls, thus loosing completely its polarization. Proposed and demonstrated 
solutions are focused on inert coatings deposited on the cell walls. W all coatings have been 
studied for reducing spin-destruction rates for alkali vapor [108] and hyperpolarized gases 
such as 1H [109], 3He [110], 131Xe [111], and 129Xe [112, 113, 106, 107, 114]. Coatings are 
typ ica lly  silicone based compounds and some examples already demonstrated to reduce wall
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relaxation are: D ry-F ilm  (General E lectric Co.), octadecyldimethylchlorosilane (OTS), and 
Surfasil (Pierce Chemical Lab.). A  systematic study on different silane based coatings and 
the ir effect on wall interaction was done by the Carleton University group [106, 107, 115]. 
Even w ith  the surfaces coated, the relaxation times d idn ’t  approach the lim it predicted by 
b inary collisions, therefore additional mechanism acting at low pressure should count for 
the difference.
Previous studies showed typ ica lly a linear dependence o f xenon relaxation rate as a 
function of its  density at high gas densities (over 20 amagat) [11, 107], This dependence 
is expected to  be given by relaxation mechanisms happening during b inary collision. For 
low and intermediate pressure ranges i t  was unclear u n til recently what caused the xenon 
to  deviate from the b inary predictions. In  a recent study of xenon relaxation at low pres­
sures Chann et al. [10] showed an im portant contribution coming from  the spin-rotation 
interactions through Xe-Xe van der Waals molecules.
For hyperpolarized xenon in  the gas state the m ajor relaxation mechanisms are described
by:
1 -  1 1 1 1 1
~  T sr T sr T w a X l  rpC S A  T i n h  V 3 - ' )
1 l,bin 1 \,vdW  J 1 J 1 1 1
where the firs t term  T f  represents the spin-rotation losses and can be sp lit in to  two terms: 
one coming from  b inary collisions and a second from van der Waals molecules, T™0,11 shows 
the wall interaction losses, T f S/4 is the chemical sh ift anisotropy contribution, and 
results from  the field inhomogeneities.
The spin-rotation interaction couples the Xe nuclear spin to the ro ta tion  angular mo­
mentum of a Xe-Xe pair during b inary collisions or van der Waals molecules. As binary 
collision rate is d irectly proportional to  the pressure, its contribution becomes m in im al at
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low pressures. The van der Waals contribution to  the relaxation rate is pressure indepen­
dent, as the pressure dependencies for number o f collisions (~ [Xe]) and molecule lifetim e 
(~ [X e ]_1) cancel each other. The m ajor contribution of Xe-Xe van der Waals molecule was 
demonstrated by the Wisconsin group recently [10]. They showed a new lim ita tion  for the 
T i  relaxation tim e to  4.1 hours caused by th is type of interaction.
The wall relaxation is a constant of the container and can be reduced by coatings applied 
to  the vessel. A  study of the wall relaxation dependence on diameter of cylindrical cells was 
done at low pressures [114]. The results show a clear proportiona lity  of X j w ith  the square 
o f the cell diameter. This concludes tha t vessel w ith  larger surface/volume ratios w ill keep 
the xenon polarized longer.
The T f SA was demonstrated by Moudrakovski et al. [115] to give a field dependence 
o f the relaxation at very high pressures. Chemical sh ift anisotropy characterizes specially 
atoms w ith  large chemical shift as xenon and is caused by an anisotropy in  the nucleus 
shielding by the large electron cloud [116]. I t  is also the only mechanism tha t could explain 
the higher relaxation tim e for lower magnetic fields [115]. The chemical shift interaction 
happens during b inary collisions, thus its contribution for densities below 20 amagats should 
be m inim al. This is confirmed also from  the experimental data of Moudrakovski et al..
The inhomogeneity of the field is another relaxation factor and was studied in itia lly  for 
the 3He atom [117, 118], where th is mechanism becomes im portant due to  its fast diffusion 
inside the cell. The gas diffusion is inversely proportional to the cell pressure. The general 
expression used when referring to the relaxation rate caused by field inhomogeneities is [117]:
i =Jiyg j  + iyB,!2 m
Ti Bl
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where D  is the diffusion coefficient of the noble gas, B q is the main field considered to  be 
along the z axis, and B x , B y are field components on x  and y  axis defining the inhomo­
geneities. The relaxation for xenon at low pressure and low magnetic fields was studied in  
detailed by Cates and coworkers at Princeton [119].
Using a self-diffusion coefficient D=0.0565 cm2/s  for xenon at one atmosphere [120] and 
considering different field gradients as the input values for |V B xy | for a main magnetic 
field of Bo=28 G, we estimated the relaxation caused by field inhomogeneities. Thus for 
a contribution of T l1" /l o f 1 hour the field gradients should be 1.4 G /cm  for 28 G main 
field. The field homogeneity in  our systems is much better (~  10~3), at least in  the N M R  
region, and the relaxation rate caused by the field inhomogeneity is generally too small to 
be considered.
Our interest is for the low pressure regime (0.1-1 amagat), where we expect most of the 
polarization loss to  be caused by spin-rotation through van der Waals molecules and wall 
interactions, i f  the condition o f a homogeneous field is met. A  general numeric formula 
was given by Chann et al. [10] for spin-rotation relaxation rate given by van der Waals 
molecules and b inary collisions:
1
T\
6.7 x 10~ 5 +  5.0 x 10-6 [Xe]
(1 a m g ) ( s - 1)
The pressure dependent term  characterizes the b inary collisions. This formula shows tha t 
molecular relaxation exceeds the b inary collisions below 14 amagat xenon density.
Adding also the wall relaxation term  we obtain a formula which should describe closely
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the  relaxation ra te  in our pressure range:
T\ (4.1 h) (55.6 h) (1 amg) waU  ^ ^
where T waufl is the wall relaxation rate at one amagat of gas density. The wall relaxation, 
T wau, is specific to the xenon container.
6 .4 .2  T 1  M e a su r em e n ts  in  G as S ta te
We performed m ultip le  measurements on the relaxation of the hyperpolarized xenon in 
our system at different pressures in  the down-tube. A fte r accumulating the hyperpolarized 
xenon in  the freeze-out, we vacuumed the down-tube and the freeze-out, and thawed the 
xenon back into the down-tube. F irs t results confirmed the potentia l of delivering the hyper­
polarized xenon in  the gas state, since relaxation times measurements showed comparable 
values to  the ones in  the frozen state.
For relaxation tim e measurements we used the same N M R  coils system surrounding the 
down-tube, as for measuring polarization numbers. Therefore, almost a ll the studies were 
done w ith  the down-tube as the gas vessel. To observe the exponential time-decay given by 
T i  relaxation we implemented pulse sequences w ith  m ultip le  repetitive shots having small 
flip  angles and separated by a specified repetition time. For hyperpolarized gas each shot 
destroys the transverse polarization, therefore the flip  angle has to  be small in  order to 
allow the acquisition of a large number of shots. The signal time-decay is defined by:
5 (n , ct) =  Sde ~Ti cos"_ 1(a) (6 .10)
where So is the in it ia l signal (or in itia l polarization), n  is the number o f the shot, T ^  is the
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Figure 6-10: T i  signal decay data points and fitted  curve.
repetition tim e between two consecutive shots, and a  is the flip  angle in  each shot.
By using the same m ulti-pulse sequence, but w ith  extreme repetition times, one d if­
ferentiates between the decay caused by the flip  angle and the decay caused by the spin 
relaxation, T V  I f  the repetition tim e is chosen such tha t X r  < <  T \, the time-decay of 
the signal is insignificant and the resulted decay is caused only by the small flips of the 
magnetization destroyed in  every shot. This way the flip  angle can be measured. A fte r the 
flip  angle is determined the repetition time is increased to  values comparable to  T i  and the
data points resulted are fitted  using a curve described by Eq. 6.10.
We calibrated our system to give a flip  angle of 4.5° for a specific RF power settings of 
the SMIS console. For T i  measurements we typ ica lly  acquired 36 repetitive shots, w ith  a 
repetition tim e of 5 m in, resulting in an acquisition tim e of 3 hours. Figure 6-10 shows the 
signal time-decay of the hyperpolarized xenon at 600 to rr, the measurement tha t gave us 
the highest relaxation tim e of 159 minutes (2.5 hours) in  the down-tube.
In  Figure 6-11 we present an overview of all our T i  measurements in  the down-tube
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Figure 6-11: Xenon relaxation time overview measurements in  the down-tube.
taken for different xenon pressures. The numbers are hardly reproducible for the same 
pressure. The inconsistency in  measuring T i  for the same experimental conditions was 
observed also by other groups [106]. One explanation for the T i  variations at the same 
pressure could be different down-tube contamination levels w ith  Rb or other impurities. 
A lthough we implemented the cooling jacket for a faster Rb trapping inside the polarizing 
column, we s till observed deposition of Rb on the walls of the polarizing column above the 
cooling jacket and in  the down-tube.
The experimental points tend to  follow a linear f it  and show a slight pressure dependence. 
The relaxation rate increases slightly as the pressure drops and th is comes probably from a 
diffusion related effect. I t  could be generated by field inhomogeneities along the down-tube. 
Lower xenon densities leads to  a higher diffusion coefficient in  Eq. 6.8 and small gradient 
fields participate in  xenon relaxation.
A  large part o f the relaxation is caused the wall relaxation. The lim it of 4.1 h predicted 
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Figure 6-12: a) Gas delivery system w ith  the transporting case, metal box enclosing the 
coil, and the delivery cell, b) Delivery cell inside the coil at 0.2 T  magnet at BW H.
surements concludes to  a wall relaxation rate of 7.84 x 10-5  s-1 . No coatings were applied 
to  the down-tube, although a careful cleaning w ith  Piranha solution is always performed 
when the system is refilled w ith  fresh Rb.
6.5 G as S tate  D eliveries
For gas state delivering purposes we b u ilt a large solenoid coil w ith  40 cm diameter and 
25 cm height, enclosed in  a ferromagnetic steel box to  improve field homogeneity and reduce 
external noise. The holding field inside the coils is ~28 Gauss, matching the polarizer field. 
The whole setup fitted  inside of a large wheeled case, as shown in  Figure 6-12a. The coil is 
powered from  the wall outle t or from  the car 12 V  plug. To power the coil for short periods 
of time, necessary when moving the case from  lab to the car and vice-versa, a large capacity 
rechargeable battery was added.
A fte r the xenon is polarized and accumulated in  the freeze-out, i t  is thawed into the 
delivery cell. The pressure inside the cell is monitored w ith  a Baratron pressure gauge and 
has typ ical values o f 600-700 to rr. The cell is fina lly  transferred into the transport case w ith
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precaution, such as the field gradients are minimized. The case fits easily in to  the trun k  of 
a car to be delivered to BW H. The delivery is handled routine ly by a single person. Once 
the gas reached destination, i t  can be transferred in  small amounts from delivery cell to  the 
study cells.
M u ltip le  large spherical cells w ith  volumes ranging from one to five liters were acquired 
and provided w ith  three-way glassware stopcocks. Because the final accumulated xenon 
quantity  is lim ited  to  1.5 liters by the freeze-out capacity, we used only the one lite r cells for 
deliveries. The cells were previously washed following a standard lab cleaning procedure [58]: 
Alcanox soapy water, 3x d istilled water rinse, Piranha acid wash, 3x distilled water rinse.
For two of the one lite r cells we tried  a Surfasil (Pierce Chemical Lab.) coating. We filled 
them w ith  10% Surfasil, 90% hexane solution and let them stand for a half-hour. F inally, 
the cells were emptied and rinsed w ith  toluene. We used two different procedures for curing 
the Surfasil coating solution: one o f the cells was placed inside a vacuum oven and left 
under rough vacuum at 200° for 24 hours, the second cell was dried at room temperature 
under u ltra  high vacuum (10~6 to rr) for 24 hours.
Constrained by the tig h t tim e schedule of gas deliveries, the p rio r ity  for detailed studies 
o f xenon relaxation times inside the delivery cells or during transportation was very low. 
Because of the ir large volume, cells d idn ’t  f it  in  our polarizer N M R  coils for quick mea­
surements. Nevertheless, two measurements were attempted in  the human scale low field 
imager at UNH. The field used in  the low field imager was 46 Gauss corresponding to  54 
kHz Larm our frequency. Following the flip  angle calibration we measured the relaxation 
tim e for two Surfasil coated cells using the m ulti-shot technique described previously. Both 
cells showed relaxation times of ~3  h, after flip  angle corrections, at pressures of ~600 
T  of natura l xenon. No clear evidence o f improvement in  delivered polarization at BW H
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was observed for the coated cells when compared to uncoated. Therefore i t  is unclear how 
im portant the coatings are in  our delivery conditions. Extreme cleaning solutions, such as 
Piranha, could be sufficient for decreasing the wall relaxations at a level were other relax­
ation mechanisms become dominant. We observed certain differences between uncleaned 
and Piranha washed cells w ith  a low surface/volume.
6.6 H yperpolarized  X enon  M R I at B W H
To demonstrate the capability of our polarizer and the arisen possibilities from  its  use, 
we entered in to  a collaboration w ith  the group of Sam Patz from Brigham  and Women’s 
Hospital and Harvard Medical Shool. The purpose o f the collaboration was medical imaging 
studies using hyperpolarized 129Xe. The collaborators have an excellent background and a 
large interest in  working w ith  hyperpolarized gases [121, 27, 122], especially 129Xe.
Based on xenon unique properties, such its h igh-solubility in  tissues and blood, its  large 
chemical frequency shift depending on the surrounding, and its  low diffusion coefficient, we 
focused our studies on two main parameters related to lung structure and functionality.
F irs t, the so lubility  of xenon in  blood and the difference in  frequency between the gas 
phase and the dissolved phase can be an excellent too l for measuring the gas exchange 
efficiency. I t  was firs t demonstrated by our collaborators [122] in  porous media materials 
and i t  should be relatively unproblematic to adapt th is method to gas exchange studies in 
lungs. The gas exchange efficiency is d irectly related to  the local surface-to-volume ratio.
Secondly, we planned detailed measurements for the diffusion coefficient D(t )  o f 129Xe 
at the pulmonary acinar level as a function o f time. Measurements of xenon diffusion as a 
function of tim e could give detailed description about the lung m icrostructure. Xenon low 
diffusion coefficient allows to  probe structures much smaller than possible w ith  helium. A ll
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the experiments were proposed on animals first, followed by human subjects.
For M R I experiments we used the 0.2 Tesla GE scanner accessible to  our collaborators 
in  the Brigham  and Women’s Hospital. The low field value presents certain advantages 
regarding the attainable SNR for the hyperpolarized gases. A t high magnetic fields o f 1.5 
T  or higher local gradients arise due to  the susceptibility of the tissue in  the lungs, lim iting  
the transverse relaxation tim e T£ to  7 ms. Low field imaging at 0.1 T  using hyperpolarized 
gases was demonstrated to increase the SNR up to a factor o f 30 when compared w ith  1.5 
T  [123, 124, 125], due to  smaller background magnetic fields and larger TJj values.
UNH responsibility for th is project is to  provide the hyperpolarized xenon, in itia lly  
delivering the gas from  UNH to  the hospital, and later to build  a second polarizer and 
relocate i t  at the scanner site. As described before, we developed two different methods for 
gas delivery from  UNH to  BW H. We performed in it ia lly  frozen state hyperpolarized xenon 
deliveries, switching to  deliveries in  the gas state once we realized its  advantages.
In  order to calibrate polarization numbers o f the delivered xenon, we b u ilt a large 
’’ therm al” cell. A  xenon ’’ therm al” cell is typ ica lly  a high pressure cell from which the 
N M R  signal is measured based on Boltzmann therm al equilibrium  polarization, in  the same 
way as described for proton calibration signal. To reduce xenon T I ,  which dictates the 
recovery of the therm al polarization after an N M R  signal measurement, oxygen is typ ica lly  
added to  the therm al cell. Oxygen reduces drastically xenon T I  due to  its paramagnetism 
[126]. We calculated an optim um  ratio  of xenon to  oxygen of 2:1 for m axim izing the SNR 
from  the therm al cell. F ina lly  a large spherical three lite r cell was filled w ith  4 atm  of 75 % 
enriched xenon and 2 atm  of oxygen. The SNR ratio  obtained w ith  th is cell was ~10 in  
a single shot, extremely high taking into account the low 0.2 T  Bo magnetic field. The 
hyperpolarization of delivered xenon was calibrated against the therm al signal.
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M axim um  polarization delivered to  BW H  Hospital was estimated at 13.8% for a mea­
sured polarization at UNH of 40.1%. We observed inconsistencies in  the final delivered 
polarization numbers and we find d ifficu lt to  explain the differences w ithout fu rther investi­
gations. Thawing the xenon under various vacuum conditions could lead to  small amounts 
of oxygen inside the cell, hence decreasing the relaxation time uncontrollably. Large mag­
netic field gradients resulted when moving the cell from  the polarizer to  the transporting 
case, or caused by large current variation in  the delivery coil (powered by car battery during 
transportation), can be also causing inconsistent relaxation. W ith  a more accurate pressure 
m onitoring when thawing the gas and a polarization m onitor inside the transportation case 
the causes for polarization losses and inconsistent relaxations can be tracked down.
The project is s till ongoing at the time th is thesis is w ritten , therefore only firs t results 
are presented. We delivered hyperpolarized xenon on a regular basis for in itia l studies, 
which included coils and gradients calibration. The scanner is a commercial GE medical 
imager designed to  work at proton frequency and required changes in  order to function w ith  
hyperpolarized xenon. A  Tecmag imaging console capable o f m ultip le  nuclei frequencies, 
such as 3He and 129Xe, was acquired and installed for the 0.2 T  scanner. The imaging coils 
were calibrated for the flip  angle. F irs t images were acquired in  order to  adjust gradient 
coils settings. Pulse sequences were developed and optim ized to  work w ith  hyperpolarized 
xenon. For example, when doing hyperpolarized gas imaging, one m ajor improvement in 
pulse sequencing design is the central phase encoding, where the image is scanned from 
the center towards the sides, such the gas polarization is efficiently used w ith in  the interest 
region. The spiral image presented in  Fig. 6-9b is taken w ith  a standard pulse sequence 
which starts the scanning from top to  the bottom  of the image. The signal in  the images 
is very strong for the top ha lf of the image, but starts decaying in  the lower half, the
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polarization being destroyed by the m ultip le  small flip  angle shots necessary in  scanning 
the k-space. To bottom  two spirals of the freeze-out helix do not appear in  the image as 
the polarization is already too small for the signal to be visible.
6 .6 .1  X e n o n  D isso lv e d -S ta te  Im a g in g
Measurements o f surface-to-volume (S /V ) ratios for soft porous media using hyperpolarized 
xenon were done by a collaboration including members in  our present collaboration. They 
demonstrated th is new non-destructive method based on xenon chemical shift and large 
solubility. The results were in  relatively good agreement w ith  measurements from destruc­
tive  microscopy. A fte r destroying the polarization o f the hyperpolarized xenon dissolved in 
the porous media w ith  selected RF pulses, they monitored the exchange of polarized xenon 
from  the gas-phase into the dissolved-state.
Xenon dissolves well in  tissue and blood. For short times after the xenon is inhaled, 
the dissolved state signal in to  the lung parenchyma w ill be proportional to  the surface area 
of the lung. By m onitoring the signal in  the gas-state and in  the dissolved-state one can 
obtain inform ation on lung functionality, such as regional ventilation and lung surface area 
available for gas exchange. Previous measurements of dissolved xenon in  lung tissue and 
blood showed chemical shifts in  the range of ~ 2 0 0  ppm, sufficient for a clear separation of 
the gas and dissolved phases.
As a firs t stage o f our proposed dissolved-state imaging we demonstrated the capability 
o f separating the gas state image from the chemical shifted image o f dissolved xenon in  corn 
oil.
For th is we used two cylindrical cells, one of ~10 cm length and 2.5 cm diameter, and 
a second one which is ~5  cm long and 5 cm in diameter. The cells were placed in  the same
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Figure 6-13: Separation of xenon in  gas state and xenon dissolved in  o il images. Bottom  cell 
contains only xenon. The top cell is ha lf filled w ith  o il and half w ith  xenon. Cells physical 
positioning are indicated by the dotted drawings. By taking two consecutive scans w ith  T E  
values such in  the firs t scan the gas and dissolved states are in  phase (both have 0° phase) 
and in  the second scan there is a difference o f 180° between them (gas has 0° phase and 
dissolved has 180° phase), we can separate the images for the gas and dissolved states: a) 
image o f the gas phase only; b) image of the dissolve in  oil xenon only (lower ha lf of the 
top cell). Imaging parameters: 128x64, FO V=20 cm, SW=16.6 kHz, TR =25 ms, TE=6.36 
and 7.41 ms.
vertical plane. The long empty cell was filled firs t w ith  hyperpolarized xenon and placed in 
the scanner because o f xenon larger relaxation tim e (minutes). The second wider cell, half 
filled w ith  corn oil, was filled w ith  xenon right before the experiment and shaken for ~ 8  s 
before the scanning was started. This is necessary because of the very short relaxation time 
of xenon in  dissolved state (T i ~10 s).
The chemical shift o f xenon in  o il was previously measured to be 472 Hz at 0.2 T  (200 
ppm). For the separation of the images corresponding to  gas and dissolved state a m inimum  
of two scans are required. We approached a technique known to  the M R I community as the 
two-point D ixon method [127]. Two consecutive gradient-echo centric-encoded scans were 
acquired, firs t scan having TE=6.36 ms and second TE=7.41 ms, respectively. Therefore 
for the firs t scan both states, gas and dissolved, presented 0° phase. For the second scan 
a difference o f 180° results in  the phase o f the dissolved state signal, due to  the 1.1 ms
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difference in  TE . The chemical sh ift of 472 Hz for the xenon leads to  th is  phase difference. 
F inally, by adding and subtracting the signals obtained for the two scans we get the images 
for the gas state and for the oil state, respectively.
A  small ’’ bleeding” of the gas-phase signal into the dissolved signal can s till be observed, 
resulting in  an imperfect separation o f the dissolved phase. The cause is believed to be an 
imperfect centering of the gas phase and its non-zero frequency in  the ro ta tion  frame. This 
’’ bleeding” could be corrected for a ID  projection of the two cells by a firs t order phase 
correction for the chemical shift displacements p rio r to the Fourier transforms. For the 2D 
imaging i t  can be problematic to correct the ’’bleeding” for each line of the spectrum.
The 3-point D ixon technique [128] require a th ird  set of data w ith  the dissolved phase 
at -180° phase difference from  the gas phase. We acquired also th is necessary scan and the 
results w ith  the analysis description w ill be published in  the close future.
6 .6 .2  I n  v itro  R a b b it L ung Im a g in g
In  the view o f lung structure studies using hyperpolarized xenon, we attempted in  vitro rab­
b it lung imaging and T i measurements o f hyperpolarized xenon inside the lungs. This ex­
periment was performed using enriched xenon because of low polarization numbers obtained 
at UNH, caused by a contaminated system. A lthough the delivered xenon polarization was 
only very low (less than 5%), we obtained relatively good results.
Figure 6-14 shows two rabb it lung images acquired. SNR ra tio  is small because o f very 
low polarization, bu t the lungs profiles are clearly visible w ith  a uniform  signal d istribution.
We measured relaxation times larger than 43 s in  the rabbit lungs, as shown in  F ig­
ure 6-15. F irs t four points show the gas injection (from syringes filled w ith  xenon), w ith  
the signal increasing to a maximum value. Thereafter the signal starts the exponential
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Figure 6-14: In  vitro rabb it lungs images at 0.2 T  obtained w ith  hyperpolarized xenon: 
a) 55 cc xenon injected; b) 75 cc xenon injected. We used a gradient-echo centric pulse 
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Figure 6-15: T i  measurement in  rabb it lungs: firs t four data points correspond to  the 
injection o f the xenon inside the lungs, followed by the exponential decay of the signal.
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decay characterized by the spin-lattice relaxation of xenon inside the lungs. The data were 
acquired using a new coil, w ithou t a previous flip  angle calibration performed, therefore the 
data presented on the graph are the raw data, and T i= 4 3  s resulted from the f it  should be 
considered the low lim it for the relaxation time.
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Chapter 7
O r ie n t a t io n a l  L o w  F ie l d  M R I
7.1 Low F ield  M R I
The signal-to-noise ratio  of the hyperpolarized gases in  animal or human lungs is, to 
a firs t approximation, only weakly dependent on the applied magnetic field, unlike in  the 
trad itiona l case of therm al equilibration where the SNR o f a sample essentially scales w ith  
Bg [124, 125]. Therefore, laser-polarized 3He M R I can be performed at applied magnetic 
fields substantially lower to those found in  clinical scanners, potentia lly  <  100 G. The 
impressive body of clin ical laser-polarized 3He M R I work performed u n til now has generally 
been performed at applied fields of 1.5 T , not because o f the field requirement, but rather 
because th is is the standard equipment available to  most M R I researchers in  clinical settings.
Imaging of laser-polarized noble-gases at much lower applied fields offers a number of 
advantages because certain fundamental imaging constraints are diminished. Most notably, 
distortions, line broadening, and inherent loss o f resolution th a t result from  large back­
ground magnetic field gradients due to  susceptibility mismatches in  heterogeneous samples,
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such as the lung tissue, are significantly, i f  not completely, reduced. T2 and T 2* are sig­
n ificantly longer, resulting in  much higher SNR from  echo experiments, and the ab ility  to  
use single-shot, multi-echo experiments like R ARE and E P I much more easily [129]. A dd i­
tionally, the significantly lower (kHz range) Larm or frequencies used correspond to  greater 
skin depths meaning the applied RF can penetrate th in  conductors th a t would otherwise 
be shielded and could not be imaged.
A  collaboration involving also the UNH group has previously demonstrated the feasibil­
ity  of low-field 3He M R I using a solenoid magnet operating at approximately 20 G [124, 125]. 
They obtained images of sealed glass cells w ith  3He using this system, and achieved a reso­
lu tion  and SNR comparable to clinical scanners. I t  was also demonstrated the reduction of 
susceptibility-induced gradients for both sealed cells [124] and excised ra t lungs [125], The 
result was a 3He T 2* of ~100 ms at 2 m T (20 G) in  excised ra t lungs, as opposed to ~  5 
ms at 1.5 T.
I t  has been theorized tha t the non-uniform  nature of pulmonary ventilation and per­
fusion is the result o f gravity-dependent orientation [130, 131]. However, the details of 
gravitational effects on lung function are poorly understood and are currently under much 
debate [132, 133, 134], A  m ajor lim ita tion  in  these studies is the lack of a method to  ob­
ta in  quantitative, high-resolution regional ventilation maps in a non-invasive and repeatable 
manner. Much of the current knowledge o f regional pulmonary dynamics has come from 
studies th a t use invasive probes, often on post-mortem samples. Pulmonary physiology 
would thus greatly benefit from the ab ility  to quantita tive ly image ventilation and V /Q  
ratios as a function of orientation. A  low field imager w ith  open access for orientational 
studies would be an ideal instrument for th is type of measurements, since in  a ll M R I clinical 
scanners the subject is restricted to horizontal positioning.
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From a practical standpoint, operation at lower applied fields allows for novel magnet 
systems. A  low-field imager would be substantially lower in  cost and easier to bu ild  and 
m aintain because the field can be generated using resistive coils, as opposed to  the trad i­
tiona l superconducting solenoid. The significant reduction of the stray fields also reduces 
the siting considerations. Furthermore, the lower field strength perm its the use of novel 
magnet designs th a t can better accommodate certain subjects for basic physiology studies, 
or subjects in  critica l care.
7.2 U N H  Im ager D escrip tion
We report the design, construction and performance characteristics o f a very low field 
M R I system th a t employs a set of resistive electromagnetic coils and planar gradients. 
The imaging region is completely unobstructed in  a ll axes parallel to  the coil plane. We 
include the operating details and specifications of th is system, results o f 3He and 1H N M R  
diagnostics during development, and our firs t 3He human lung M R I images.
7 .2 .1  T h e  M a g n et
The Bo field was produced by two pairs of coils. The larger pair consisted of 2 m diam­
eter, 0.91 Q. coils, w ith  120 turns each, separated by 73.6 cm. The second pair— used for 
field correction and homogeneity optim ization— measured 0.11 f t ,  consisted of two 86 cm 
diameter coils w ith  100 turns each, and were separated by 120.0 cm. In  Figure 7-1, two 
photographs show the layout of the four coils w ith  dimensions indicated. The coil positions 
were optim ized using a spreadsheet program to obtain the best field un ifo rm ity  w ith in  a 
30 cm-diameter spherical region. Field calculations were made by applying the Biot-Savart
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Figure 7-1: Photographs of the system showing the Bo coils: a) Large Coils: D =2m , 
AH=0.74m ; b) Small Coils: d=0.86m, Ah=1.2m ; Human subject is shown in  imaging 
position.
equation to  small segments of the coils. A  p lo t of the measured field un ifo rm ity  in  the 
horizontal y z  plane of the system is shown in  Figure 7-2. The Bo coils were powered by 
different current sources: the larger pair was driven by two Sorensen SRL 40-50 power sup­
plies connected in  series, and the smaller one by a Hewlett-Packard 6012A. Both pairs were 
vertica lly mounted on large triangular aluminum brackets inside a large steel RF-shielded 
Faraday cage (8 f t  wide x  12 ft  long x  8 f t  high) w ith  the coil axis across the w id th  of the 
room. The DC current feeds to  the coils were filtered to  prevent transmission o f broad­
band kHz frequency noise, using large capacitors connected in  parallel at the output o f the 
power supplies and LC filters mounted on the feed-through panel of the Faraday cage. The 
Bo field generated by th is configuration was 1.38 G /A  for the large pair of coils and 0.68 
G /A  for the small pair. No water cooling was used on these coils. The optim um  current 
ra tio  between the large and small coils was ~5  and was determined by F ID  SNR measure­
ments from  low-flip  angle single-pulse excitations of laser-polarized 3He in  small phantom 
glass cells, and by 90° pulses on water phantoms. The maximum resulting field, lim ited  by 
the heat generated inside the Faraday cage, was 7 m T (70 Gauss). The field uniform ity,
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Figure 7-2: Measured Bo field deviation map (ppm). The p lot was generated by moving a 
small water phantom along a 1 inch grid and recording the N M R  frequency at each point.
as shown in  Figure 7-2, differed sligh tly from the theoretically predicted d is tribu tion  due 
mostly to  small variations and imperfections in  the coil shapes. Resistive heat from the 
coils and temperature changes inside the Faraday cage caused also ins tab ility  problems for 
the field. The coils required a ha lf to an hour to  reach a stable temperature and current. 
A  cooling fan was mounted in  a separate room to  vent the system through a pipe attached 
to one of the cage vents. Homogeneity adjustment was available by sligh tly m odifying the 
current in  the smaller pair of coils— often a factor of 2 improvement was possible w ith  th is 
method. In  addition, shimming was possible v ia  the use of a additive shim box th a t added 
current offsets to  the gradient coils through the gradient amplifiers.
Planar gradient coils were b u ilt on 90 x  120 cm (x and y) and 120 x  120 cm (z ), 3 
mm th ick  G10 plastic sheets using three layers o f 1.2 cm wide, 40 /xm th ick  copper tape 
as the conductive material. The design was created by implementing the Biot-Savart law 
in  a M icrosoft Excel program, where the field created by small elements o f the gradients 
was summed and used to  get the final 3D field d istribution. The program fina lly  optim ized 
gradient shape and position to maximize strength and linearity across a 60 cm DSV. The x
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Figure 7-3: a) x ,y -axis planar gradient conductor pattern; b) z-axis planar gradient con­
ductor pattern.
and y  gradients were wound as shown in  Figure 7-3a, w ith  a 0.78 ft  dc-resistance for each 
pair and 92.2 /iH  inductance, and an output calibration of 1.34 x 10-3  G /cm /A . The z  
gradient pair had a spiral form, as shown in  Figure 7-3b, w ith  a 1.29 Q, dc-resistance, 368.8 
(iH inductance, and an output of 4.82 x 1CT3 G /c m /A . Calculated field plots indicated 
excellent un ifo rm ity  o f the gradients was expected over a 30 cm DSV. The gradients were 
attached to the same aluminum brackets as the main Bo coils, leaving a gap of 71 cm between 
them, a wide open space for the placement of a patient table and large human coils. The 
gradients were powered using standard Techron 8604 amplifiers from  a GE Medical Systems 
human scanner. The maximum current supplied by the amplifiers was 130 A  for the x  and 
y  gradients and 86 A  for the z  gradient, resulting in  a maximum gradient field of 0.18, 0.18, 
and 0.41 G /cm  for the x , y, and z  gradients, respectively. In  Figure 7-4, a photograph 
shows the three planar gradients installed in  the system, along w ith  an experimental p lot 
o f the z  gradient linearity. Due to the overlap o f the gradient sheets, heating of the copper 
tape was an issue for our system. In itia l tests indicated only a low du ty  cycle acceptable for
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Figure 7-4: Gradient linearity plots for the y  and z  gradients, showing linearity for 50 cm 
along the central y  and 2 axes, respectively. The gradient deviates no more than 0.4% from 
the linear f it  showing slopes o f 1.342(6) x 10~3 and 4.824(7) x 10~3 G /A /c m  for y  (same 
as x ) and z, respectively.
the gradients, so we were forced to use repetition times larger than 100 ms in  our imaging 
sequences.
Numerous noise sources, including DC power supplies, oscilloscopes, computers and 
monitors, existed w ith in  our range of frequencies (50-200 kHz), requiring the use o f the 
steel Faraday cage, which was designed to attenuate RF interference in  the range of 10 kHz 
to  10 M Hz by up to  100 dB. We used a low-noise power transformer for electrical power 
inside the room. A  feed-through panel was made from th ick  aluminum and a ll the electrical 
connections were fed through using m ultip le  passive filte ring  elements. We could measure 
lower noise attenuation at different points of the cage, mostly in  the corners and in  some 
places where the steel panels where mounted together. Where i t  was necessary, we added 
copper tape w ith  conductive adhesive for a better electrical connection between cage panels, 
reducing the noise level.
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Figure 7-5: Schematic of the low field imager.
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Figure 7-6: Receive and transm it coil circuitry.
7 .2 .2  E lec tro n ic s
A  schematic of the imaging system is shown in  Figure 7-5. A  commercial Surrey Medical 
Imaging Systems (SMIS) console was used for RF and gradient pulse control. The console 
did not have the hardware to produce the very low (kHz) imaging frequencies required for 
these low field strengths, so we implemented a heterodyne mix-down stage for the transm it 
signal and a m ix-up for the receive signal using a reference signal of 20 M Hz from the 
PTS synthesizer in  the SMIS console, and ZAD-3 mixers [M ini-C ircuits, Brooklyn, NY], 
This c ircu itry  is shown in  more detail in  Figure 7-6. We used separate coils to match the ir
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resonance impedance of the RF amplifier to  the drive coil and the input of the preamplifier 
to  the receive coil.
The transm it B i coil was b u ilt in  a Helmholtz configuration w ith  5 windings on each 
side using 12 gauge copper wire on a 66 cm-diameter PVC pipe as a form. The RF drive 
signal was fed in to  a two stage am plifying system: a homebuilt amplifier allowing a gate 
conditioning for the output, followed by one of the five channels of a 5 x  165 W  theater 
amplifier [Outlaw Audio, Durham, NH]. Aside from  a cross-diode box after the RF ampli­
fiers, there was no other filte ring  used for the drive signal. Tuning of the transm it coil was 
achieved by use o f high-voltage resonance capacitors th a t were connected in  series w ith  the 
coil to establish a low output impedance on the audio amplifier (~  4 f l) .  The qua lity  factor 
Q o f the transm it coil resonance was ~  10. The receive coil, wound in  a cosine pattern 
w ith  4x80 turns, was designed to f it  a medium sized human chest, w ith  an ellipsoidal shape 
o f 44 cm wide x  33 cm high x 38 cm long. The receive signal was pre-amplified w ith  a 
Stanford Research System SR560 low-noise voltage preamplifier upstream of the frequency 
m ixer and the imaging console. The receive coil had a parallel resonance resulting in  a 
high impedance, ~  100 kO. The high impedance on the input o f the SR560 preamplifier 
matched the lowest internal noise coming out from  the preamplifier. Using resonance boxes 
w ith  m ultip le  capacitor configurations, we were able to tune the coils to different frequencies 
ranging from  54-200 kHz. The Q of the receive coil was ~  80 to  120, depending on the 
operating frequency. Such high Q values at frequencies ~  100 kHz resulted in  coil response 
bandwidths of ~  1-2 kHz, significantly less than typ ical imaging spectral w idths of 10-20 
kHz. As a result, a ll images acquired from th is system required post-processing to remove 
the convolved effect of the frequency response of the coil. We performed coil Q and AC 
impedance measurements on the resonance using a HP 3577A Network Analyzer. A  benefit
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Figure 7-7: Photograph of the excite and receive coils: the large Helmholtz B i coil was 
bolted into the table and the receive coil was attached to i t  using foam spacers and plastic 
bolts.
o f working at such low frequencies is tha t sample noise is negligible, w ith  Johnson noise 
being the only significant source.
The practical result of th is effect is tha t the coils are not sample loaded— placing the 
coil over the head and shoulders o f a test subject showed no variation in  the coil resonance 
as displayed on the network analyzer. The only effect on the coil resonance as a result of the 
subject being in  the coil was i f  the ir body weight caused the coil to  flex while ly ing  inside the 
coil in  a horizontal orientation. Conversely, a significant problem was the electromagnetic 
coupling between transm it and receive coils and the resultant induction o f noise in  the 
receive coil by the transm it coil. W ith  careful physical alignment and by blanking the 
preamplifier during transm it and a 3-4 ms dead-time after the transm it pulse, coupling 
between the coils was significantly reduced. In  addition, precise positioning of the receive 
coil in  the magnetic center o f the gradients could elim inate the induced pulses from  gradient 
switching and noise coupling. Once orthogonality was achieved, the human coils were bolted 
together to  m aintain the ir physical alignment, as is shown in detail in  Figure 7-7. However
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cross-coupling noise was often s till present in some images, hurting  the overall image SNR.
The gradient line filters consisted of simple passive inductors b u ilt w ith  ferrite  toro id  
cores [Ferroxcube TX63/28/25]. Both the output and sample common lines from each 
Techron amplifier were wound 20 times around these small toroids using a 10 gauge con­
nection wire. These passive inductors blanked the gradient lines when the amplifier was 
not generating a pulse— effectively reducing the ir noise to tha t when placed in  ’’ stand-by” , 
rather than ’’ ready” mode. This method of filte ring  was applied to  a ll three Techrons, but 
only reduced the noise during image acquisition from the slice select and phase encode am­
plifiers. A n  additional pair o f filters, based on an active inductor concept, was implemented 
specifically for the read-out gradient during the image acquisition time. This consisted of 
two larger toro id  ferrite  cores (Ferroxcube T107/65/25), each double wound in  a 1:1 trans­
former configuration (2x9 windings). One side of the transformer was made by w inding 
the output wire of the read-out gradient amplifier. The wire from the second side was 
connected d irectly to  a Sorensen SRL 10-50 DC power supply th a t matched the read out 
gradient current during the signal acquisition. These filters reduced the noise acquired dur­
ing the image acquisition, in  the presence of the read-out gradient pulse, to w ith in  a factor 
of 2 o f th a t when the amplifier was in  ’’ stand-by” mode. To perm it th is filte ring  method 
to work effectively, however, the Techron amplifier assigned for the read-out gradient pulse 
was operated in  constant-voltage mode, rather than the trad itiona l constant-current mode, 
and the shape of the read-out gradient pulses suffered slightly as a result.
7 .2 .3  G as p o la r iza tio n  and  d e liv ery
The h ighly polarized 3He was produced using the well-established method o f spin-exchange 
optically-pum ping o f a dense Rb vapor w ith  the 3He gas [55]. For human imaging stud-
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Figure 7-8: a) Photograph of 3He polarizer; b) Gas handling schematic (not drawn to  scale). 
A  (g) refers to  a valve.
ies which require large volumes of laser-polarized 3He, our collaborators from Harvard- 
Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics b u ilt a m odular 3He polarization apparatus w ith  gas 
storage, transport, and delivery stages sim ilar to  those previously implemented for 129Xe 
imaging [41]. A  photograph o f the apparatus is shown in Figure 7-8a. The glass op ti­
cal pumping/spin-exchange cells on th is polarizer were ~  3.5 cm in  diameter and ~  9 cm 
long, and were constructed w ith  GE-180 aluminosilicate cylinders (~  80 cm3 volume) w ith  
hemispherical end windows. Few m illigram s of Rb were deposited in  the cells before use, 
and then used a Pyrex high vacuum valve to  mate to the center of the cell and attach the
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cell to  the polarizer. Each cell was enclosed in  a dedicated Pyrex outer jacket tha t served 
as an oven. This construction enabled us to easily remove each polarization cell from the 
polarizer, and perm itted diagnostic N M R  to  be performed d irectly on the cell, w ithout loss 
of 3He gas. The cell could then be reattached to the polarizer and re-pumped.
The need to produce m ultip le  batches of h ighly polarized 3He as quickly as possible 
and the small Rb-3He spin-exchange cross section required the polarizer to  be operated at 
a very high Rb density in  order to  obtain a short Rb-3He spin-exchange time. Typically, 
we optica lly pumped the cells at 195-210° C (~  2 hour spin exchange tim e). Operating 
at such a high Rb density (~  5 x 1016 cm-3) was feasible only because of the availab ility 
o f relatively inexpensive high-power diode laser arrays (LDAs) th a t can provide enough 
resonant ligh t to efficiently pump the vapor. For each experiment, the cell was filled w ith  
5-6 bar o f 3He and 0.1 bar of N2. Hot air flowing through the oven maintained the desired 
Rb density. Two fiber-coupled LDAs [Coherent, Inc., Santa Clara, CA] each provided 30 
W  of continuous wave laser ligh t at 795 nm w ith  a nominal 1 nm line w id th  (FW H M ). A  
pair o f linear polarizing beam splitters and bi-refringent crystals converted th is output into 
c ircu larly polarized ligh t in  one orientation before reaching the cell. We used a simple 1 m 
diameter Helmholtz pair to  create the magnetic field, typ ica lly  ~  10 G, for optical pumping.
3He polarization reached ~  20-40% after spin-exchange optical pumping for ~  2-4 hours. 
The T i  of 3He in  the cell was ~  20 hours. The cell was either removed from  the polarizer 
for direct 3He N M R  in-situ, or the 3He was allowed to  expand from  the pumping cell into 
a previously evacuated glass and Teflon compressor for storage and subsequent delivery. 
Transfer of the gas to  compressor always occurred after the cell had cooled, to  reduce loss 
o f Rb vapor. As a safety precaution, we also passed the 3He gas through a Rb filte r en-route 
to  the compressor. We delivered 3He from the compressor via narrow Teflon tubing tha t
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passed through a feed-through in  the Faraday cage to  the delivery manifold located adjacent 
to  the human subject. The absence of large transverse magnetic gradients minimized 3He 
depolarization during the transfer, while the pneumatic control o f the compressor w ith  
pressurized nitrogen ensured almost no 3He gas was lost to dead-space during th is process. 
A  schematic of the polarizer delivery stage is shown in  Figure 4 -lb . The delivery manifold 
for human subjects consists of a Tedlar bag, vacuum and inert gas ports, and a Teflon tube 
used as a mouthpiece. We measured the 3He gas T i in  both, the compressor and the Tedlar 
bag, to  be 20 min.
In  addition to polarization o f large volumes of 3He via the dedicated polarizer described 
above, we also polarized small spherical and cylindrica l sealed glass cells containing 3He for 
use as diagnostics during development o f the imager. The cells, ranging in  volume from 
~  20-100 cm3 and pressure from  3-8 bar, were optica lly pumped in  a small ceramic oven 
heated w ith  hot a ir up to  170° C, and circularly-polarized 795 nm laser ligh t was provided 
by a single 15 W  LD A  (Optopower, Tuscon, AZ) w ith  a broad 2-3 nm F W H M  line w idth. 
We optically-pumped these cells for at least 4 hours. The best of these cells achieved over 
60% polarization, as independently verified by the Wisconsin group [31].
7 .2 .4  M R I T ech n iq u es
During system development, we employed a wide variety of small solenoid RF coils tuned to 
frequencies between 54 and 200 kHz. Generally, 3He and XH signals were acquired between 
100 and 200 kHz, w ith  the lower frequencies intended for parallel development o f 129Xe 
laser-polarization systems. For N M R  at these frequencies, we set the Bo field to  between 31 
and 62 G for 3He, and 23.5 and 47 G for 1H. We could easily use the same coil to acquire 
3He or XH signals simply varying Bo by adjusting the current output on the three power
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supplies tha t powered the Bo coils. This manual Bo adjustment also made i t  very easy to 
center the 3He or 1H signal on the receive coil resonance w ithou t requiring adjustment of 
the transm itter or receiver offset v ia  the software. Given the extremely narrow frequency 
bandwidth, especially of the receive coils (1-2 kHz), adjustment of the transm itter or receiver 
offsets were avoided once the spectrometer frequency had matched tha t of the two RF coils.
In it ia l diagnostics and SNR measurements were made using standard single hard-pulse- 
FID-acquire sequence. Generally, we set the pulse w id th  from 100 to  500 ps in order to 
provide for sufficient cycles of the Larm or frequency during the pulse, as well as tim e to 
allow the leading edge to  reach a consistent value and approximate a square shape (the 
inductance of the B i transm it coil yielded a fin ite  rise tim e from 10 to 150 ps, depending on 
the resonance, and also resulted in  an exponential discharge o f the LC R  circu it). Spectral 
w idths were optim ized for a particular experiment, between 5 and 25 kHz, w ith  number 
of data points ranging from 128 to  4096, and low-flip excitations for 3He or 90° pulse 
excitations for water were achieved by adjustment o f the coarse power m odulation setting 
and the fine RF transm itter amplitude settings in  the SMIS software. A  long delay time 
of 3-4 ms was usually allowed after the RF excitation pulse and before signal detection to 
allow for sufficient drive coil ring-down and to avoid acquiring the coils coupling response 
together w ith  spectral information.
Laser-polarized 3He T i  and flip-angle calibrations were measured using a m ultip le  shots 
sequence, w ith  repetition times of seconds for flip  angle calibrations, and T r  o f minutes 
for 3He T i  measurements. W ith  -C T i  we can determine the flip  angle a. Once a  is 
known, repeating the experiment w ith  a longer T n  perm its determ ination of T i .  A  sim ilar 
pulse sequence was implemented using a 1ms 5-lobe sine pulse as preparation for imaging 
experiments. One-pulse F ID ’s, as well as flip-angle calibrations were made w ith  the soft
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pulse sequence as well.
A ll 3He imaging experiments were conducted w ith  standard spin-warp gradient-echo 
sequences based on the standard code supplied w ith  the SMIS instrument. Imaging gradient 
calibration constants were set accurately in  the SMIS software by comparison of known 
cell physical dimensions to  image dimensions based on the desired FO V in  in itia l images. 
We aimed to  m inimize the echo tim e T g  by using wider spectral w idths (10-20 kHz) and 
smaller datasets (64 or 128 points); while T r  was lim ited  by the heat dissipation of the 
gradient panels to 100-500 ms. Despite the narrow RF coil frequency response and its 
reduced effectiveness w ith  off-resonance pulses, slice selection was tested by application of 
a gradient pulse during the shaped RF pulse and the phase-encode gradient. Generally, in 
order to  optim ize SNR, slice selection was not used, and the gradient current amplifier was 
switched off. Usually only one signal averaging scan was acquired for each 3He image. For 
1H, a standard spin-echo sequence was used to  optim ize SNR at the very low frequency 
used.
Human imaging and spectroscopy was performed at 39 Gauss (3.9 m T) w ith  B i set to 
127 kHz. The Q o f the human transm it and receive resonance circuits were 9.7 and 83.3, 
respectively, w ith  a receive coil frequency response F W H M  of 1.5 kHz and an impedance of 
75 kf2. We employed a gradient-echo sequence w ith  non-sequential (centric) phase encoding, 
T g /T g  =  10/100 ms and a flip  angle of 8°. The RF pulses we used were nom inally sinc- 
shaped and of 1 ms duration, and all images were acquired w ithou t slice selection. We set 
the field of view (FO V) to  50 cm, spectral w id th  16.67 kHz, the image m atrix  was 128 x 
64, and no signal averaging. A ll raw data sets were zero-filled to  256 x  256 before the Fast 
Fourier Transform was applied, resulting in  a final image resolution of 2 mm.
The high coil Q and resulting small frequency response bandw idth (~  1-2 kHz) of the
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receive RF coils used resulted in  a convolution of the coil response onto the image data 
in  frequency-space, and thus led to a strong attenuation of signal away from  the center 
frequency. Post-processing of the transformed image data removed th is attenuation and 
non-uniform  noise floor from  the image [135]. We firs t acquired the true coil ring-down 
response from  a hard RF pulse, using a one-pulse sequence and reducing the dead-time. 
However, during human imaging, slight flexing of the coil from  the subject’s body weight 
or movement would affect this response. We therefore obtained the coil response from  the 
imaging experiment itself, by averaging the rows of the transformed data set where no true 
signal was present. The resulting acquired response function was then divided through the 
processed image data sets, restoring uniform  signal intensity across the image space.
7 .2 .5  H u m a n  Im a g in g  P r o to c o ls
A ll human experiments were performed according to  a protocol approved by the In s titu ­
tiona l Review Board at the University of New Hampshire. The subject for lung imaging was 
a healthy 47-year-old male. As the polarized gas was delivered to  the Tedlar bag, we asked 
the subject to  take three or four deep breaths, each lasting 1-2 seconds. A fte r filling , the 
Tedlar bag was sealed off from the He polarizer. Once the subject completed the last deep 
breath and was at relaxed expiration, we opened the valve between the Tedlar bag and the 
mouthpiece and the subject was instructed to breathe in  all the gas from  the bag via  the 
mouthpiece (~  500 cm3 of polarized 3He). This was followed by a small intake o f room air 
to  chase the 3He deeper into the lungs. M R  imaging or spectroscopy sequences commenced 
immediately and the subject maintained th is breath hold for 20-50 seconds. Once imaging 
was complete, we asked the subject to exhale and to follow w ith  three or four deep breaths 
of room air.
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Figure 7-9: Single scan spectrum of a water sample showing a SNR of 30.
7.3 R esu lts
M ajo r steps in  the development of the instrument preceded the goal o f human lung imaging. 
The : H spectrum o f water from  a 140 cm3 sample, shown in  Figure 7-9, was obtained in itia lly  
as an ind icator o f the SNR th a t may be expected from  the system, and was acquired using a 
small solenoid receive coil and an earlier generation for the transm it coil. The spectrum was 
obtained in  a single scan w ithou t signal averaging, at 73 kHz (17 G), and yielded an SNR ~  
30. This measurement served as a benchmark during insta llation of the Faraday cage and 
the addition o f the Techron gradient amplifiers to  the system, along w ith  the implementation 
o f the required passive and active inductor line filters. The narrow frequency response of 
the coil is apparent from  the non-uniform  noise floor across the spectral w idth .
Small laser-polarized 3He cells also yielded sim ilar spectra w ith  significantly higher SNR, 
despite the use of low flip  angles, due to  the increased SNR efficiency o f laser-polarized 
noble-gas samples in  comparison to  thermally-polarized ones at lower field strengths [125]. 
A fte r insta llation of the gradient panels and filte ring  on the gradient lines, we acquired the 
firs t 3He images, shown in  Figure 7-10a, o f the phantoms tha t had been used previously
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Figure 7-10: a) Images of 3He cells; b) Longitudinal projection of a large water sample at 
30 G.
in  bench-top low-field M R I experiments [124], The small solenoid receive coil used for th is 
image had a significantly lower Q so the coil response was relatively uniform  across the 
region o f interest containing the cells. The images appeared undistorted, and after gradient 
calibration, the ir image dimensions matched their true dimensions in  the two imaging axes, 
ind icating true gradient linearity across th is smaller FOV. This was expected from  the 
linearity  p lo t in  Figure 7-4b, and the absence of concomitant gradient effects [136].
Once the large excite and pick-up coils for human imaging were designed and b u ilt, they 
were tuned for the imaging frequency, a rb itra ry  chosen to  be ~126 kHz. In it ia l tests for 
SNR were run using a large tub  (14.5 cm height x  25 cm wide x 38 cm long) filled w ith  
water. Plastic objects w ith  different shapes and positions were placed inside for resolution 
check. We were able to  acquire 2D projection of the water tub, shown in  Figure 7-10b, using 
a spin echo sequence for a FO V of 125 cm and 5 kHz spectral w id th , 128x128 data points, 
and 48 averages w ith  a repetition time T r  of 2.4 s and T e  of 36 ms. The image shows small 
field instabilities for th is long run (over 4 hours), bu t a good resolution for the image and 
excellent SNR for the system, considering the low proton signal at th is field (~1000 times 
lower than for a 3 T  imager).
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We then carefully calibrated excitation flip  angles to determine appropriate pulse power 
levels for both  500 ps hard pulses and 1 ms 5-lobes sine pulses, covering a wide range of 
excitation flip  angles. These measurements were carried out w ith  repeated low-flip  angle 
pulsing. Also, the helium polarizer was tested to  determine polarization lifetim e (T i)  of 
3He in  each polarization cell, as well as the 3He T i  in  the glass and Teflon compressor unit.
We then placed the cells d irectly in  the RF coils in the magnet and measured the 
3He T i to be 6 to 20 hours. We also measured sim ilar T i  for the helium compressor by 
disconnecting i t  from  the polarizer and placing i t  d irectly inside the magnet. F inally, we 
transferred the polarized 3He gas from the polarization cell, via the compressor, to a Tedlar 
sample bag in  the RF coils. S im ilar measurements yielded a 3He T j  o f ~20 min. In  some 
cases, we in tentionally added O2 to  the bag firs t in  order to simulate the conditions found 
in  the lungs. Imaging of the gas under such circumstances yielded images th a t indicated a 
reasonable B i homogeneity over a 20 cm DSV region.
Three-D imaging w ith  off-center slice selection is challenging to  implement at very low 
frequencies. Slice selection requires the use of a frequency selective RF pulse th a t excites 
spins in  a specific band determined by the application of a gradient pulse across the sample. 
In  commercial imagers the B i output of the RF coils across the imaging spectral w id th  is 
constant. As discussed above, the R F coil response at these kHz frequencies is often narrower 
than the imaging spectral w id th , especially for the receive coils. However, one experiment 
was performed to  confirm  tha t we would have the a b ility  to  perform slice selection on- 
center. Two small cells of laser-polarized 3He were placed in the coils, bu t were offset from  
on another vertica lly by 4 cm. Figure 7 - l la  shows the image of the two cells, acquired 
w ithou t a slice selection gradient pulse. In  Figure 7 - l lb ,  the image acquired w ith  slice 
selection implemented is shown. The cell offset vertica lly from  the center of the imager
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Figure 7-11: Slice selection test at low field: a) no slice gradient over the two 3He cells 
resulting in  a 2D projection; b) w ith  slice gradient on the lower cell is eliminated.
has now been removed from  the image. The image of Figure 7 - l lb  shows th a t an effective 
slice selection o f ~  4 cm was feasible w ith  th is specific system. Narrower slice selection was 
precluded because of the lim ited  gradient strength available in  the transverse axes. The 
image of the upper cell in  Figure 7 - l la  is incomplete due, we believe, to  a region where Bo 
was varying from  the nominal value. The addition o f the slice selection gradient in  Figure 7- 
11b remedies th is problem by adding a small field shimming through the slice gradient from  
the shim box.
Nearly a ll the images underwent corrections due to  the narrow w id th  o f the receive coil 
resonance. In  Figure 7-12 we show the improvement in  the final image quality using th is 
method. The coil response from  the F F T  of the raw data which did not have 3He signal 
was used to  correct the experimental data, resulting in  recovery of low signals in  the regions 
outside the resonance.
Our firs t human lung image was acquired w ith  the subject ly ing  horizontally on a non­
conducting and non-magnetic patient table as shown in  Figure 7 -lb . A fte r polarizing the 
3He for a few hours, the gas was transferred via  the compressor into the Tedlar bag, located 
inside the imaging room, next to  the subject. The gas was delivered to  the subject following
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Figure 7-12: Coil response corrections for cell and lung images: a) and d) raw images; 
b) and e) coil resonance response obtained from  the raw data w ithout signal; c) and f) 
coil-response corrected images.
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Figure 7-13: Human lungs image at 39 Gauss: FOV=50cm, SW = 16.67 kHz,
T js /T fl= 1 0 /1 0 0  ms, data scans 128x64 overfilled to  256x256: a) horizontal (supine) ori­
entation, b) vertical orientation.
the human imaging protocol. The 2D projection images obtained is shown in  Figure 7-13, 
w ith  the subject’s le ft lung at the righ t side of the image. The horizontal image from 
Figure 7-13a shows a very nice defin ition o f the lobes, w ith  a uniform  3He signal. The 
medial aspect of left lung has a lower intensity consistent w ith  the location of the heart.
We also rotated the drive-receive coils for vertical orientation imaging, bu t the image is 
o f lower quality. However, medical aspects of th is firs t study are discussed in  detail in  the 
collaboration’s recent published paper [121].
The xenon polarizer was developed after the end of low field imaging collaboration and 
no a ttem pt to  use hyperpolarized 129Xe was attempted.
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Chapter 8
C o n c l u s io n s
In  th is thesis I  m ainly described a novel polarizer design for producing large quantities 
of h ighly polarized 129Xe through Rb optical pumping. The advantage of working at low 
pressure allows a large spin-exchange rate between Rb and 129Xe. Large flow rates of the 
gas m ixture  are required in  order to match optim um  running condition of our apparatus. 
The idea of two separate regions for the main cell, a hot region where the optical pumping 
and spin-exchange occurs and a cold region where the Rb vapor is trapped from the gas 
m ixture, was implemented in to  a large scale polarizer.
Simple theoretical modeling predicted extremely high numbers for the output polariza­
tion. Also, we were able to predict an optim um  running regime for the polarizer, which 
later showed to be in  close agrement w ith  experimental values.
A  novel design for the optics offered a circular output laser beam for a good coverage of 
the polarizing column. Around 90 W  output of circular polarized laser power was typ ica lly  
used in  the optical pumping process. Lately, we demonstrated for the firs t tim e the nar­
rowing of the spectrum for a very high power stack of laser diode array bars. For this, we 
implemented an external L ittro w  cavity, improved w ith  two novel components: a stepped
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m irror for the ou tpu t beam uniform ity, and a collim ator to  reduce the em itted divergence 
of the beam.
Polarization numbers, such as 64% for 0.3 lite r/h o u r xenon production, 50% for 1.2 1/h, 
and over 20% for 6 1/h, were achieved w ith  our system. Xenon polarization dependencies on 
different parameters were determined. Polarization is maximized at 160° C temperature, 
~125 to rr nitrogen partia l pressure, ~1.4 lite rs /m inu te  to ta l gas m ixture  flow, and 500 to rr 
to ta l pressure.
Using a novel design o f the freeze-out system, which assures the accumulation o f frozen 
polarized xenon in  a th in  layer at liqu id  nitrogen temperature, we observed fu ll recovery of 
the polarized xenon. We confirmed by m ultip le  a freeze-thaw cycles method th a t accumu­
lating the xenon in  a th ick layer resulted in  recovery ratios of only 82.3%.
Polarized xenon could be frozen and thawed back into the N M R  measurement system 
for studies of relaxation times and recovery ratios. Large relaxation times of over 2.5 h were 
measured in  the gas state and a value of 2 h was observed for the frozen state.
Delivery systems for both states, gas and frozen hyperpolarized xenon, were designed 
and implemented and they were successful tested. Collaborative M R I studies using hyper­
polarized xenon are ongoing at Brigham and Women’s Hospital.
F irs t results o f the collaboration, based on UNH delivered xenon, were included in  this 
thesis. We were able to demonstrate the capability of separating the oil dissolved-phase 
from  the gas-phase of hyperpolarized xenon. Also, we performed a firs t experiment o f in  
vitro rabb it lung imaging and measure the relaxation tim e in the lungs.
A n  additional chapter presented the development o f a very-low field M R I scanner work­
ing w ith  hyperpolarized gas. We b u ilt on lim ited tim e and resources a human scale imager 
working at very low magnetic field strengths. The system, based on resistive coils and
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planar gradients, allows fu ll orientational access of human subjects for polarized gas lung 
imaging. During the progress towards human imaging, we have approached m ultip le  low 
field imaging issues, such as noise reduction, off-resonance signal correction, and slice selec­
tion. F inally, firs t orientational 3He human lung images were obtained at 39 Gauss, w ith  
the subject in  horizontal (supine) and vertical (upright) positions.
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Appendix A  
IR B  H u m a n  P r o t o c o l  A p p r o v a l
In s titu tiona l Review Board (IR B) approval page is required to  be attached to  PhD Theses 
presenting experiments involving human subjects. Attached is the human protocol IRB 
approval for the low field M R I using hyperpolarized 3He.
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Appendix B
IACUC A n im a l  P r o t o c o l  
A p p r o v a l
In s titu tiona l An im al Care and Use Committee (IAC U C ) approval for the experiments in­
volving animals (rabbits) performed at Brigham and Women’s Hospital by our collaborators 
is attached. The results of our firs t experiment involving in  vitro rabb it lung imaging using 
hyperpolarized 129Xe is contained w ith in  th is thesis.
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